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FIRSTWORD
By Norman Myers

-

'

6A campaign to

reforest the earth will -'V

stabilize rising „ ".

temperatures, improve the

quality of our] ;
lives, and buy time until

we find solutions

': to the greenhouse effect^

1 surnmei

oi 1988, the wo-ld hoard much about

how -he burning f :!'''. n "

greenhouse edect (the r-ipici warming

of the earths atmosphere). We heard

mtie about how the burning of tropical

Mi, iores :

' '

greenhouse of feci. Arci still less do we

hear about how reforestation of these

tropics could help heai en aOir.-g worid._

The earth constantly maintains "'GO

:i '! hi ' !; '! ' CiOxid

(COP r ihe ;re. Fossil *ue s emit

another 5.2 bilhcn memo tons of CO
into the air escn year, wm o the burning

of tropical forests emits rougnlv ' .8

billion metric tons of CO, bol'n contrib-

uting to a buildup of caroco dioxide

thafwiit soon trigger the greenhouse

O'fi

the sun in the same way the glass of

a greenhouse ceni-ois iomoeraiure lor

ply its I- the g i
" ' !'-

oon-eemraioo. ice much heat w II collect,

resulting in 'rising temperatures.

.Of ail the carbon dioxide spewed into

the amnosphe'e, only about hah
; me re-Si

disappears into oceans and akes,

voaetsiior- and sol:. So eoi of the 5.2

oiiiion metric ions o
; CCy emitted dom

toe burn ng oi rossii ''eels and the 1 8

I Ihon me i
. ion e'e:

burning oi rain forests each year, only

35 biHon metric tons cohiribu-.es io

aioba warn no,.

i, 980. 36; i.aren i;< :

were burned m [he tropics. In '987.

.res! were

iv ,\.i
!'

:
i
' ii I ' ii i .

: n

Bv ihe year 2020 the Sluice -or kupmal-

for I
climb

lo another 5 billion rnet'ic Ions. As a result,

the CO. released into the mmosohe-c

each year would nse to approximately

10 2 b'idou metric tons.

Replanting trees in the tropics could

eventually oifei a solution to the green-

house eifeot. A tree absorbs carbon

dioxide through onoiosynlhcs s. Plant

enough trees fas many as 250 billion} and

wo could remove much of U ;aad one

CO, building up in tne atmosphere.

Nowhere in- Ihe world are conditions

belter for growing fees than .n the

hopes, where yeamcund waim-h an;.)

-moisture oncoi/age rapid growfn.

lo embari< on a grand-scata tree- growing

p'O.ec: in the rropies. however, wouid

icqu re as many as 20 governments in

Latin America. Africa and Ass to stop

the TSOic; destructors o- ram forests.

I io

reforest ihe earth and stabibe ihe

damage produced by global warming'?

One acre of a tropica! oiantauor: can

absorb an annual aveiago c.i four metric

tons oi afrncspnenc carbon. In order

id soak up ' b'liou metric ions oi CO,,

wo would have 'o plan: 400.000 square

miles oi new mopieai icesis. io eilml-

nate the buildup oi 0.5 billion metric

tons woeicreuero planing feet

million square miles, an. expanse

roughly equivaienl re ail states ea st :

the Mississippi.

Where can we f'r.d enough space ::

recant what isn't being otherwise

utilized'7 In -f

oi down m watershed

reasons where lepmnrmg is urged iy

op iopsoH freer eroding and

to prevent rloudin-g. Last year flooding

devastated regions in Bangladesh.

T-dia. the Sudan, and Thailand. In lowland

Southeast Asia deioresied lands f.-ave

degenerated mio pobr-auatcy scrub and:

brush or coarse grasslands good for

in . i..
i

•
6 to

est cover :o adequately

exoand sheir lueiwood and commerce
ilmocf s.upp:les.

At an average cos! of S160 per acre,

reiorestlng :hc tropics would cost $120

bilhcn. This may seem the a man llgure

out ihe global community would be

spared much higher greenhouse costs.

According to the Enviroimeuia' Protec-

tion Agency, a use in sea level (just

through heating oi ihe ocean surface)

coasfai

regions of the eastern Uniteo Slates. To

,
., .. .: ii ..! .in refn, s. .

.
:

1 1 .
am

tidal dams would have to be buiif at

a cost ci S 110 billion. !'o revamp dams

and irrigat.cn systems in the Unlied

Siaies eouicl cos: an additional $23

brdou. In ccmpacso.n, the Department

of Agriculture currently spends S200

nun, 'i.i '..:.;
I

i
i
. r.rior

p;oqi ! Ill iCI i OS s

ievel rise and disrupted agriculture in

clner oarts o' the world jtusn. fertile

cropland 'ray ium :nte oeserf; would

surely turn out to be similarly great

The consequences of ihe greenhouse

erscs win be lar-reaching and possibly

bv, i
oev-j-s! il io. i

!! prr js

oi experts come io pass in the next 50

vears. ihe earth s temperatures wili

rise between 3" and 9T (In polar regions

Hie teiTiporaluies may rise as much as

?0
:m! After a look ai iho consequences

wo face as a result o! the greenhouse

effect, reforesting the earth doesn't

seem as outrageous as it mighi have a;

fnsl. ;-i tacf
:
a orcgram to plant b;lions

of s-oes th'ougltoui ihe tmo.es now

seems like a very sensible action.

i"i eiorcstmg Ihe eacl; is not the defini-

tive solurioir to Ihe warm ng -rend or

ihe greenhouse ot. If Is only one way

io bring ifio rising iove's o
1 carbon in

iho atmosphere ur-de f control A worse

woe eamoaigu lo -efo'est tl ntn,

however, will improve ice quality oi ou-

llves. stabilize rising temperatures,

and buy time until we find additional

so uf ens to the greenhouse effeci'QO

NonVHn t'verv .':: a sciixv :h :!oa ...-.'" tec

Voiid V^oVi/e Fund and an expert on

vvivv-jcitem sec' -ie./eiop!^era.
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I ft I ant to make a killing at the

i
.1 I track? Do you think youUW have the edge, that special

awareness of a hidden order of events,

to place your bet and win big at the

Kentucky Derby? The occasional bettor,

of course, often has a very personal

system for choosing a horse— like the

color of a jockey's uniform. But Dr. Z
can give you some tips, using a scientific

system, to increase your odds.

Dr. Z is William Ziemba's nom de

track. And in "Easy Money" (page 42),

writer and actor Michael Skinner explains

how Ziemba, a market analyst and

economist, applies his skills to horse

racing. His system, in fact, works for all

endeavors in life, from farming and

options trading to deciding whether you

should take an umbrella to work.

The Z-system, of course, is not

necessarily a substitute for retirement

savings:The occasional bettor can't

expect to make a fortune at the track.

But professional gamblers can rake

in the dough. And if you read "Easy

Money" early enough in the month, you

might want to use Dr. Z's system and

take your chances at Churchill Downs.

While Ziemba isn't spending much
time these days at the track (he's living

in Japan, helping brokers and bankers

win the rest of our money in the market),

other scientists are employed at Mahari-

shi International University, founded

by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, an icon of

the Sixties who was introduced to
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Americans by the Beatles. Each day

thousands of meditators gather inside

the Iowa college's two golden domes.

According to Douglas Starr in "Levitation

U." (page 66), many of the participants

are scientists with advanced degrees

from Harvard, Stanford, and Berkeley.

They believe they're part of history's

most important experiment: As they

meditate and tap into the cosmic

consciousness, professors and students

claim, they flood the nation with enough

positive vibrations to boost the economy,

lower the crime rate, and make us all

more resistant to disease. Their overall

theme, however, is to reconcile Western

science and Eastern philosophy.

"In the Sixties the Maharishi's

Transcendental Meditation was associ-

ated with the counterculture," says

Starr, who was a college student in the

late Sixties and early Seventies. "But

students at Maharishi U. aren't long-

haired hippies seeking alternate states

of consciousness through meditation,

LSD, and other methods. In fact, they're

aggressively clean-cut. The peaceful

campus harks back to the Fifties. And

meditation is seen as a device for

empowerment and self-control. Is this

clever marketing'' l don't know."

The Sixties were a time of social

unrest and massive protests against the

Vietnam War, a time when a number

of male college students, fired by their

convictions, dodged the draft, some
fleeing to Canada. In the mid-Eighties

Peter Hagelstein, a promising young

physicist, was also true to his beliefs and

left Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

because he was uncomfortable with

weapons work. Hagelstein had made
major contributions to the development

of the nuclear-driven X-ray laser. It was

a feat that would have revolutionized

biology. But it became a cornerstone

technology of star wars, or the Strategic

Defense Initiative. Writer Bill Moseley

talked with Hagelstein (Interview, page

74) and produced a chilling anatomy

of a scientist who, for the sake of his

research and ambition, let himself be

manipulated into helping fuel the military

machine he opposed.

While the military bends science

toward its own ends, others seek to apply

it to more benign goals. Rober: S e r-

berg's novelette "To the Promised Land"

(page 104) envisions one such rjuesl

as a scholar is spirited from his home to

write an account of the new exocfcE

from Egypt—to the stars. In J. R Dunn's

"The Gates of Babel" (page 50

the other hand, the dream o- scazz

exploration lies in ruins, ana ortf 2
handful of believers car presewc

For an exploration c
;

a z -e-
rs

-
' i-"

delve- into Frans Lanbng's pnoBgractts in

"Eggs to See" (page 5e -zszt^z
by the world's diverse s. =-

: i tar*ig

has captured the imagesd B
such exotic birds at

—= £_:r^
cuckoo and the extmd Vacacssca-
Borombe (that's "be:- CX3



LETTERS

connnnuruicATorus

How Sweet It Is

Congratulations on your excellent article

by Murray Cox. "A Question oi Taste"

[February 1989]. It was most favorably

received by the taste researchers at

Rockefeller University. The article is a

service to your readers and to the

scientists who spend their lives investi-

gating this most overlooked sense.

Marc Kaplan

Director of Public Information

Rockefeller University

New York

Lie Detector

The kind of fraud uncovered by Walter

Stewart [Interview, February 1989]

and his associates reveals the academic

snobbery and arrogant conspiracy

that perpetuate the wasting of billions of

dollars and nonhuman lives, hindering

and delaying medical advancement.

The publish-or-perish practice is deplor-

able and detrimental. I
agree with

Stewart; a scientist's value should not

be judged by the number of papers he/

she publishes but on the genuine

discoveries made.
Donna Worthington

Mesa. AZ

Wanted: Alien Abductees

Because of the large response to your

UFO survey [Forum, February 1989], I

have been collecting much information

on this phenomenon. I would like to

invite your readers to share their experi-

ences and opinions on this topic. Any

information, drawings, pictures, or films

would be welcome with a self-

addressed, stamped envelope if the

material is io be returned.

Robert Kennedy
Box 194

Southport, MB
Canada ROH 1 NO

Middle East Conflict

I would have been amused by Howard

Bloom's silly piece of pseudoscholar-

ship ["The Importance of Hugging,"

Explorations, February 1989] if it had

not been infused with such malicious

racial stereotyping—and given itself

authority by distorting my own anthro-

pological research. To set the record

straight, I
have written about the way

children are treated in the Bedouin

community with whom I
lived— in my

book Veiled Sentiments—and what

I say contradicts him; "Children live in a

world of intimacy, held, coddled, and

adored by anyone they encounter in their

households ... the men showing just

as much affection as do women and

older children." Bloom should do his

homework better if he needs to indulge

in pop scholarship to make a living.

And he shouldn't use articles on hugging

to purvey anti-Arab racism,

Lila Abu-Lughod

Department of Anthropology

University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia

1 am appalled at the incredible racial

bigotry you have shown in publishing

"The Importance of Hugging." By basing

his premise on the Bedouin, a people

who live a harsh and difficult life in

the desert, Bloom tries to draw a number

of erroneous assumptions about Arab

culture in general and their relations with

their children. Furthermore, if Bloom's

premise is to be taken seriously and the

showing of affection" openly and publicly

is any indication of peacefulness, then

the Arab society should be among

the most harmonious. Yes, men and

women do not show affection in public

without suffering considerable social

disapproval, but Arab men exhibit a

tremendous degree of affection for one

another, holding hands, walking arm

in arm, and so on. And Arab women do

the same with one another. Bloom has

simply rehashed a lot of racist ideas.

Deveral George
Houston

The defaming of Arab culture is so

common in American media tfiat I

thought I had become inured to it until I

was faced with Bloom's matter-of-fact

racism. His blatant bigotry and inflam-

matory rhetoric are closer to Kian and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 64



REEDUCATING AMERICA

FORUfUl

f% isdom can be taught,"

I

1

1 I proclaims psychologist

\J %J Robert Ornstein. And in an

age when the consequences of

decisions are more devastating lhan

ever before, it is critical to develop

intuition and intelligence among young

people. Despite the recent furor about

graduating students who don't know

which side won the Civil War, the real

problem, according to Ornstein, is

enormous: We don't know how to think

because we don't know how the human

mind operates. And, Ornstein insists,

concentrating on facts such as who won

the Civil War won't provide the proper

solution. We face huge, complex

problems— air and water pollution, ter-

rorism, illiteracy, the greenhouse

effect—with few viable alternatives. First

we must reinterpret the concept of

intelligence, Ornstein says, and then we
must completely overhaul the educa-

tional system in America—from kinder-

garten through university.

Ornstein runs the Instiiute for the

Study.of Human Knowledge. Based in

California and Massachusetts, the

educational research organization

sponsors symposia on how to think and

respond to daily events. He became
a pop hero after The Psychology of

Consciousness was published in 1972,

a book in which Ornstein expanded

on neurobiologist Roger Sperry's left-

brain, right-brain theory: The left side of

the brain controls the right side of the

body and is in charge of analytical

thinking; while the right side, which

controls the body's left section, is the

source of intuition. Ornstein argues

that intelligence cannot be predicted

by scores on a test but that it should

be defined by intuitive thinking and

creative expression.

Ornstein's most recent book is

New World New Mind., with Paul Ehrlich.

Healthy Pleasures, coauthored with

David Sobel, will be published by

Addison-Wesley this month. Today
Ornstein has gone beyond the early two-

hemisphere idea and describes

humans as having several minds, each
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an "expert" in different areas: the

health-care worker, the emotional guide,

the one who sorts out unnecessary

information, the comparison maker.

These "minds" operate unconsciously.

We need io build on the recognition

of this mental diversity, he says, begin-

ning in kindergarten.

Sitting in his Silicon Valley home,

surrounded by a collection of crystal

glasses, paintings by his wife of six

years, and artwork from the Middle East

and Africa, Ornstein seems to gaze

into the distance while speaking slowly

in his native Brooklyn accent, sometimes

using his droll humor to make points.

Bui he talks, says writer Karen Emmons,

with a sense of alarm about living in

anatomic environment in which the

chance of annihilating a society at the

push of a button is so great; about

an antiquated educational system; about

consciousness and humanity.

Omni: Define intelligence.

Ornstein; We can't continue to describe

one person as unintelligent and another

Pzycteioqisi Om s< e;<). Teac:- kids to think.

as genius. I believe independent

systems are at work inside the human

mind, and each system is separate and

responsible for different actions. So

people have separate intelligences. One
person, for example, may be great at

picking a stock but can't understand

Aristotle or paint. The painter, however,

may not be able to play the market.

The point: One person is not completely

smarter than the other; intelligence

manifests itself in very diverse ways.

Omni: How would you change the

educational system?

Ornstein: First, researchers and teachers

need to stop looking at people in an

intellectualized and simplistic way,

deciding what, they can and can't do.

It's devastating to think that we test

a child at six and then at eleven and

based on a ninety-seven IQ determine a

child's educational course.

Omni: What is an ideal curriculum?

Ornstein; We need to understand from

the dawn of evolution how humans
developed. Biology is destiny. Our nerve

circuits control a lot of our reactions

because they are designed to respond

io alarm— it's a fact more basic than

just conditioning. And we'll never stop

reacting to alarming siiuaiions. But

we can get around those reaciions by

understanding how we're built. Of course,

we also need to develop skills like

reading and writing to deal with the

present world. To make decisions in this

complex world we must learn probabil-

ity, or what-if thinking: If I choose one

action, other actions will follow. This iype

of thinking would force us to look at

the consequences of our aciions.

Omni: How do you do that?

Ornstein: Normal consciousness distorts

the way people make decisions. We
notice beginnings and endings more than

we notice middles. We notice dramatic

events, and we make crazy decisions

and mistakes' based on immediate

events! Kids ought to know that's the

way they're programmed io make
decisions and be taught to check

instinctive knee-jerk reactions. And they

ought to know this at a very early age



in order to build in a kind of observer to

their nervous system so they're not

controlled by such reactions.

One hostage is murdered, and millions

of Americans panic, refusing to go to

Europe. Yet we kill more people each day

with handguns than have ever been

killed by terrorists. But we focus on the

immediate event, ignoring the others.

We dramatically underestimate the

big problems in the world: The clock

ticks in the background; the noise gets

louder and louder. We don't hear the

ticking clock, just the big explosions. For

example, people are more hysterical

about AIDS than about the health

hazards of cigarettes, which kill hundreds

of thousands of people each year.

The way we respond to the world is

based on a very old consciousness:

short-term animal response geared

toward small-group survival. Unfortu-

nately, we don't live in small communities

today, Modern consciousness is

obsolete. Taking two or three steps back

trom immediate reactions would allow

us to look at problems and come up

with realistic solutions. The world has

changed faster than our ability to deal

with it. We haven't developed a kind

of flexible mental system to understand

our world—major stock market crashes,

takeovers, threats of the Nineties, to

say nothing about the next millennium,

Omni: What do you think is wrong

with intelligence tests?

Ornstein: I have to go against the

American constitution—all men and

women are not created equal. The

viewpoint that all people are equal hurts

those who lack particular skills that a

society considers desirable. We don't

realize that our society's emphasis

on scientific training and verbal skills

demeans other people's abilities. But

these people have lots of gifts to offer.

Our educational system forces people

into a mold in which reading, writing, and

arithmetic are preeminent. We lose

ability and talent.

Omni: Should intelligence tests be

replaced?
Ornstein: Tests should not determine

intelligence but should help people find

out what they can and can't do. We
should start to help children determine

their capabilities at an early age, You

cannot take forty-five kids, put them in a

classroom, and teach them all in the

same way without trying to look at them

individually, It's critical to understand

the genetic diversity in our children.

Omni: How do you go about teaching

people to make decisions?

Ornstein: Start with computers. Simulate

our experiences. Simulate disasters.

Because we derive our opinions mostly

from experience, computers could

encode all of our experiences and

present them to us as a learning tool.
'

No teacher can do that. Instead of

isolating people from life, computers
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could give us a chance to understand

the world. Financial simulations could

alert us to the dangers of a long-term

deficit: We also would ge! a vivid picture

of what is happening, say, to the quality

of the air we breathe or about the threat

of nuclear war.

More important, computers could

provide access to the unexpected. We
could sit around and say, "Okay, what

happens if we add another million people

to Chicago?" Kids would see the inter-

actions among various factors that

are impossible to anticipate normally;

they'd learn to deal with consequences.

"Suppose I do this; what will happen

to the world? And then what will happen

six months later?" Until very recently

we couldn't provide people with the

opportunities to see the results of their

actions and gain insight about their own

behavior. We're just the inheritors of

what I call the SOB theory—same old

brain. To look ai our reactions and

4We need to

teach people what they're

like biologically,

why they operate as they

do. We need to

understand from the dawn of

evolution how we
developed. Biology is destiny^

say, "That's just the SOB reacting,"

allows us to stop and see that most of

our decisions are consistently wrong.

Omni: Will teachers become obsolete?

Ornstein: Never. Teachers would guide

discussions, knowing who their students

are. Butteachers need to be paid more

and be given the status equal to if not

greater than that of lawyers and other

professionals.

Omni: Should school be year-round?

Ornstein: Today the world changes

more rapidly in a decade than it did a

century ago, "but our educational system

has not changed. The amount of infor-

mation that people need to assimilate

and the different skills they need to

assimilate that information have

increased dramatically since World War

II, but our kids still go to school from

nine to three, five days a week, nine

months a year, Clearly kids have to be

in school a lot more than they are,

Omni: Would the college system change?

Ornstein; Probably the only place

change will occur is in this interview. If

somehow the amount and kind of

information people would receive in

grade school or high school were

radically upgraded, college education

might be different, even shorter.

Omni: How do we decide what's impor-

tant to know and teach?

Ornstein: That's a problem, ("don't know

the answer. But Los Angeles will choke

on its own fumes in ten years; a global

warming trend may be irreversible;

we'll never come to grips with terrorism

and conquer it. We need an overall

education policy formulated at the

federal, state, and local levels, with

individual teachers and school boards

participating in the process.

Omni: Can people be taught to be more

analytical, ethical, even creative?

Ornstein: In the past people were taught

these things. Today, however, there's

an unprecedented lack of training both

at home and in schoolrooms. But

there's a move now toward teaching

critical thinking in schools. This may

rectify the real deficiencies in education,

but there's more to the story than just

removing deficiencies. We live in a new

world, and we have to reexamine the

morality that's appropriate for our era.

We're easily tricked by our inherited

proclivity to focus on immediate events.

It's completely absurd: A child who
tails down a well is more compelling to

us than the fact that thousands and

thousands of people a month die in traffic

or handgun accidents.

Omni: What scares you?

Ornstein: We're not asking the questions

that could be asked about the world:

What's the right size of countries, the right

size of cities? I
mean, is the United

States too big? What about the Soviet

Union? And if we do start to divide

up this country, will we lose our position

of being a superpower? When the

population was smaller, say fifty million,

did it work? If so, should we limit the

population of countries to around fifty

million? Would this give countries the

chance to provide a better quality of life

for each individual?

Omni: If we don't change now, what will

things be like in the" year 2025?

Ornstein: We don't want a world of

fifteen billion people if three quarters of

them don't have enough food. We
don't want a society where gangsters

have tactical nuclear weapons, which is

not so far away. We don't want a world

full of people who have no idea about

their roles in life—bewildered about their

identify, education, sex lives, marriages,

relationships, I think we want a species

that has grown up and understands

that we can be powerful brutes with the

ability, however, to care how we use

our awesome power: a people that gives

children enough nourishment to flourish

and look forward to their future, preparing

them to make trailblazing choices to

conserve the earth, enabling them

to comprehend the diversity of both life

and culture.DQ



By Gerard K. O'Neill

I f% e think of the moon as a dry,

I

1 1 I dusty place. But many sci-

\m \m entists are hopeful that

this desert may possess an oasis at each

pole: shadowed craters with water ice.

In the early Sixties planetary scientists

theorized that ice might exist in the

shadowed regions of deep craters near

the lunar poles. These craters may
not have been exposed to sunlight for

billions of years, beginning shortly

after the creation of the moon. The
hypothesis is that water vapor released

by long years of baking in the sunlight

may have collected in these natural cold

traps, just as water vapor in a refrigera-

tor condenses in ihe freezer section.

Comets and fragments of asteroids,

colliding with the moon, may also have

deposited on the lunar surface water

that made its way to the cold traps.

The discovery of water at ihe poles of

the moon would accelerate space
exploration and development by many
years. Water found on the moon could be

used by astronauts on the spot, and

any needed in deep space could easily

be lifted free of the moon's weak gravity,

thus saving the enormous amounts of

rocket fuel necessary to transport water

from Earth. (Earth's gravity is so strong

that in a space shuttle flight we must

burn almost 2,000 tons of rocket fuel to

lift a mere 30 tons of payload into low

orbit.) Furthermore, lunar water could be

converted to pure liquid hydrogen and

liquid oxygen—the best rocket propellant

there is. All high-performance rocket

engines burn liquid hydrogen and liquid

oxygen. The moon is perfectly placed

to be a natural refueling source, a gas

station from which we could top off our

rocket tanks before journeying farther.

Interestingly, though ihe moon was a

major target of U.S. and Soviet space

missions during the Sixties and early

Seventies, little is known about the lunar

poles. The landing sites of these

missions were all near the lunar equator.

All the Apollo and Lunokhod samples

were excavated from sites near the

equator—none from the permanently

shadowed craters near the poles. If we
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were io construct a resource map of the

moon today, we would have to label

every region other than the belt around

the equator unexplored.

Why have we not explored the myste-

rious regions near the lunar poles?

The answer, not surprisingly, is a mix of

government agency choices and
funding. Decades ago NASA had
planned to fly instruments over the lunar

poles, which could have determined

the presence of lunar water. NASA tried

for years, most recently in the late

Seventies, to gel budgetary approval for

a Lunar Polar Orbiter mission. That

plan, however, fell victim to federal

budget crunches and NASAs choice to

sacrifice nearly all its programs in order

to get the space shuttle built.

NASA may someday fund a mission,

called the Lunar Observer, in which

a large unmanned spacecraft would be

sent to circle the moon's polar regions.

It would be equipped to provide a

chemical map of the entire moon and to

search for water and other frozen

volatiles in the shadowed craters. It

would also conduct a dozen or more

experiments aimed at solving other

scientific puzzles. But ihe Lunar Observer

mission is years away from fruition. In

fact, it is not yet funded and may never

be. At present a new branch within

NASA, the Office of Exploration, is

examining the potential of this mission,

and NASA officials anticipate making

what they call a "pathway" decision in late

1991 or early 1992. That decision will

determine the future of the U.S. govern-

ment space program.

The Office of Exploration is considering

a variety of scenarios for human activity

in space. Among these are "Sprint"

missions to Mars or its moon Phobos; a

lunar far-side observatory that could

be visited for two weeks each year; or a

permanent lunar outpost that could

serve as a springboard to the entire solar

system. Unfortunately, the decision on

where and how to proceed in space
may be made without first knowing

whether there is water on the moon. If

we could learn this before the "pathway"

decision at NASA is made, our nation

could save billions of dollars.

Recognizing the vital importance to

all future space programs of finding out

whether there is waler on the moon,

the National Commission on Space has

strongly recommended that we send

a small robotic probe to look for water

and for other lunar volatiles, such as

oxides of the life elements carbon and

nitrogen. Is there any way that such

a probe could be flown in time to assist

the NASA "pathway" decision?The

answer is yes. NASAs Jet Propuision

Lab (JPL) in Pasadena, California and

the Space Studies Institute (SSI) a
nonprofit foundation locatec - —ce:on.

New Jersey, haveinve-:-" ;.;'. :
" t

send a water-searching space probe to

orbit the moon. They have tqltc that

there are at least two ways

Both JPL and SSI haw SuSed a

small spacecraft that waJB carry an

existing instrument aga'fS
spectrometer lefl wef as s-'O-s

the Apollo progra— Toe spet;_- j eter

would be surrounoec oy a a& tt



STARRY BLIGHT

EARTH
By Kenneth Brower

cean, who is source of all,"

sang Homer. He sang better

than he knew: The ocean

is source now, too, of poison and trash.

The poet's "wine-dark" sea is oil-dark

these days, and it is dark with the blood

of whales.

Most of our newly awakened concern

for marine pollution has been directed

toward the planet's colder seas because

most of our marine laboratories—most

of our marine expertise— lie to the

north. But the threats to the ocean do

not stop at the Tropic of Cancer.

In the tropics, as in the temperate

zones, the most alarming decline is in

shallow-water marine systems. The

most important of these systems, in warm
latitudes, are mangrove forests, sea

grass beds, and coral reefs.

Mangroves are tidal forests most

common in the tropics, where they cover

25 percent of the coastline. Like the

salt marshes of the north, they are

important nurseries for sea life, provide

firewood and limber for millions of

coastal people, serve as natural sewage

plants, and protect coastlines against

erosion. They are disappearing fast.

Mangroves have been reduced by 75

percent in Puerto Rico and by 20 percent

in peninsular Malaysia. Between 1967

and 1976 half the mangroves in the

Philippines were cut down. Defoliants

sprayed during the Vietnam War killed

most of the mangroves in the Mekong

Delta. Statistic- I'om e sewnere in the

tropics are similarly disheartening.

Like the mangrove forests, tropical

sea grass beds are almost magically

productive ecosystems. By day sea

grass shelters young fish and crusta-

ceans and feeds adult dugongs and sea

turtles. By night schools of snapper

and squirrellish commute from coral reefs

to hunt sea grass pastures. Sea grass

slows current and stabilizes sediment.

Man is mowing sea grass meadows
everywhere in the tropics. Sea grass is

sensitive to both oil and the dispersants

used against it. Dredging and filling,

by increasing turbidity and changing

current flow, have caused more damage
to sea grass than anything else. Sea

What's eating the world's coral? The culprit, say scientists: is the crown-of-thoms starfish.
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grasses, bond rig win tees, fro c.cng

the way of that other prairie, the tallgrass

plains that bent with the wind.

The coral reef has been called the

ultimate ecosystem, the most complex

and diverse natural community on

Earth, Last August—the summer of

bloody bandages and dead dolphins

in the Northern Hemisphere—

I

attended the Sixth Annual Coral Reef

Symposium in Townsville, Australia.

More than 700 reef scientists from around

the world gathered to hear the latest

from their colleagues. I spent most

of my time in the "Human Impacts"

seminar, where the latest was that fish

dynamiters are blasting the reefs of

the Philippines, Indonesia, and East

Africa. White- and black-band disease

are attacking the reefs in the Caribbean.

Dredging and the resulting sedimenta-

tion are suffocating coral across the

planef's middle latitudes. Sea urchins

are marching over the reefs of Kenya,

where overfishing has destroyed natural

balances, Epidemics of crown-of-thorns

starfish, once a millennial event on

the reefs of the Pacific, are now occurring

every 15 years or so.

If any creature has come to symbolize

the global threat to coral reefs, it is

Acanthaster planci—the crown of thorns.

Acanthaster is a beast from science

fiction—tough, spiny, poisonous, capable

of replicating from parts of itself. A coral

eater, it attacks reefs en masse and

has Killed vast stretches of coral across

the Pacific. Millions have been spent

on research on the starfish, yet the

cause of its population explosions

remains unknown.

Randy Olson, an American biologist

doing research on Acanthaster larvae on

Lizard Island of the Great Barrier Reef,

showed the symposium electron micro-

scope slides of his subjects. The little

crowns of thorns were thornless as yet.

They looked almost cute, in the horrible

way of all science-fiction larvae,

It was a briefing of a sort familiar from

the movies. After the alien invasion.

the worried scientist delivers it in the war

room to dim-witted generals who are

CONTINUED ON PAGE 100



FANTASIES OF THE OPERA

THEARTS
' By David Perry

Long before Neil Armstrong took

his giant leap for mankind,

Franz Joseph Haydn boldly

explored the lunar surface— in his 1777

comic opera // Monda delta Luna (The

Man in the Moon). Today, however, a

new generation of composers is using

science fiction as a serious venue for

a wide range of messages. Paul Dresner

and Rinde Eckert's Power Failure, for

example, concerns the exploitation of a

genetically engineered panacea for

all disease. Premiering April 29 at Phila-

delphia's American Music Theater

Festival (AMTF), the opera relies heavily

on electronic orchestration. And debut-

ing next October at the Houston Grand

Opera, British composer Sir Michael

Tippett's New Year focuses on a time

machine/spacecraft that travels between

the two temporal dimensions of "some-

where today" and "nowhere tomorrow."

"I think science fiction and opera were

born for each other," says author

Deborah Atherton, who wrote the libretto

for Under the Double Moon. Premiering

at St. Louis's Opera Theater in June,

Double Moon is the story of extraterres-

trial twins with telepathic powers.

"Science fiction incorporates the

mythmaking that has always been going

on in opera," says Anthony Davis,

Double Moon's composer. "I've always

believed that Wagner was writing science

fiction anyway," he adds, referring to

the nineteenth-century German

composer. "I believed in fairy tales

when I was growing up. The only differ-

ence with science fiction is that its

stories could really happen."

According to composer Tod Machover,

director of the Experimental Media

Facility at MIT's Media Laboratory, "We

should be looking to science fiction

that explores issues about the role of

science and technology in our lives or

considers what we must do to face

up to our development as a race in the

next century."

Machover's VALIS, based on the

autobiographical Philip K. Dick novel of

the same name, deals with the role of

technology in our society and the future.

The opera also chronicles Dick's own

Space odyssey: Hwang, Glass, Siriin. and others are taking science fiction to new heights.
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"pink light experience," a mystical vision

that the late author believed united

him with the past and the future simulta-

neously and provided the key to univer-

sal understanding. The quest for the

vision's meaning leads the protagonist

to the Vast Active Living Intelligent Sys-

tem (VALIS), a state of mind owing as

much to Christianity as to George Lucas.

With an extensive spoken text, VALIS

is a multimedia production that includes

the use of video monitors. The opera

is also performed by a two-person

electronic "opera orchestra of the

future"—a Macintosh II computer that

can redefine itself into various instru-

ments, creating automatic orchestrations.

Other machines amplify and distort

the voices of the six cast members, often

to the point of almost total synthesis

with Machover's electronics.

Some composers using computers

and other technology to create music

often find that their music is compatible

with science-fiction subjects. "If I were

going to compose a traditional nine-

teenth-century opera for a traditional

opera orchestra, I'd have used a nine-

teenth-century subject," says Machover.

"Imagine taking a Dick novel and

setting it in the style of Verdi. It's possible,

but it would sound awfully strange."

Most science-fiction operas sound

and appear strange to an audience

used to Aida, Carmen, and other tradi-

tional-performances. The typical

audience, however, is aging and being

replaced by younger and more adven-

turous theatergoers who aren't inter-

ested in typical opera. At the San

Francisco Opera, for example, the

average subscriber to opera series is

more than fifty-six years old. The Houston

Grand Opera's audience is just a bit

younger. At AMTF, however, the

audiences are generally in their thirties

and forties. "The new audience is a

public that didn't exist fifteen or twenty

years ago," says composer Philip Glass.

"Some don't even know that what

they're hearing is opera."

AMTF and similar groups, of course,

consider traditional opera only one

CONTINUED ON PAGE SB



INFRARED MINERS

By Steve Nadis

The telescope—IRAS, the

Infrared Astronomical Satellite—

collected data for just ten

months prior to being shut off due to

inadequate cooling. Yet it provided a rich

haul of information that continues to

yield new findings. "In IRAS's first few

hours, it gathered more data than had

been collected during ihe entire history

of infrared astronomy," says California

astronomer George Helou.

A Delta rocket lifted IRAS to orbit on

January 23. 1983, but scientists will take

at least another five years—more than

a decade in total— io complete their

study of the IRAS data. This amount of

time should come as no surprise.

however, considering that the telescope

scanned 98 percent of the sky, offering

the first comprehensive view of the

universe in infrared wavelengths.

To tackle the problem of sorting

through such an overwhelming number

of readings and carving the IRAS lode

into useful chunks, NASA assembled a

staff of 60 at its Infrared Processing

and Analysis Center (IPAC) at the

California Institute of Technology. This

organization's mission: to produce

further astronomical "catalogs" of IRAS's

voluminous legacy of raw data. IPAC's

investigators are now in the midst of

publishing their newest effort: the Faint

Source Catalog {FSQ. It contains infrared

information on a quarter of a million

points of "light." The FSC will let astrono-

mers peer farther into the universe—

which will enable them to see many
more galaxies that were previously so

faint as to be invisible. Eventually this

information may help us to understand

how the universe was formed.

This catalog alone would have

permitted a tremendous leap forward

for space astronomy, but researchers

have gone a step further. By combining

the IRAS material with info collected

by new ground-based defectors, the field

of infrared (IR) astronomy has finally

come into its own. The number of known
astronomical objects (stars, comets,

asteroids, planets, and so on) increased

by 50 percent with the publication of
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the 1984 Point Source Catalog.

There had always been two main

stumbling blocks to using instruments

on the earth's surface to obtain longer

wave infrared measurements: atmos-

pheric interference (water vapor in the

air absorbs most IR wavelengths) and

inadequate technology (detectors for

infrared could measure only one small

patch of sky at a time). Until the orbiting

IRAS, the only way to avoid atmospheric

water was to try to get above the damp
lower atmosphere by lofting IR detectors

on sounding rockets, balloons, or jets.

The other main breakthrough was the

creation of new ground-based "array"

detectors able to take 16,000 infrared

snapshots of ihe sky simultaneously.

These detectors permitted astronomers

to accomplish in one night observations

that could have taken years.

IRAS led to findings of solid material

surrounding Vega and as many as

20 other stars—objects that could be

developing planets. Its data also revealed

a new class of very luminous galaxies

pouring out more than 95 percent of

;.';!,':; -Jenberg.

their energy in the iar-infrared

wavelengths. IRAS material also shed

light on the very small by showing that

the interstellar medium is filled with dust

particles only 50 to 100 atoms in size-

matter one researcher termed "the

smallest thing you can call a solid object."

In addition to its long, sweeping

scans of the sky, the orbiting telescope

was aimed at 10,000 specific objects

deemed worthy of individual examination.

In the process, investigators "acciden-

tally" photographed celestial bystand-

ers, which are now available in a catalog

of 44,000 such "serendipitous sources."

That was how they found a faint "carbon

star" (a star with an unusually rich

carbon atmosphere) surrounded by a

dusty shell in the farthest reaches of our

own galaxy. "We didn't expect to find

a relatively young star so far out in

the galactic halo [which is composed of

very old stars]," admits Steward

Observatory's Roc Cutri, a coauthor of

the Serendipitous Source Catalog.

He and others plan to pore through the

Faint Source Catalog looking for more

such objects. "The one we found may be

just the tip of the iceberg," he says,

adding, 'The FSC ought to turn up about

twenty to thirty of them. If not, it means
that these stars are rare. They probably

originated in the plane"of the galaxy

and somehow got kicked out."

Researchers are also perusing the

IRAS data for clues to other astronomical

mysteries: quasars, comet trails, bands

of interstellar dust, and brown dwarfs

—

cool, low-mass stars that never "lit up"

(like Jupiter). Brown dwarfs may make up

half a galaxy's mass.

Credit goes to NASA for devoting

adequate time, personnel, and money
to get the most out of the IRAS data.

For infrared researchers, the next big

breaks will come in the Nineties, when the

European Space Agency's Infrared

Space Observatory lifts off aboard an

Ariane rocket, and NASAs Infrared

Telescope Facility gets a ride on

the space shuttle But until then. IR

astronomers are hard at work wrth the

IRAS material.DO



>AIN MAN

By Mary S. Glucksman

Fifteen years from now Tay-

Sachs disease may not be the

death sentence it is today.

Children with Tay-Sachs lack a critical

enzyme called hexosaminidase A (hex A)

that prevents lipids, or fats, from

accumulating in their brains. As excess

lipids build up, Tay-Sachs sufferers

lose all awareness of the world around

them. The disease culminates in early

death, usually at the age of three or four.

An Oregon neurosurgeon, however, is

working on a method of opening the

brain's natural barrier for gene therapy

that could resull in a cure for Tay-Sachs

by the year 2000.

THE BRAIN'S DEFENSE

The barrier between the blood and
the brain is the brain's first line of defense

against irritation, infection, and chemical

overload. Developed through evolution,

this cellular wall protects delicate brain

tissues from the potentially harmful

effects of substances in the bloodstream.

Like a border patrol between two

counlries, it selectively grants access to

those substances the brain needs to

function while barring others, including

most therapeutic drugs. The barrier,

though, is not a tangible structure so

much as the result of the unique config-

uration of cells in the brain.

Specialized cells called endothelial

cells line all the capillaries in the body.

Those in the brain are also surrounded by

astrocytes, extensions of brain cells.

Astrocytes secrete a chemical that

induces endothelial cells to roll over on

themselves and zip shut. When this

happens, the outer layers of adjacent

cells merge in a formation scientists call

continuous tight junctions, which make
uptheproteclive barrier.

Recently several researchers have

devised different methods of manipulat-

ing the barrier's properties to get drugs

through it. Two ot these systems depend
on exploiting the mechanisms used by

nutrients and enzymes that do normally

cross the barrier. Although these

techniques, when refined, will enable

doctors to treat many more neurological

ailments, a third method of getting

Gene genie? An Oregon neurosurgeon is opening the brain
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around the barrier has even more

important implications—both for deliv-

ering drugs to brain tumors and for

a new kind of gene therapy.

BREACHING THE BARRIER

Dr. Edward A. Neuwelt, a neurosur-

geon at Oregon Health Sciences

University (OHSU) School of Medicine

and at the Portland Veterans Adminis-

tration Hospital, has perfected a method

of temporarily breaching the barrier

between blood and brain. While this

procedure, which Neuwelt calls "osmotic

opening," is a revolutionary and

somewhat risky measure, the neurosur-

geon has already had impressive

results using it to get potent anticancer

drugs to brain tumors. Most anticancer

regimens are useless in treating brain

malignancies because the drugs can't

cross the barrier to reach them.

Neuwelt forces the barrier open by

injecting a concentrated sugar solution

called mannitol into one of the three

arteries that carry blood to the brain.

Because the three arteries go to different

areas of the brain, the one he uses is

determined by the location of the tumor,

The patient lies anesthetized on a table

in the OHSU radiology department, and

Neuwelt threads a catheter into his

groin and up through the major blood

vessels into the appropriate artery

(all three are located in the neck). When
he feeds the mannitol solution into the

catheter, it draws water out of the

endothelial cells. With their water supply

depleted, the cells shrink and their

tight junctions are pulled apart, creating

spaces through which the cancer

drugs can enter. During the 30 minutes

it takes for the cells to reabsorb their

lost water, Neuwelt administers the

drugs through the catheter. "It's like when
you're swimming for a long time and
your fingers sort of shrivel," he says.

Neuwelt has performed this operation

1,200 times on 130 brain cancer

patients over the last decade: For

cancers that respond well to this form of

therapy, he may repeat the procedure

as many as 24 times at two-week



intervals. Stimulating the brain in this

way carries some risks, however. Six

patienls have had strokes while

undergoing the procedure, and about

10 percent suifered mild seizures.

According to Neuwelt, the vast majority

of brain cancer patients have seizures

at some point in the course ol their

disease, seizures that are generally

reversible. "Though they're scary to

watch," he says, "they're rarely a serious

problem." Because of the severe nature

of the osmotic approach, however,

he believes it will be reserved primarily

for brain infections and lumors.

GENETIC FUTURES

Most recently Neuwelt has been

concentrating on adapting his osmotic

technique to somatic-cell genelic

engineering, the more feasible of the

two types of genetic repair scientists have

proposed. (The second type is called

germ-line therapy.) In somatic-cell

genetic engineering, scientists insert

one or more copies of the normal version

of a gene into the nucleus of a diseased

cell. The new information, however,

is not passed down to future generalions

because the body's germ, or reproduc-

tive, cells {its sperm or eggs) contain

only the original version of Ihe gene. As

its name implies, germ-line genetic

engineering entails tinkering directly with

the body's germ cells, and most scien-

tists consider it to be a dubious prospect

from the point of view of both ethics

and science. Each individual instance of

germ-line therapy would mean adding

genes to or erasing them from the entire

human gene pool.

For his somatic-cell project, Neuwelt

has designed an animal model of a

disease called Sandhoff's, nearly identi-

cal to Tay-Sachs. The Sandhoff's

animals are deficient in both the hex A
that Tay-Sachs patients lack and its

companion enzyme, hexosaminidase B

(hex B). Using the osmolic opening

technique, Neuwelt hopes to send

harmless viruses containing cloned

genes for normal hex A and hex B across

the blood, brain barrier. Because

Sandhoff's, like Tay-Sachs, is character-

ized by simple deficiencies, there is

no need to repair or remove the faulty

genes: The new clones, at least in theory,

take over enzyme production. Accord-

ing to Neuwell, the extra gene won't

harm patients. "It's like when a kidney

surgeon performs a transplant," he

says. "He doesn't always take out the

bad kidney when he puts a new one in."

In order to dispatch the replacement

gene across the barrier, Neuwelt wraps it

in a virus sheath known as a vector.

For his Sandhoff's project, he has

experimented with several viruses in the

AIDS family. He starts by removing the

virus's replication machinery so that

it can't reproduce once it arrives in the

brain. After the virus vector delivers
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the gene to the appropriate cells, it is

metabolized in the brain without causing

any side effects.

TURNING ON THE GENE

Part of the problem in identifying the

best vector to introduce a particular

gene, as Neuwelt explains it, is coaxing

the gene to actively express itself in

living animals. "Vectors are finicky little

things," he says. 'Just because one

gene will work in one vector doesn't make
it an all-purpose unit." When he inserls

a gene in a vector, he also puts in the

genetic machinery that dictates its

expression
—

"enhancers" and

"promoters" modified in the lab. For the

Sandhoff's animals, the enhancers

and promoters instruct the gene for hex

A and hex B to turn itself on full steam

and continue making enzymes at that

level indefinitely. Some vectors work

perfectly to deliver a gene and get it to

produce sufticient amounts of enzyme in

^Because
Tay-Sachs is caused by an

enzyme deficiency,

doctors won't need to remove

the faulty gene: The

new cloned gene, at least in

theory takes over

the job of enzyme production.*)

tissue culture but don't perform as well

in the animal models. This, he stresses, is

merely a technical snag he expects to

work out in the next few years.

A lurther obstacle Neuwelt must

surmount before he can apply his

molecular neurosurgery techniques to

Tay-Sachs lies in the aftinity of vectors for

a special type of brain cell. (There are

two basic types of brain cells— glia,

which divide slowly throughout a person's

life, and neurons, which stop dividing

once the brain has reached its full

growth at the age of two or three:) The
viral vectors Neuwelt's team is currently

using inserl the genes they carry only

into cells that are dividing. The lipid

storage that results from insufficient hex

A occurs primarily in the neurons.

According to Neuwelt, the vectors he's

working with now should deliver the

replacement gene to the glia, enabling

Ihem to produce the enzyme in adequate

quantities. In theory, he says, the glia

should then be able lo secrete enough
enzyme for the neurons to absorb.

Dr, Roy Gravel, the geneticist at the

Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto who

cloned the genes Neuwelt is using in his

work, believes that the future of much
genetic engineering hinges on the

outcome of Neuwelt's blood brain barrier

approach. "I think what people like Ed
Neuwell are going to find out," he says, "is

whether we really have access to all

relevant cells in the brain, including the

cells that are not dividing. That's funda-

mental research, and he's pretty much
the only expert out there who's going to

answer this question." Because so many
genetic diseases involve the brain,

Gravel points oul, the question is crucial.

"If we can't approach the brain," he

says, "we won't even be able to think of

treating many genetic diseases."

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Somatic-cell genetic engineering,

while less controversial than its germ-

line counterpart, is not without its own
hazards. Because the retrovirus vectors

insert the genes they carry randomly,

it's theoretically possible for a replace-

ment gene to be positioned in the middle

of an oncogene (a gene with the poten-

tial to cause a normal cell to become
cancerous). Scientists don't yet know
whether the additional genetic material

would increase the likelihood of cancer in

such a case. For diseases in which the

level of a gene's expression needs to be

regulated (unlike Tay-Sachs, where

the hexosaminidase A-producing gene

can simply be turned on full steam to

do its work), researchers will have to

devise new, more complicated vectors.

Finally, Neuwelt says, scientists will

have to address the problem of stable

integration. Our cells contain repair

systems with the ability to recognize

abnormal pieces of DNA and clip them

out. According to Neuwelt, these inter-

nal personal mechanics could conceiv-

ably "read" the replacement gene as

an abnormality and clip out a key portion

of it. "This has a long way to go," he

says. "We're just getting started."

Neuwelt expects to spend the next

ten years workhg out Ihe bugs in his

model and adjusting nis osmotic barrier

opening for gene insertion. He cautions

prospective parents identified as Tay-

Sachs carriers that his project is still in

an early experimental stage, with many
problems remaining to be worked out

before the therapy can be used for

human patients. Not before the year

2000, he says, will the treatment be

made available to Tay-Sachs children.

According to Neuwelt, once the

technique is refined, researchers may
be able to adapt it to treat some of

the 300 other genetic enzyme disorders,

as well as metabolic deficiencies like

parkinsonism or Alzheimer's. 'As the

mystery of the exact acquired metabolic

basis of Alzheimer's is unraveled," he

says, "we may be able to apply the

technique even to this common debili-

tating disease."OQ
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A & ost people's idea of evolution Is fairly simple:

Ancient amoebas band together to become a

worm: fish crawl out oi the primordial slime

. onto terra lirma; amphibians turn into reptiles;

monkeys jump from the trees to walk erect. Evolution, most

people think, takes a long time to happen and happened only

a long time ago. IE is a. mistaken belief that hampers our ability

to protect and understand the world we live in.

I can't take you back to prehistoric times to show you

evolution in progress, and I don't need to. Evolution is happen-

ing all the time. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of evolutionary

evenls will occur as you read this sentence. In tact, during the

last century biologists have witnessed and documented doz-

ens of significant evolutionary evenls. In some cases new
species appear almost before our eyes. For example, three

species of wildflowers called goatsbeards were introduced to

the United States from Europe shortly after the turn of the

century. Within a few decades their populations expanded and
began to encounter one another in mixed populations in the

American West. Whenever mixed populations occurred, the

species interbred (hybridized), producing sterile hybrid off-

spring. Suddenly, in the late Forties two new species of

goatsbeard appeared near Pullman, Washington. Although the

new species were similar in appearance to the hybrids, they

produced fertile offspring. The evolutionary process had cre-

ated a separate species that could reproduce but not mate

with the goatsbeard plants from which it had evolved.

While school boards debate whether to include in their

curricula a biology text that mentions evolution;- the process

itself continues, as free from legislation as the law of gravity It

is a process that we ail need to understand. Throughout history

evolutionary changes in ourselves and in other organisms have

had an impact on our well-being. Instead of arguing whether

evolution should be taught, the question should be, "How
much evolution should be taught?" Tomorrow's leaders must

be trained to deal with the evolutionary changes that occur

spontaneously as well as those that result from our attempts

to modify our environment.

For example, our increased dependence on chemicals to

control our biological enemies has resulted in evolutionary

changes in the pests that/make them resistant to antibiotics,

insecticides, and other biological controls. When new chemi-

cals are introduced, decision makers should be thinking about

their evolutionary impact. The genetic calculus of evolution

predicts that large populations that exhibit rapid turnover will

respond most quickly to new environmental stressors. An
evolutionist, then, could have predicted that malaria-carrying

mosquitoes, with their huge population sizes and short life

spans, would eventually evolve a resistance to DDT. More

important, an evolutionisl would also have known that long-

lived species with small population sizes—eagles, falcons, and
pelicans—-would not be able to evolve as quickly as mosqui-

toes. Indeed, biologist Rachel Carson did anticipate that the

prolonged and widespread use of DDT would threaten if not

destroy our birds and other larger animals and only temporarily

stave off the onslaught of troublesome insects.

Of course, many evolutionary changes have been beneficial

to humankind. Evolution has given us the plants, animals, and
industrial microorganisms that make modern life possible. The

grain and yeast that make the bread you eat and the beer you

drink, the flowers in your garden, and the dog you play with are

all the end products of evolutionary change.

Incorporating evolution into education as one of "the ba-

sics" should take little effort. While the details of evolutionary

theory are complex and fascinating, the fundamentals are

easier to learn than the rules of pro football: Mutations intro-

duce new genetic variations; natural selection weeds out par-

ticularly unfit variations; the migration of individuals moves
variations around in space; and chance evenls sometimes
increase or decrease the number of variations. Thai's it. In one

sense, evolution is nothing more than genetic accounting.

From the spread of blue eyes to mutations in the AIDS virus,

evolution is simply the changes in numbers ot types of genes
in a population: Our ignorance as a society about this fact of

life threatens to keep us from recognizing how nature works

and, more important, how our own actions enhance or interfere

with \t.—NORMAN C. ELLSTRAND

Norman C. Ettstrand is an associate pro/essor of genetics at

the University of California, Riverside.
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It's a step toward more

humane treatment of labora-

tory animals; The Southwest

Foundation for Biomedical

Research in San Antonio has

set up one of the first

retirement homes for chimps

that have been used for

research. The foundation has

37 chimps that have been
infected with the AIDS virus

for research purposes {so far

none of the animals have

shown any signs of the

disease) and another 1 1 that

' have been infected with

hepatitis. Dr. Jorg Eichberg,

director of veterinary services

for Southwest, considers it

. unethical to kill the chimps
when the research project is

,
over and feels an obligation

to "take care of them for the
!

rest of their lives." Because
' chimps live to the age of 50,

;
this could be an expensive

I
proposition. A few years ago

the foundation took $400,000

and established an invest-

ment fund at a local bank, the

profits of which will be

reserved "for chimps only."

Some of the allotted money

will be used simply to keep
the aging chimps in bananas.

But, says foundation spokes-

man George Larrieu, there

are also plans to build a

"retirement village" featuring

spacious "indoor-outdoor

condominiums" for groups of

three to five animals each.

"The 'condos' will be
spartan," Larrieu says. But,

he adds, the foundation

hopes the environment will

. be an enjoyable one in which

primates that have served

humanity can live out the

remainder of their lives in

peace.—Bill Lawren

Lab chimps get a home: They give up life and limb for the. betterment of humankind. Now one foundation

is building a sanctuary for these unsung heroes of medical research.

34 OMNI

DIAMONDS IN THE
ROUGH

All Superman had to do to

come up with a diamond was
squeeze coal in his hand.

' While no one has been able
i to top the Man of Steel's
' performance, scientists have

[
long known that high-

i
pressure processes can

|

produce synthetic diamonds
1 from graphite and other forms

I
of carbon. But recently

i

researchers have created

i
diamonds from two new

j
sources; explosives and

! sewer, gas.

At West Germany's Fraun-

hofer Institute, Los Alamos
National Laboratory re-

searcher Roy Greiner deto-

nated a fist-size chunk of

common TNT-type explosives

{containing carbon, oxygen,

nitrogen, and hydrogen)

inside a sealed chamber.

Then the soot was scraped

off and carried back to Los

Alamos for analysis. The
result? About 20 percent of

the soot contained diamonds
less than one millionth of an

inch wide.

"Using the high pressure

of explosions to 'squeeze'

graphite into diamonds has

been done before. But there

was no graphite in these

explosives," notes physicist

J. D. Johnson, who headed
the research project "What's

unique is that we found

diamonds actually coming

out of the chemistry of the

explosion." Johnson explains

that there was not enough

oxygen in the explosion to

burn off ail the carbon. "And
since the explosion was a

high-pressure process

—

about two hundred fifty

thousand times normal air



pressure—the carbon atoms
formed into clusters that

appear as diamonds."

Because it costs about

$1 .000 to make 530 worth of

diamonds from explosives,

the process has little

commercial appeal. "How-
ever, this diamond powder is

so tine that there may be
industrial uses for it— like

producing polishing agents,

"

Johnson comments.
Scientists at the Naval

Research Laboratory in

Washington, DC, recently

created microscopic versions

of the gems from sewer gas
using a technique called

chemical-vapor deposition.

Navy research chemistJames
Butler explains that micro-

scopic diamonds were grown
on a hot surface created from

low-pressure gases.

While no one is going to

wear these one-thousandth-

inch-wide diamonds as

jewelry, Butler says they have
high-tech applications. Dia-

mond is the hardest

substance known, and if it

can be "grown" into any

needed shape, he predicts,

we'll eventually see a host of

diamond-based products

—

trom scratch-free glasses

coated with a diamond film to

heat-resistant diamond com-
puter chips.

"First," he says, "we need

to understand exactly how to

control the growing of

diamonds. Then the applica-

tions will flow."—Sherry Baker

"If all these nature kooks had
their way, America would still

be a wilderness from coast to

coast. Thank god there are at

least a lew businessmen who
'care about the Gross National

Product."

—Harley G. Waller

FUTURE LAWNS

The drought of 1988 did

more than ruin crops and
encourage forest fires. It laid

waste that most cherished of

suburban dreams: the perfect

lawn. Across America, ten-

derly cultivated lawns dried

up and turned brown, unable

to survive the summer's
intense heat and imposed
water restrictions.

To combat such vagaries

of nature, researchers at the

National Turfgrass Evaluation

Program, a division of the

U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture (USDA), are in the

process of developing a new
breed of lawn—one that is

impervious to the plagues of

heat, cold, drought, insects,

and disease. According to

Kevin Morris, who heads the

USDA program, that lush

green carpet will be planted

with zoysia grass, a type of

hardy turf native to China.

"Zoysia is a good all-season

grass," explains Morris. "It

likes hot weather but is also

winter hardy."

Zoysia turf has always

been a gardener's favorite

green, but in the past It had
to be planted stalk by

stalk—a painstaking and
expensive process. Morris's

team has developed a zoysia

seed able to grow and
spread into a lawn within

three months. What's more,

by cross-pollinating different

varieties of zoysia seed, the

new lawn will require 50

percent less watering and
only once-a-month mowing.

"Zoysia never grows higher

than three or four inches,"

says Morris. And weeds will

rarely creep in because
zoysias thick growth doesn't

give them room to grow.

"We're trying to reduce the

consumer's dependence on

weed killers," says Morris.

The USDA is also testing a

mix of zoysia seed and tall

fescue, a type of winter grass,

so that our lawns will stay

green year-round.

The USDA's new lawns,

which will be available to

consumers in about four

years, won't just alleviate the

torture of front-yard mainte-

nance: Turf researchers are

also eager to make the fake

grass that carpets many of

the country's sports fields

obsolete. "Athletes hate

playing on fake turf," says

Morris. "It causes more
injuries because it doesn't

give enough." The USDA is

tailoring a type of zoysia lawn

to football and soccer fields.

"It's extremely thick, so it

provides a cushion for the

athletes, and it's tolerant of

wear. When the top of the

grass gets worn down,"

Morris reports, "the grass

quickly renews itself."

—Ellen Kunes

'fc*
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Wait till the Swiss hear this: The most accurate clocks in

are spinning neutron stars.

PULSAR CLOCKS

tn astronomy, as in other

disciplines, timing is every-

thing. Knowing how long it

takes light (or other electro-

magnetic radiation) to reach

the earth is equivalent to

knowing the distance it has

traveled. Until the advent of

atomic clocks in the Fifties,

timekeeping was based on

the earth's rotation or on its

orbit around the sun. Now
scientists are turning to a new
type of astronomical clock:

millisecond pulsars.

Pulsars are neutron stars

that spin so fast, they emit

beams of radio waves or

X rays, like a rotating

lighthouse. The fastest of

these stars, millisecond

pulsars, may rotate 650 times

in a single second; eight

objects of this type have been

discovered so far. Astrono-

mers at the Arecibo radio

|

observatory in Puerto Rico

have been studying the

swiftest one, PSR 193721,

|
since 1982.

I "For periods of a year or

i more, the pulsar may be more

j
stable than the best clocks

' on Earth," says David Allan,

|
a physicist at the National

i Bureau of Standards in

j

Boulder, Colorado. Over the

j
course o! 3 million years, for

i
instance, this cosmic time-

i piece would be accurate to

| within one second. Allan

|

doesn't expect pulsars to

!
replace atomic clocks as the

- international standard, but,

1 he believes, they may be
1 used to help gauge the

I accuracy of atomic clocks.

|
There are astrophysics

[ applications as well. The

j
monitoring of millisecond

: pulsars with radio telescopes

has already shown the

! existence of electron clouds

passing through space.

(Before this, it was assumed

that electrons were distrib-

uted more evenly in space.)

Millisecond pulsarclocks also

may yield the first direct

measurement of gravity

waves, which were proposed

by Einstein early in this

century. Intense gravitational

fields, according to Allan,

could cause a "warping" of

space that would produce
tiny deviations in a pulsar's

signal.—Steve Nadis

PLASTIC PURGE

The laxative properties of

bran are due to its ability to

absorb water, right? Not

according to researchers

Janet Tomlin and Nicholas

Read of the Royal Hailam-

shire Hospital in Sheffield,

England. In a recent study the

two researchers compared
the effects of eating 15grams
of wheat bran daily with the

effects of eating 15 grams of

plastic particles that were cut

to the same size as the bran

but were incapable of

absorbing water. Because

bran is known to increase

stool size, frequency, and

softness and to decrease

transit time (the time between

food intake and stool output),

the researchers measured
these variables for both the

plastic and the bran.

Tomlin and Read discov-

ered that the high-fiber and

high-plastic diets had the

same beneficial effects on the

bowel habits of their subjects.

Read speculates that both

the plastic particles and the

bran stimulate the mucous
membranes in the bowel,

which in turn trigger bowel

reflexes. If other studies

substantiate Tomlin and

Read's findings, the way may
be open for plastic-fiber

supplements for people who
can't tolerate natural fiber.

—Paul McCarthy

"Life is a series of collisions

with the future; it is not a sum
of what we have been but

what we yearn to be."

—Jose Ortega y Gasset

"Too bad that all the people

who knowhow to run the

country are busy driving

taxicabs and cutting hair."

—George Burns



SCANNING THE
ARTERIES

At present, physicians who
want to get a picture of the

condition of their patients'

coronary arteries have to rely

either on inference (how
much blood serum choles-

terol is present) or on

angiograms (an invasive and
somewhat risky procedure in

which a catheter is threaded

through blood vessels in the

groin up toward the heart).

But if scientists at Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory in

Berkeley, California, have

their way, these less-than-

satisfactory diagnostic tools

will soon be replaced by a
procedure that is both

accurate and noninvasive

—

the PET scan.

Thomas Budinger and his

colleagues at Lawrence are

using PET (positron emission

tomography) technology,

which in many hospitals has
been used primarily to study

the brain, to peer, in a safe

and noninvasive way, into the

coronary arteries.

Budinger's human patients

are injected with rubidium 82,
:

which is absorbed quickly

into the heart muscle.

Technicians then use excep-

tionally sensitive images to

analyze the condition of the

heart and arteries. Inpatients :

whose arteries are clogged
|

by atherosclerosis, the re-

searchers found, certain

areas of the heart receive a
,

decreased biood (low after i

exercise, a decrease that

shows up in PET images as a

"black- hole."

The technique is already
j

being used in at least ten

hospitals around the country,
I

including UCLA and Massa-
'

chusetts General in Boston,

to ascertain the extent of

arterial disease in heart

patients. Will the test soon

become a standard feature

of physical examinations? "I

don't have a crystal ball,"

says Lawrence Berkeley

physicist Steve Derenzo, who
helped develop the tech-

nique, "but some physicians
j

are already planning to order :

these tests for people who
have no symptoms of arterial

disease but who have high

risk factors."—Bill Lawren

Researchers at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin have taken

the first steps toward the

development of a blood test

that may be able to detect a

genetic predisposition to

alcoholism, The molecular

biologists were studying the

growth of cancer cells when
they serendipitously used
alcohol as a solvent in their

experiments. This chance
action increased the cells'

production of a compound
called phosphatidylethanol.

"We "were surprised when
we ran into it," says Gerald

C. Mueller, whose team
promptly tested 25 alcoholic

men aged eighteen to

fifty-two who had alcoholic

fathers and 24 others from

age twenty to forty-eight who
were not alcoholics and had
no blood relatives who were.

The alcoholics averaged 81

drinks a week; the others, 4.

Sureenough, normal

amounts of phosphatidyletha-

nol showed up in the blood

of ail 24 nondrinkers, while

roughly half the alcoholics

had levels twice as high.

"This does not absolutely

prove that we've found a

genetic marker for alcohol-

ism," cautions Mueller. "We
may have identified only one
of many factors."

—George Nobbe

"It is one of the commonest
of mistakes to consider that

the limit of our power of

perception is also the limit of

all there is to perceive.

"

—C. W. Leadbeater

Addicted to the bottle? It may b

inyourgenes
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NEEDLELESS
INJECTION

On Star Trek getting a shot

was no big deal. Dr. McCoy
("Bones") would simply pull

out his never-say-dead inocu-

iator and zap his patient—

a

painless and needle-free

injection. Today Dr, Benjamin

Rubin of the Philadelphia

College of Osteopathic Medi-

cine is working on a device

that may eventually allow

earthbound creatures the

same comfort.

Rubin's jet injector system

shoots medication into a

patient via a high-velocity

,. There is

;
some pain involved, but for

: people who don't like being

I stuck with a needle, the

;
technique is far more

appealing. Rubin, who also

! invented the bifurcated (dou-

:

ble) needle used for smallpox

inoculations, became inter-

ested in the jet injection

system through his work with

the World Health Organiza-

tion, but he found existing

technology to be heavy,

expensive, and unreliable,

j
He began to update the

I design using a novel (and still

: secret) system of delivery (the

old one was hydraulic).

According to Mike Alien

director of business
"

ment at the Dome Corpora-

tion, which is working with

Rubin and Johns Hopkins

University on the project, the

jet injector will be particularly

useful for inoculations in Third

World countries, where the

transmission of disease

through improperly sterilized

needles is a problem. The jet

injector will also be helpful for

diabetics who must regularly

self-administer insulin shots

and for children who may be

terrified of needles,

—Michele Kort

THE BIG GILL

Within the next decade the

stale air in submarines will be

quickly replenished with

oxygen extracted from seawa-

ter. And instead of buying

oxygen collected through

costly heating techniques

and stored in bottles,

hospitals and steel mills will

be able to quickly gather all

the pure oxygen they need

from the air.

Steve Carnevale, vice-

president of the Aquanautics

Corporation, makes these

predictions based on his

company's research into

artificial gills. The basic

technology behind the gills,

he explains, involves a

membrane that allows gases,

but not liquids, to pass

through one side. "A carrier

fluid that has a natural affinity

for oxygen flows across one

side," he notes "It attracts

oxygen from seawater that

j
flows on the other side of the

:
membrane. The oxygen goes

j
through the membrane and

!
attaches to the molecules of

|
the carrier fluid. Anelectrical

i charge then causes the fluid

'

to release its oxygen so it can

be dispersed to where it's

i

most needed." The system

j
can also be adapted, he

' says, to gather oxygen from

i the atmosphere.

!
Currently the Department

, of Defense is spending $1

j
million a year to fund the

' Aquanautics Corporation's
! research. "We are working

;

on defense applications

!
related to submarines and

. other underwater vehicles,"

;
Carnevale states. "I can't

!
describe them because that's

j

classified information."

I He adds, however, that the



gill is also being developed

for industrial applications:

"Certain types of welding, for

example, require pure oxy-

gen, and the gill could allow

oxygen to be produced right

on the worksite."

But Camevale thinks the

general public will be
introduced to technology

derived from the mechanical

gill at the supermarket. "The

main reason food spoils is

exposure to oxygen. In three

to five years, we believe

oxygen-binding materials will

be incorporated into food

packages to retard spoilage,"

he explains. "Beer is

particularly sensitive to oxy-

gen, so we are thinking of

putting a solid version of the

carrier fluid used in our gill

into the cap of a beer bottle

to absorb oxygen. That would

preserve the taste and shelf

life of beer for a long

time. "—Sherry Baker

"The best way out is always

through."
—Robert Frost

GREGARIOUS
DINOSAURS

The discovery in Inner

Mongolia of a clutch of

fossilized baby dinosaurs

I called ankylosaurs has rein-

forced the paleontological

notion that at least some
species of dinosaurs were

gregarious and may have

lived and grown up together

in family groupings.

Philip Currie of the Tyrrell

Museum of Paleontology in

Drumheller. Alberta, was a
member of a joint Chinese

and Canadian expedition that

uncovered the baby dino-

saurs at a site 3DD miles north

of Yinchuan, in a part of China

so remote that only recently

has it been reached by

tour-wheel-drive vehicles. The
young ankylosaurs, about six

months old and the size of

sheep, were killed together,

perhaps by suddenly shifting

sands. The group was found

at the same spot on the

downwind side of an

immense sand dune. "It's

about ninety percent certain

the dinosaurs came from the

same family," says Currie of

the youngsters, which were

about two feet long. "Of

course a lot o! that [length]

would be tail."

Currie's theory about

gregarious behavior among
ankylosaurs is supported by

earlier research showing that

prehistoric duckbills called

maiasaurs also tended their

young after hatching.

—George Nobbe

"The more human beings

proceed by plan the more
effectively they may hit by
accident."

—Friedrich Durrenmatt

A POD FOR EVERY
PLANE

JFK Airport, 2020. At the

terminal curbside, you step

into a large, wedge-shaped
module, take your seat, and
buckle up as an attendant

hands you a drink, When the

module is filled with 50
passengers, the whole thing

starts moving along a

conveyor track toward the

open fuselage of your waiting

plane. When it reaches the

plane, the module simply

slides right into the iuselage

and clicks into place

alongside a couple dozen
similar pods. When you reach

your destination, your pod
slides out again, taking you

and your bags (no waiting at

a baggage counter) directly

to the curb and a waiting taxi.

This ingenious idea, de-

signed to alleviate congestion

at major airports, is the

brainchild of Albert A.

Lupinetti, chief scientist at the

Federal Avialion Administra-

tion's Technical Center in

Atlantic City. "You could

have first-class or tourist

modules. You could have a
module with a sauna,

modules that serve Italian

food or are decorated in Early

American," he says.

The idea has its problems,

of course. First, each pod will

have its own toilet and kitchen

facilities, which would add
considerable weight to "the

airplane. (Lupinetti thinks this

can be solved by building the

pods out of newly developed

lightweight composite materi-

als.) Far more formidable is

the tremendous cost

—

Lupinetti won't even hazard a

guess as to how much—of

retooling airports to handle

such a system. "I know it's a

long way off," he concedes.

—Bill Lawren
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For years speer

ties have been lint

learning or hearing problems.

Now one researcher has

identified another cause:

below-normal tongue sensitiv-

ity, or "numb tongue."

Donald Fucci, a speech-

and hearing-sciences re-

searcher at Ohio University in

Athens, discovered that 25

percent of the five- to

six-year-old schoolchildren

tested for articulation prob-

lems at his clinic exhibited

less-than-normal tongue sen-

sitivity. "I've learned," he

explains, "that some people

are hard of feeling. Their

tongue thresholds of sensitiv-

ity are not like yours and
mine. They can't correctly

produce some speech
sounds like 's' or 'r." They try

to produce a sound but don't

know quite where their

tongues are."

Fucci tests tongue sensitiv-

ity with a specially designed

machine. His young subjects,

all volunteers with articulation

problems, sit in a dental chair,

their tongues placed against

a small white plastic disc

affixed to a metal arm that is

bolted to the floor. A hole in

the center of the disc lets a

thin, blunt metal probe touch

the middle of the upper side

of the tongue, and an

electromagnetic vibrator con-

nected to the probe permits

Fucci to painlessly vary the

intensity and frequency of its

vibrations. Each volunteer's

responses are recorded and

compared with the responses

of people who do not have

articulation problems.

No one knows what

causes numb tongue, much
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" Donald Fucci's specially designed

less how to cure it. "We really

have to go at the study of

articulation and sensitivity in

a far bigger way than we
have," Fucci explains. To

help do so, he plans to

eventualiy build a portable

version of his machine that

can be used by other

researchers.—GeorgeNobbe

"You will not find poetry

anywhere unless you bring

some of it with you."
—Joseph Joubert

|

"Madness is to thinkof too

many things in succession

too fast,- or of one thing too
\

exclusively."

—Voltaire
'

It's a costly nuisance for

the nation's librarians: Books
often come back from

borrower's homes full of small

insect stowaways—cock-
roaches, termites, and the

like—that feast on the starchy

glue in the bindings or nibble

away at the pages them-

selves. Now a concerned
toxicologist has come up with

a novel (so to speak) remedy:

Toss all returning books into

a microwave oven and bake

them for a while.

Jerome Brezner of the

State University of New York

at Syracuse tested the notion

on a collection of hardbound

books, paperbacks, and
magazines. When he put the

publications in a microwave

at high power (700 watts),

they emerged undamaged.
In fact, their temperatures

never got hotter than 75 °F.

This, Brezner explains, is

because microwaves heat

only water and fats, and as

paper has little of either,

books survive the microwav-

ing unscathed.

Next Brezner cut small

wells in the publications,

which he sprinkled with a

varied collection of live

insects. Then he tossed the

infested books and mags into

a microwave for various

periods of time. Within 46
seconds, Brezner reports, at

least half the insects were

dead, "The thicker the book,"

he notes, "the longer it took,"

Brezner says that small

libraries interested in trying

the technique can do
perfectly well with a standard

$150 kitchen-style micro-

wave. Even a larger outfit like

the New York Public Library

could put returning books on

conveyor belts and run them
through a series of micro-

wave ovens. The technique

could be a real boon to

libraries with pinched bud-

gets. While fumigation costs

thousands of dollars and can

be hazardous to the health of

library patrons, microwaving

is safe and, Brezner claims,

"costs only pennies."

—Bill Lawren

"A metaphysician is a man
who goes into a dark cellar at

midnight without a light,

looking tcr a black cat that is

not there.

"

—Lord Bowen
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malhematician and philosopher Blaise

Pascal examined the problem. Why do
the odds differ in throwing a 6 in four roils

of one die as opposed to ihrowing two

6's in 24 rolls of two dice? Pascal, never

one to shrink from the big questions, re-

sponded with the laws of probability.

In the 300 years since Pascal, gam-
blers have tried various systems to gain

an edge. At the turn of this century Pitts-

burgh Phil paid jockey Tod Sloan $400
extra for every race he won, affecting the

true odds appreciably. MIT math prof Ed-

ward Thorp, in his 1962 landmark slice of

reality about blackjack, Beat the Dealer,

showed that keeping track of the cards

as they were played provided a winning

edge. (See our September 1988 Inter-

view for an insight into how Thorp has

used his own finely tuned sense of the

edge to become a major player in the fi-

nancial markets.) Thorp's edge was small

but as real as the rent.

In Dr. Z's Beat the Racetrack, a title that

pays homage to Thorp, Ziemba and the

University of Wisconsin's Donald Hausch
find a similar, mathematically based ad-

vantage for horseplayers. A couple of "six-

pencil guys," as one critic labeled them,

Ziemba and Hausch have followed Thorp

and Pascal in applying stochastic meth-

odology to betting on horses, in a metic-

ulously reasoned system that goes be-

yond the speed of the horse. "The

system," states Ziemba, "is decision ori-

ented, not selection oriented." (Pascal

understood the wisdom of decision ori-

entation. When he reasoned that it was
the smart bet to wager that God existed,

he noted that he had nothing to lose if he

was wrong. Similarly. Pittsburgh Phil, on

his deathbed, bet his doctor $10,000 that

he would live more than 24 hours. He died

24 and a half hours later, holding the phy-

sician's check in his hand.) In what
Ziemba and Hausch call the Z-system,

the question the gambler should ask is

not, Is this a good horse? but, Is this a

good bet?

The Z-system's primary criterion is a

higher rate of return than likelihood of

winning. Ziemba explains: "The selection

mind is sort of naive. My neighbor wants

to invest in the Thai Fund [a mutual fund].

Having seen how Bangkok is booming, I

might say it's a good bet. But research

might show the fund is overpriced. The
edge is finding a departure from the cor-

rect value of scmething— like a great

horse paying five to one." Stressing de-

cision rather than selection creates a

mechanical system, in which optimal bets

are indicated without reference to hard

handicapping data.

A leader in the field of decision theory,

which tells us why people make the

choices they do, is Daniel Kahneman, a

University of California at Berkeley psy-

chology professor who once took a so-

cial excursion to the track with Dr. Z.

Kahneman was struck by the human (ac-

tor. "If an edge exists, it's determined by
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the behavior of other people—some-
thing that's not intuitively obvious. A pre-

condition tor rational betting is to think in

terms of [overall wagering] policies in-

stead of individual bets." Systems bet-

ting, like consistently betting inside-post

positions on a track with tight turns, puts

a constraint on personal biases and
overcomes the vagaries of intuition.

Ziemba began his gaming career by

using traditional handicapping methods.

As an adolescent living in western Mas-

sachusetts, he spent summers at Sara-

toga, analyzing the fundamental infor-

mation supplied in the Racing Form: track

conditions, times for recent races,

breeding history. After receiving his

M.B.A., then a Ph.D. in management sci-

ence from Berkeley, Ziemba started

teaching in 1968 at the University of Brit-

ish Columbia. While in Vancouver he fre-

quented the Exhibition Park racetrack and

played to his strength—statistics—con-

tinuing to stress fundamentals. "One

^Figuring out

which horse to bet is only one

challenge; determining

how much to bet is the other.

There are nearly

as many money-management
schemes as there

are handicapping systems.^

summer I had a student help me do a
factor analysis on the stuff in the Form.

The models that seem to work well are

pretty simple. The more complicated you

get, the more you seem to screw it up.

The Exhibition Park analysis was a lot of

work, and basically it failed. We spent too

much time working and not enough time

thinking." Then in 1978, while on sabbat-

ical back at Berkeley, he brainstormed

with fellow professor ar-ci racing fan Mark
Rubenstein about the races. "I began to

look at races as stock markets. That is,

Are the bets priced right? Is there a pos-

sible edge?" Ziemba stopped handicap-

ping horses and started analyzing the

past performances of the other bettors.

Playing against the crowd rather than

focusing on the horseflesh acknowl-
edges the nature of the pari-mutuel bet-

ting system. Pari-mutuet, literally mean-
ing "to bet among ourselves," was the

invention of an eighteenth-century Pari-

sian perfumer named Pierre Oiler, who,

when doubling as a racetrack bookie,

began using his perfume bottles as ticket

stubs. Bettors would receive jasmine or

gardenia, and Oiler held their money. After

the race Oiler would deduct a commis-
sion as his fee and divide the rest of the

pool among those with winning bottles.

This reduction of the money pool by a

house fee is known in modern terms as

the takeout, an amount that varies be-

tween 15 and 20 percent at American
tracks. Illegal bookies charge 11 percent.

To gain the edge, handicappers de-

pend on superior information—hard to

come by and more difficult to evaluate.

Others—Aunt Millie in from Nebraska,

having a holiday at the track—might de-

pend on the color df the jockey's silks or

other "formulas." Intuition might win, but

it's difficult to codify into a system. The
edge, in the world of Z-mind, is found in

the statistical truths revealed in the bet-

ting patterns themselves.

The Z-system makes steady profits, on

the order of 10 percent of investment, by

betting favorites to place and show.

Straight bets—win, place, and show—are

totaled in separate pools. The betting in

the win pool accurately predicts the

chances any horse has of winning, but,

as Dr. Z says, "a discrepancy or ineffi-

ciency occurs when a much lower pro-

portion of the place and show pools is

bet on a particular horse than this horse's

proportion of the win pool." In other words,

the crowd tends to ignore the obvious fact

that if a horse has a good chance of win-

ning, it also has an excellent chance to

co.me in second or third. This blindness

is, to Dr. Z, a "profit opportunity." The

crowd also tends to overbet long shots.

The larger payoffs on high-priced horses

are not the only lure of long-shot betting,

as Hausch points out. "Winning on a long

shot gives the bettor bragging rights, the

chance to tell his friends he beat the

crowd." The long-shot bias usually in-

creases late in the'day, when losing bet-

tors try to get even and take wilder

chances on undeserving entries in a
desperate attempt at a jackpot return.

In reality the Z-system bettor faces an-

other challenge: He must compare four

five-digit numbers (the win money on a

given horse over the total win pool versus

the show money on the horse over the

total show pool). Next he must calculate

the amount to bet—and still race to the

betting- lines. Doing the math by hand is

daunting, so Dr. Z has turned this com-
plicated process into a simple thing. The
secret is a $119 Hewlett-Packard hand-

held calculator, the HP-41CV, which,

when fitted with a special chip available

from a cottage industry named Dr. Z In-

vestments, does all the figuring for you.

The equations in the HP-41 CV derive an

expected return for place and show bet-

ting from the main critical factor: the pro-

portion of money bet on a particular horse

in the win pool. You must punch in this

information from a spot where you can

see these figures (the amounts being bet

on each horse and the pool totals) dis-

played on the track's board. The calcu-

lator beeps and flashes a little, adjusts for



the favorite/long-shot biases and the track

takeout, and in a few seconds projects a

number that is the expected rate ot return

for the place or show bet. The magic feel

that many gamblers depend on is re-

placed by the hard reality of this figure. If

it's over 1.10 for a "good" field like the

Derby or 1.18 for a mediocre race, it's a

good bet; under that figure, it's not.

For example, consider the case of the

1981 Kentucky Derby—the first time that

Dr. Z actually tried his system in person

at Churchill Downs. The favorite that day
was Proud Appeal. (Z put $50 on him to

win. "It's romantic to win the Derby," he

says.) But the correct Z-bet was on

Pleasant Colony to show. At post time the

Churchill Downs tote board displayed the

following data: Pleasant Colony was a

seven-to-two shot; $480,510 was riding

on him to win; $132,285 to show. The total

win pool was $2,614,993; the total show
pool was $959,079. A quick series of cal-

culations estimated the expected value

per dollar bet on Pleasant Colony to be
1.10—right at the cutoff; so Dr. Z made
his wager. Pleasant Colony won, paying

$9 to win and $4.40 to show.

Figuring out which horse to bet is one
challenge; determining how much to

wager is the other. There are nearly as

many money-management schemes

—

most of them foolhardy—as handicap-

ping systems. The simplest—flat bet-

ting—involves wagering the same
amount on each race. Proportional bet-

ting varies the bet by the size of the bank-

roll (the total amount of money you are

prepared to risk). A 10 percent propor-

tional scheme requires a $100 bet with a

$1,000 fortune; $50 with $500. Neither

takes into account expected rate of re-

turn, and flat betting ignores the size of

the bankroll. Doubling down, often called

Martingale betting, doubles the bet after

losing wagers in the hope that an even-

tual winner will recoup all previous

losses—but this often leads to a bet of

astronomical proportions. Ziemba doesn't

hedge in recommending what he con-

siders to be the most rational system: Kelly

betting. An application of a mathematical

scheme developed in 1956 by Bell Tele-

phone engineer John Kelly, Jr., this ap-

proach is used for figuring the best way
to transmit information over telephone

wires. It takes into account such factors

as the quantity of information trying to

move along lines and the chance that the

signal will be received correctly. Which
noisy channel has the correct transmis-

sion is somewhat analogous to the

chances that a particular horse will win a
race: If no other data are trying to move
down a given line, your information will

make pretty good time. But if the line gets

crowded, your message stands less of a

chance of making it through. Likewise, if

no one else is betting a contender, you
could make a hefty profit. But if a lot of

people play your bet, the payoff drops.

Kelly betting on horses takes into" ac-

count the effect of the wager's size on the

expected payout, important at lesser

tracks with smaller money pools, since

the parf-mutuel system returns money di-

vided by the amount held by winning

tickets. Kelly's research, integrated into

the chip for the HP-41CV, correlates the

size of the bet with expected return and
bankroll. (Using this method the Pleasant

Colony bet was $342 out of a total bank-

roll of $1,668.70. It paid $752.40 to show.)

Kelly betting, because it depends on

amount of wealth available and reduces

the wagers accordingly, virtually guar-

antees that the bettor will never go broke.

Hausch and Ziemba devised a com-
puter simulation that compared Kelly

betting with other money-management
plans and ran 1,000 trials for 700 Z-sys-

tem bets, assuming an initial wealth level

of $1,000. Overthe 1,000 trials, Kelly bet-

ting increased this fortune to $100,000

166 times. No other system came close.

What does that imply? If you use Kelly to

^Winners laugh

and their eyes gleam in their

moment of truth,

and they tell the world, I

knew it all along.

This very human tendency,

the urge to claim

prescience, is predictable.^

place Z-bets, mostly your wealth will in-

crease by only 10 percent—beer and
carfare money. But 16.6 percent of the

time you will hit a streak and run your

$1,000 bankroll up to $100,000.

The classic Z-bet occurred simulta-

neously with racing's most stellar perfor-

mance, Secretariat's 31 -length victory in

the 1973 Beimont Stakes. Victories in the

Derby and Preakness had frightened off

all but four other entries, and Secretariat

went to the post as a one-to-ten favorite.

A $2 win ticket on the chestnut colt re-

turned $2.20, but a gambler betting the

same money to place was paid $2.40. Dr.

Z estimates that there should be up to

four Z-system bets a day at most tracks.

Even so, Ziemba's work has not met with

universal acceptance.

As appealing as the Z-system may
sound, a few hard-core handicappers

swear, instead, by the fundamental infor-

mation compiled in the Daily Racing

Form. They acknowledge Dr. Z's power
but tend to trust their own tried-and-

sometimes-true systems. James Ouinn

and Andrew Beyer, authors of more tra-

ditional handicapping books, have spent

time at the track with Dr. Z and recognize

the truth in his figures, yet they bypass

opportunities to bet his system even when
they spot a Z-play.

As for the academic response to Dr.

Z's formulas, that, too, is mixed. Richard

Thaler, a sometime Ziemba collaborator,

thinks that the work is of some value be-

cause "it gives us insight into how people

make decisions" but notes that Z-betting

"is no substitute for retirement savings."

Ziemba is philosophical about the less-

than-enthusiastic response his work has

received. 'Anyone who steps over the

bounds gets into trouble," says Ziemba,

whose resume includes titles like Com-
putational Algorithms for Convex Sto-

chastic Programs with Simple Recourse.

"Psychologists are interested because it's

about behavior, but financial people tend

to view it as just a cute application of more
serious market analysis."

The Z-attitude is contrariant, betting

against the tendency of the crowd to

move away from the norm. If cheap stocks

or show pools are undervalued, bet them;

overtime you will be rewarded. But gam-
blers often search for values other than

money. If a $50 show bet on a one-to-five

favorite could put a gleam in a gambler's

eye, then Everest would be no more than

five lonely miles of ice growing on a rock.

Players often ignore expected return in

favor of more ephemeral values.

Colin Camerer, a University of Penn-

sylvania professor who studies gam-
blers, points to -what those values might

be. "There's a consumption value in

gambling that can't be discounted. My
mother used to pin her Irish Sweep-
stakes ticket to the kitchen wall and every

day would touch it as she went by,

dreaming of the riches. It was savoring—
consuming the possibilities of something

is a real value for gamblers," he explains.

And the Z-system, what of it? "I'm fairly

confident you can make some money at

it, but then it becomes sort of like work,"

he says. "If I wanted to go to the races to

make money at it, I would work there or

write a newspaper column about it."

The winning edge depends also on

other psychological factors—such as

what Ziemba and decision theorists call

utility function, the difference between
objective and subjective values of money.

Long-shot players overvalue the appar-

ent worth of a large payout versus that of

a two- or three-dollar profit. This creates

the bias that is such a large part of the Z-

system. In addition, both Camerer and

Thaler point out the phenomenon of

mental accounting, the psychological

rearranging of an individual's total assets

into "real" money (to pay the bills) and

"gambling" cash. People play these two

types of assets differently.

Concepts like utility function and men-
tal accounting lead the horseplayer to er-

roneous conclusions. The average two-

dollar bettor tends to believe that a low

return with a high probability is less at-
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Something alien hovers, watchir

world we believed that we knew

"HE GATES OF BABEL

T$ he thing appeared a few
minutes after they left the highway for the coast

blockhouse peering over the hills outside c

ine stared at it for a few seconds
. "That's it? That's Vandenberg?"

"That's it," Parkinson said, shifting in f

McCune studied him before turninc :
.::->. :•>

wondering for the
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way—tweed jacket, corduroys, loafers

—

but that didn't mean much. They didn't

have to wear medallions or flowing robes.

McCune had seen them all since he had
started at the Journal: Atlanteans,

witches, flat-earthers. California bred 'em

like oranges and the first place they

headed was a newspaper. He'd had his

fill early and had hoped he'd see the end
of them somewhere along the line, but no

such luck. The nuts are always with us.

He had to admit that Parkinson was
different. II wasn't the usual line, and a

surprising amount of his information had
checked out. There had been someone
named Vandenberg, an Air Force gen-

eral back in the Forties, and a base had

been named after him on the coast north

of Santa Barbara. It was a test center of

some sort, though there was no mention

of it being abandoned as Parkinson had

said. And there was that other item, too,

the booklet marked secret, transpolap,

shuttle problems, or something.

"What was the name of that handbook
you gave me again?"

Parkinson rubbed his forehead and
sighed. "STS Polar Launch Parameters."

He put his hand out the window and be-

gan to tap the side of the car "Did you

read it?"

McCune shook his head. "I tried, but I

couldn't follow any of it. 1 meant to bring

it along so that I could ask you about a

iew things, but like I
said,

I lost it,"

"You didn't lose it."

He glared at Parkinson for a moment,
then turned his eyes back to the road.

"You know, you'd do a lot more for your

case if you thought twice about remarks

like that. Your story is wild enough as it is

without implying that I threw your evi-

dence away, much less trying to tell me
what I wrote three years ago."

"You didn't bother to check your files?"

"Why the hell should I? You think I

wouldn't remember?"
"How about a three-part series on cost

overruns at Slick-6?"

McCune answered with a snort of dis-

gust. Parkinson, for his part, smiled sourly

before turning his head back to the road.

He sat up suddenly and pointed. "There

you go," he said. "Gantries."

They had topped the last hill overlook-

ing the coastal plain. Scattered across it

was a collection oi large metal struc-

tures, openwork towers painted orange

and white. They were big, over a hun-

dred feet high, and McCune had never

seen anything like them.

'And what are they?"

"Missile launching platforms."

McCune shrugged. "Right."

As they drove down the hill, he in-

spected the rest of the base. There was
little that he recognized: no runway, no
control tower, no aircraft of any kind, just

roads, a few buildings, the huge con-

crete blockhouse surrounded by smaller
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structures of the same type, and the

enigmatic towers running up the coast

against the blue ot the Pacific. A long

paved track meandered from the big

blockhouse south to the hills near the

shore, and for a moment he thought that

might be a runway, but no, it wasn't wide

enough and it made a number of hairpin

turns, avoiding the hummocks and gul-

lies of the plain tor level ground.

The road went past a chain-link fence

topped with barbed wire before leading

to a gate. It was wide open; the guard-

house next to it was wrecked, with only

small shards of glass in the windows. De-

spite this, McCune stopped the car. He
sat clutching the steering wheel for a mo-
ment before turning to Parkinson. "Maybe

we should check in with somebody."

"Nobody to check in with," Parkinson

said. "We passed administration five

minutes ago, past Lompoc. You saw it

was empty."

McCune thought back It hadn't struck

<mEverly

flicked on the flashlight as

they entered and
pointed It at an object resting

on a wheeled pallet

at the center of Ihe concrete

floor. It was the

same diameter as the tubes.V

him at the time, but the last stretch of

buildings they had passed had seemed
deserted, with no one in sight and no cars

on the streets. He looked out again at the

guardhouse. There had been a sign be-

neath the front window, but all that re-

mained now were twisted bolts and dis-

colored brick. "How could they leave a

military base open like this7
"

"They didn't, the first few months. They
kept up a guard for a while, but that pe-

tered out just like everything else."

"But this damage . .

"

"Kids." Parkinson said, nearly spitting

the word. "They ride their minibikes on

the tow route. You can't keep 'em out."

Nodding, McCune pul the car in gear

and drove through the gate. The road took

them past other buildings, most of them
brick but a few made of prefab metal.

None were in any better shape than the

guardhouse, and a lew were much worse:

doors kicked down, smoke stains show-

ing around the windows, with desks and
wrecked office equipment scattered
across the parched lawns.

After a few blocks Parkinson told him

to take the next left, and they drove out

into the base itselt, toward the towers that

rose above the sand.

For about a mile they paralleled the

curved path he had noticed Irom the top

of the hill, heading lor the blockhouse at

the center of the base. He was unable to

take his eyes off it as they drew nearer

and it began to dominate the landscape.

He didn't hear Parkinson telling him to turn

until they were well past the spur, and he

had to back up fifty yards to get to the

right road.

A few minutes later they pulled up in

front of a building that was in much better

shape than those they had passed near

the gate. The windows were intact, the

door undamaged, and though the chap-

arral was making a valiant effort to re-

claim the small hill it stood on, the area in

front had been kept clear. A four-wheel-

drive Blazer was parked next to it, and
as they pulled up, a man not much smaller

than the truck stepped out to meet them.

"Running a little late," he bellowed

cheerfully as Parkinson got out. He was
dressed casually in slacks, a guayabera

shirt that flapped over his ample belly, and

a baseball cap with an odd acronym in

front: nasa With the bars of the a's re-

moved so that they looked like arrow-

heads. Like McCune he was bearded, but

in proportion to the rest of his frame; it

took up most of his face and spilled down
to meet his shirt, giving him the air of a

prospector or robber baron.

"Sorry about that," said Parkinson. "He
kept me sitting in Ihe waiting room all

morning." He took a step toward the

building, then looked questioningly at the

big man. "Where's everybody else?"

"Sherry saw one of those spheres
floating around the assembly building

about noon," the big man said, waving

an arm to the south. "I sent everybody
home aiter she told me."

McCune was halfway out of the car. arm

draped over the open door. Spheres,

floating spheres—that brought back
something, Hadn't there been some kind

of flying ghosts people were seeing a few

years back? Ofos or something? He was
trying to catch the thought when the big

man stepped around the front of the car.

He closed the door and held out his hand.

"Robert McCune, LA Journal."

"Ben Everly, avionics engineer," the big

man boomed back. "Welcome to North

Vandenberg." He released McCune's
hand and glanced at Parkinson with a

crooked smile. Parkinson scowled and
turned away.

McCune eyed them for a moment, then

looked at the blockhouse, grown over-

whelming at this distance. From where he

stood he could see an American flag

painted on the side. Everly followed his

gaze. "Impressive in a miserable sort of

way. Makes you wonder what Baikonur

looks like these days." He saw McCune
frown and said, "Baikonur, the Russian . .

.

well, forget it, it's not important."

Tearing his eyes away, McCune turned



back to him. "These spheres you just

mentioned. What are they like? Glowing?

Making noises?"

Crossing his arms, Everly leaned back

against the car, which settled alarmingly

under his weight. "No, sir, nothing like that.

Black. Blacker than anything you've ever

heard of. No lights, no sound, no emis-

sions at all, as far as we can tell. There's

supposed to be a shimmer directly un-

derneath from close up, but I've never

seen it. They show up once a month,

sometimes more often. We think they're

unmanned." He smiled through his beard.

"Or whatever."

"Who's 'we'?"

"Bunch of people trying to salvage what

they can. People who remember."

McCune was about to ask him what it

was they remembered when Parkinson

spoke. "Look, we haven't got much day-

light left, and there's a lot to look at. We
ought to get started."

Everly nodded and pushed himself

away from the truck. "Don's right. There's

too much to see here in one day and we
haven't even got that." He hitched up his

pants and walked over to Parkinson.

"Well, what do you think? Where do we
hit first?"

Parkinson pointed to the concrete

structure. "Slick-6."

The big man ran his fingers through his

beard. "That's a hell of a lot to take |n at

once. Let's build up to it. show him the

Titan first."

"Fine by me," said Parkinson. 'Uust as

long as he gets a look at the orbiter."

"Oh, he will," Everly said. He walked

with bulky grace toward the Blazer. "I'll

take the truck and you follow me."

They drove about five miles north,

through the shadow-of the blockhouse

that stretched for hundreds of yards
across the sands. Again McCune was
unable to tear his eyes away and kept

staring at the thing as they drove past.

The size of the towers, now that he was
down among them, was bad enough, but

this, this thing was something else. He
could not imagine what it was for. The

other side of it was hollow, and a tower

similar to the others but much larger stood

a short distance away, attached to it by

a sort of track. Inside he caught a glimpse

of a white shape before the glare of the

sun forced him to turn his eyes back to

the road. Ahead was one of the lowers,

standing near the low hills that ringed the

base. Even from this distance he could

see thai it differed from the others. A long,

low object lay behind it, bending upward

so that one end rested on the platform

below the tower. He looked away, taking

in the rest of the base, nearly shivering as

he did so. Incomprehensible as most of

it was, the place had an air of bleakness,

of total desolation that he could barely

stand. He glanced at Parkinson, wonder-

ing if he felt the same. "What's this Titan

he was talking about?"

Parkinson nodded at the tower ahead.

"Titan 34D7. Standard military lifter."

McCune turned back to the road. "Uh-

huh. Standard military lifter I should have

known." Parkinson stared blankly out the

windshield, resting his chin on his hand.

"You'll see."

Neither of them spoke again before

reaching the lower. Everly had pulled up
near the metal object behind it and was
surveying the thing, his hands on his hips.

He turned as they approached. "Well,

here we are. A Titan, or most of one, any-

way." He and Parkinson walked up to it,

McCune following reluctantly.

It was in three parts, sheet-metal tubes

about ten feet in diamelerand ninety feet

long, each attached on one side to an-

other. The ends of the two on the outside

were rounded off to blunt cones, while

the one in Ihe middle was flat and open.

They had broken a little more than half-

way down, and the other ends, hidden

from McCune, leaned against the plat-

form and jutted toward the sky. The tubes

were badly damaged, with sheets of

metal cracked, torn, and curling from the

sides. McCune could see that it had fallen

from the platform, where it had rested with



the cones pointing upward. Looking at

the tower he could see where it, too, had

suffered, with struts and beams bent and

left hanging by the fall of the thing.

Everly had stopped at the side of it and
was patting the metal affectionately when
McCune reached him. There was writing

on the metal: numbers, symbols, and

strange words. "What is it?"

"It's a rocket," said Everly, taking a few

steps back. "Two-stage, two solid boost-

ers, nearly three million pounds thrust at

liftoff." He pushed back the baseball cap.

"Came down in that big storm spring of

last year. We thought it was secure
'enough, but we were wrong." There was
a windblown piece of chaparral stuck in

a curled sheet of metal, and Everly kicked

it away. "Wasn't fueled, of course, except

for the boosters. If it had been, people

would have noticed. I was here in '86

when that one blew at Slick-4. That was
something to write home about."

McCune looked back at the pointed

ends. "They look like fuel tanks to me."

Parkinson, who had been watching him

intently, snickered and turned away. "Fuel

tanks, my God . .

."

"Wait a second, Don," said Everly. "He's

not wrong. They are fuel tanks, except for

the engines." He began to walk the length

of the tubes toward the tower. "We may
as well take a look at those now."

Parkinson glared at McCune and fol-

lowed, muttering. After a few seconds

McCune set out after them, keeping well

away from the side of the tubes.

They had already climbed the metal

stairs to the platform when he reached

the base of—what had Parkinson called

it?—the gantry. He hesitated, staring up

at them before mounting the steps him-

self. When he reached the top, a brisk

wind was coming in off the Pacific, bring-

ing with it the salt smell of the sea. He had
left his jacket in the car, and he shivered

in the cool breeze. The two of them stood

near the center of the platform, gesturing

at the tubes twenty feet overhead. Mc-
Cune looked up and studied them. Like

the center tube at the far end, they were
flat but set with flaring nozzles that gaped
at the sky. The middle nozzle was rela-

tively small, only a few feet in diameter,

but the outlying two were enormous: He
could have walked into them without

bending over. He shivered again and

looked down at the two men standing un-

derneath them. Everly had noticed him

standing at the railing and he led Parkin-

son over. "Well," he said as they drew

nearer, "I guess they're not fuel tanks."

"Yep," Everly said as he rested his bulk

against the railing. "It's true they are not."

"They look like jet engines."

"Close," said Everly, "real close. They
operate roughly the same as jets." He
gestured at the tubes, buckled and torn

by the edge of the platform. "Fuel and
oxidizer flow from the tanks into a cham-
ber just behind the nozzles and they ig-
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nite and the exhaust pushes this

sucker"—he thrust his palm into the air

—

"straight up."

McCune bit his lip, looking again at ihe

nozzles, then back at Everly. "Okay,

granted. Obviously a lot of hard work went

into these things and that may be what

they're for. But why would anybody want

to do such a thing?"

"You took a course in physics in col-

lege, am I right?" McCune nodded, won-

dering how he knew. "Well, remember
your Newton. You push an object hard

enough and fast enough, it doesn't come
down. It goes into a circular path around

the planet, an orbit."

McCune thought for a minute before

speaking. "But . . . that'd be fifteen or

twenty thousand miles an hour."

"Sure," Everly said. He pointed at the

nozzles above them. "You think those

couldn't do it?"

He looked up and tried to picture

flames shooting out of the tubes but felt

4He hit the

eject button and the tape

popped out, nearly

falling to the floor. He held it

close to see

what was written on it, but

the trembling of his

hand made it impossible.^1

ashiverolun I his eyes.

"But what good would that do? Some-
thing floating around out there?"

It seemed Parkinson had been await-

ing his moment. He leaned forward ea-

gerly. "Satellites. From orbit you can see

anything. Reconnaissance, meteorology,

communications, astronomy .
,

." His

voice fell. "Space stations . .

." He took a

step back, his mouth twisted. "This

doesn't mean a damn thing to you, does
it? Just words " He looked desperately ai

Everly, "We're not getting through to him."

Everly remained silent, and Parkinson,

shaking his head, pushed past him to the

stairs. McCune leaned over the railing and

watched Parkinson descend. "What the

hell is his problem?"

The big man leaned back on the railing

with his arms crossed and his lips pursed.

A few seconds passed before he an-

swered. "Don," he said slowly, "is going

through something the rest of us have left

far behind. He's an astrophysicist from

back East with no direct connection to

the program, although he was working

on a project for the space telescope-
but that's Greek to you anyway. He's only

been out here for two months and still has

to get his feet on the ground

"

"All well and good; I did him a favor

coming out here."

"I know," Everly said, stepping away
from the railing. "I appreciate it. Believe

me, most people wouldn't have gotten this

far." He turned and looked out over the

base. "This beginning to mean anything

to you?" he asked, sweeping an arm
across the vista.

"I can't really say. I don't know if it means
anything concrete, but I'm gettinga weird

feeling from it all."

Everly nodded. "As if you've forgotten

a word, and it seems ready to pop out of

your mind, but you can't quite grasp it."

"Right. But a lot stranger than that."

"How so?"

McCune looked the big man in the

eyes. "I'm scared," he said. "Really

scared."

He pointed at the tubes looming up
against the sky. "I tried to picture that thing

working, and I couldn't make myself do

it. And the rest of the place." He gripped

the top of a railing. "The towers, that block

over there." He shivered in a gust of wind.

"It frightens me, and I don't know why."

Everly nodded and walked to the top

of the stairs. "I think I understand." After

a moment McCune let go of Ihe railing

and followed. The two of them silently de-

scended the metal steps and walked over

to the cars. Parkinson was leaning on the

front of the truck, looking out to sea, ig-

noring their approach. When they were a

few yards away, McCune stopped and

Everly turned to him, his eyebrows raised.

"Those satellites he was talking about,

those are real?"

"Sure. There's one of them not five min-

utes from here."

"Here? Now?"
Everly laughed. "Yeah. Want to see it?"

"Well . .

." McCune thought for a min-

ute. "Why not?"

"Okay. It's in a hangar a couple miles

down the road."

Parkinson didn't ride with him this time,

instead getting into the truck with Everly.

The wind had grown colder, and Mc-
Cune put his jacket on before starting the

engine. Out to sea, the sun nearly touched

the horizon as he followed the truck down
the long, bare road to the white hangar

near the shore.

Everly stopped in front of it but stayed

inside talking to Parkinson while McCune
waited. This close to the water the smell

of the sea was overwhelming, the salt

odor overlaid with the iodine of rotting kelp

and the smell of dead things.

The gulls wheeled across the sky, call-

ing to each other, silhouetted by the set-

ting sun. Finally Everly emerged from the

Blazer, flashlight in hand, followed by

Parkinson. "We'll need this," he said, wav-

ing the flash, a big utility model, at

McCune. "They cut the damn power off

and it'll be dark in there." They walked to



the sliding door of the hangar, which had
been left open a few feet.

Everly flicked on the flashlight as they

entered, pointing it at an object resting

on a wheeled pallet at the center of the

concrete floor, it was the same diameter

as the tubes—the rocket—that they had

just seen but was much shorter, about

forty feet overall. The shape was different

as well, lacking the smooth aerodynamic

simplicity of the Titan. The bulk of it was
an irregular polygon, set with circular

hatches flush against the surface. From
the rear end protruded a rectangle with

a number of metal plates, antennas, and
boxes poking from it. The other end was
covered, umbrellalike, by a folded panel

of shiny metal. There was nothing star-

tling or extraordinary about it— it looked

like any machine—but McCune felt the

same sense of discomfort, of foreboding,

that had touched him back at the gantry.

"KH-14," said Everly. "KH stands for

Keyhole. It's a long-duration recon satel-

lite, a modification of the KH-12 that went

up on the shuttle. Never was a 13. We
figured we'd had enough bad luck." He
walked toward the machine, the circle of

the flashlight beam shrinking against the

side of it. "It was supposed to go up on

that bird we just saw, on the twentieth."

He paused for a moment, staring at the

thing. "Mice and men."

Oppressed by the place's darkness,

McCune whispered, "What does it do?"
..

Apparently this was Parkinson's forte.

He walked to the machine and began
rattling off a string of terms that made no
sense; pixels, multispeclral scanners,

digital filters. Everly must have seen him

shaking his head. "Cameras," he said

quietly. "Fancy cameras." McCune made
no response. His gaze was drawn to the

shadows dancing around the hangar as

the flashlight beam followed Parkinson.

- He kept seeing that block of concrete and
steel in the growing darkness outside, the

tomb of a devil or a god. The smell of the

sea had penetrated the hangar, underlin-

ing the sense of bleakness while the cries

of the gulls mocked it all. After a few min-

utes he said, "I've heard enough," and
walked stiffly outside. Behind him he

heard Parkinson's voice raised in anger

but could make out no words.

The sun had vanished, leaving the

western sky awash with red and yellow

that faded as he watched. He sat down
on the hood of the car, breathing deeply,

trying to understand what he felt. The wind

from the sea was much colder than it had
any right to be. Everly and Parkinson

walked out of the hangar, the big man
shutting off the flashlight as he neared

the car. He sat down next to McCune. 'A

little too much, eh?"

McCune nodded. He looked out at the

dark shapes of the base, beginning to fall

into night. A glow from the eastern hills

backlit the gantries strangely. He shook
his head. "I don't know," he said. "This

place must have cost millions. . .

."

"Billions," said Everly.

"Billions, then, and nobody knows
about it. It's abandoned." He looked back

at the Titan pad. "That thing, that rocket,

you'd see it fifty miles off when it went up,

but nobody ever has." He turned to Ev-

erly. "How many of them have been . .

."

"Launched? Hundreds, worldwide."

McCune stared at the sand in front of

the car. "I guess you'd better tell me how
this happened."

Parkinson held his hands out, as if

speaking to a child. "On August eigh-

teenth, two years ago . .

." he began, but

Everly cut him off. "Hold on, Don, one
thing at a time." He got up and brushed

off his pants. "We'll drive over to Lompoc,
get a drink maybe, something to eat. It's

too dark. .
."

"No, sir. He sees the orbfter,"

"Don. .

."

"God damn it, Ben, that's why I brought

him out here in the first place. He sees
the STS. If that doesn't shake him up,

nothing will."

"He's already shook up quite a bit, Don."

Nonetheless, he looked questioningly at

McCune, who rose from the hood of the

car and said, "Okay, I'll look at your orbit-

er, whatever the hell that is. But first, I want

you to tell me everything."

Everly shrugged. "No problem. I can
do it on the way over, if you don't mind
riding with me."

"Not at all," McCune said. He turned to

Parkinson. "I suppose that I can trust you

to drive?"

"I've driven a car," Parkinson said, and
walked around to the door.

McCune got into the Blazer and sat

back looking at the glow in the eastern

sky. "By the way," where, is this thing?"

Everly started the truck, then pointed

to the blockhouse that brooded in dark-

ness two miles away. "Slick-6."

"Well," McCune said after they had
driven a few hundred yards from the

hangar. Everly didn't answer and sat

steering the truck with one hand, a

thoughtful look on his face. "I'd like you
to clear this up before we get over there,"

he went on. "And one other thing: I'll look

at this orbfter from outside, but I'm not

going in that building."

"You won't have to."

McCune relaxed and sank back into

the seat. 'All right, but tell me the rest of

it. I'd sooner believe you than what's-his-

name there." He gestured toward the

lights of the car ahead of them.

"Yeah, you would at that," Everly said.

"We got along pretty well last time we met,

even though you were here to give me a

hard time."

McCune turned and stared. "What?"

Without a word, Everly leaned over and
opened the glove compartment. He took

out a small cassette recorder and handed
CONTINUED ON PAGE 86
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EGGSTOSEE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANS LANTING

Frans Laniing is probably a

bit more observant than the

rest of us. But then he's a

photographer, seeing what

most of us just disregard. In

many of the exotic places

where Lanting shoots— in

the Galapagos, Suriname,

Zaire— he began noticing

eggs, both whole and bro-

ken, strewn about on
beaches and roads. "Eggs

are beautiful objects," he
says. Ed Harrison (above)

agrees. Harrison has the

biggest collection of bird

eggs in the world. All

800,000 of them are housed

at the Western Foundation of

Vertebrate Zoology in Los

Angeles, a nonprofit mu-
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"big bird." We know the

flightless, 12-foot tall, os-

trichlike creature that

weighed in at about a Ion as

elephant bird. Big bird is now
extinct, but eggs such as this

one occasionally pop up on
Madagascar's beaches. At

left. Lanting compares the

tiniest of eggs, a humming-

bird's, with that of the big

bird. At top left. Lanting dis-

plays a collection of broken

shells scattered on a beach

in Madagascar. At top right.

the bottom egg in each of the

starlike clusters belongs to

the European cuckoo, a bird

with a strange habit: laying

a single egg in the nest of a

host bird. When the little

cuckoo bursts from its shell,

it either pushes the rest of the

eggs out of the nest or waits

to kill off the rightful heirs.

Every cuckoo chooses a dif-

ferent host and adapts its

own egg to match the size

and color of the eggs of the

surrogate. One cuckoo ob-

viously dropped her eggs in

the wrong nest. Directly

above, two brown pelican

eggs—the broken, shat-

tered ones—were picked up

along the California coasl

when the insecticide DDT
was still being used. The re-

sult of DDT contamination: a

compromised outer shell that

broke as soon as [he peli-

cans began nesling.DO
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Aryan Nation tracts than to reasoned

journalism. Whatever may be right or

wrong with Arab and/or Islamic culture,

Bloom is wrong in his malign supposi-

tions about' child rearing: Arabs love and

hug their children as much as Western-

ers do.

BassamK.Abed, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor ol Anthropology

Upsala College

East Orange, NJ

It may well be that hugging or its lack has

an impact on an individual's tendency to-

ward violence, but to condemn the entire

Arab race on the basis of speculative ex-

trapolation from secondhand research not

even connected to the matter smacks of

propaganda. I have been a student of

Mideastern culture for over 15 years, and

for ten of them I worked intimately with

various Saudi Arabian families from roy-

alty to the lowliest Bedouin. I can say that

Arabs in general and Bedouin in partic-

ular may have their cultural problems, but

lack of affection and warmth toward their

children is not one of them. The Bedouin

are hardly the gentle Tasaday. They have

engaged in their fair share of atrocities.

But things should be kept in perspective.

The Bedouin are not responsible for the

madness in Lebanon, Iraq, and Iran. It

was not the Bedouin who invented the

atom bomb, nor Bedouin firing machine
guns at children in Palestine, nor Bed-
ouin who kill thousands of people each

year with handguns, nor Bedouin society

where child abuse is running rampant,

nor Bedouin who dropped bombs made
to look like toys in Afghanistan, nor Bed-
ouin blowing up streetcars in Ireland..

Barnard L Voorhees

Idyllwild, CA

Howard Bloom responds: There is no

doubt that there are many warm and
peaceful Muslims in the world today. Un-

fortunately, their image is besmirched by
those who idealize violence. A member
of the group Jihad in Egypt, for example,

brags that "Islam is a tree that feeds on

blood. It grows on severed limbs." And
Ayatoilah Khomeini—the most visible

leader in the Islamic community, head of

an international fundamentalist move-
ment with roughly 100 million adher-

ents—showed his love of violence with

his barbaric "death penalty" on novelist

Salman Rushdie. Why does Islamic so-

ciety produce more than its share of vi-

olence-obsessedmen like the Jihadmem-
ber, the airline bombers, and the Ayatoi-

lah? The answer is uncertain. But two Is-

lamic social scientists, Hisham Sharabi

and Halim Barakat, assert that many of

modern Islam's problems stem from one

simple cause: "repressive family sociali-

zation and child-rearing practices."

Happy Trails

"Can Bicycles Save the World?" [Contin-

uum, February 1989] is commendable in

its support of "bicycle roadways." In my
area, authorities have set up such road-

ways, but in recent years the bicycle

paths have been taken over by joggers.

And here the conflict begins. Joggers

have lodged complaints about cyclists

speeding, overtaking joggers and scar-

ing them. Cyclists complain that joggers

run abreast on the paths, blocking the

way and forcing cyclists onto unsafe turf.

The path is literally a divided way—a yel-

low marker down the middle.

Christopher Bennett

Alexandria, VA

A Whelk Is a Whelk !s a Whelk
Your article on the European dog whelk

['AC/DC Whelks," Antimatter, February

1989] no doubt appealed to professional

and amateur malacologists alike. But the

accompanying photograph shows a

Florida lightning whelk. This 16-inch, mud-

loving species is about as closely related

to the one-inch, rock-dwelling dog whelk

as an armadillo is to a rhinoceros.

Paul R. Monfils

ProvidenceOO
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enough to hold several nign scnooi

gymnasiums, are lined with

hundreds of arched windows. Re-

sembling two flying saucers,

the buildings look

h«

LOFTY MAHARISHI II.

RAISES STUDENTS'
CONSCIOUSNESSESWEU

OF A FEW PHYSICISTS

professor 01 religir

University in Montreal,
"—
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imTheir vibrations, these meditators ciaim,

extend beyond the golden walls, across the Iowa farmland,

to every city and town in the USA3

between religious doctrine and science

is not clearly made," he says. "They seek

to avoid the word religion, but (hat's es-

sentially what they are. As you get more
involved, you take on more Hindu cus-

toms. The movement requires a commit-

ment to a philosophy and a group. Those

who are committed see the Maharishi as

a prophet o( truth."

Yet, .say MIU officials, even critics agree

that meditation can lower blood pressure

and promote deep relaxation. With nu-

merous legitimate medical studies back-

ing up these claims, a million Americans

have thus far signed up for the basic

Transcendental Meditation course.

It's also hard to ignore the credentials

of the MIU scientists. Many have ad-

vanced degrees from Harvard, Stanford,

and Berkeley. John S. Hagelin, chairman

of MIU's physics department, for in-

stance, received a Ph.D. from Harvard

and held positions at Stanford and the

European Laboratory for Particle Physics

in Switzerland before coming to MIU. He
has also published numerous articles in

such prestigious professional journals as

Physical Review Letters and Nuclear

Physics. Needless to say, papers by

Hagelin and other MIU professors reveal

high levels of scientific training. And fi-

Ptevious pages: At tat !ef>. champion ieviia-

tors Rod Faih from Cannds and So Kam Tim

Irom mainland China; at right, students out-
-

side the Golden Domes of Pure Knowledge.

This page: Morning meditators.
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nally. despite whatever strangeness may
seem associated with its curriculum and

name, MIU is accredited through the

doctoral level. In other words, a degree

from MIU is just as valid as that from any

other four-year university and graduate

school—with the added benefits of the

Maharishi's blessings and a peek at the

basic forces of the universe.

Many Americans have heard about TM
from its brush with pop culture over the

years: The tangle-haired, long-bearded

face of its founder, Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi, became an icon to Americans who
came of age in the Sixties. (Mahesh is the

family name. Maharishi means "great

teacher." Yogi means "master ol Yoga.")

The Maharishi is an Indian monk who,

alter earning a physics degree at India's

Allahabad University in the Forties, spent

more than a decade with Guru Dev, a Hi-

malayan teacher. After Guru Dev died in

1953. Maharishi spent two years in iso-

lation. By the time he emerged, he had
hatched a plan to spiritually renew the

world with a practice he called Transcen-

dental Meditation, or TM.

As modified from the ancient Hindu

traditions, Maharishi's practice involves

dwelling on a mantra, or repetitive sound,

that induces a meditative slate. This state,

he told his followers, could open new ho-

rizons in consciousness. The new route

to "cosmic consciousness" appealed to

leaders of the social revolution in the Six-

ties. The Beatles, who met Maharishi

through the sitarist Ravi Shankar, be-

came ardent meditators. The Beach
Boys, Mia Farrow, and Merv Griffin

adopted TM as well. Eventually the mes-

sage that two 20-minute meditations per

day could bring "spiritual awakening" took

hold. Within a few years the Maharisn. and

his instructors set up TM courses at hun-

dreds of universities, recruiting tens of

thousands of new members per month.

During the late Seventies and much of

[he Eighties, the popularity of TM waned.

But by the mid-Eighties. TM had ap-

peared on the national scene in a new
form. This time, instead of offering cosmic

consciousness, Ihe movement adver-

lisoc a scientific technique that could help

you improve your body and mind. It

seemed perfect for the self-help, man-
agement-oriented Eighties; Maximize

your fitnessl Increase your sense of per-

sonal control! it ottered other bonuses,

such as "removing the basis of terrorism

and war," And finally, for the ultimate

Eighties power trip, TM proponents
claimed that practitioners could literally

fly. Outrageous promotional photos even

showed TMers hovering above the floor.

"I'm not sure we can show you Yogic

flying," says Patti Schneider over the

telephone. "It's a very private thing. We
generally seek permission from the inter-

national TM organization." Indeed, the

MIU "fliers" have had some bad experi-

ences with the press. On one program,

tor instance, CBS-TV showed that non-

meditating gymnasts do what TMers did,

strictly with muscle. The flying, or "hop-

ping," as the TMers now call it, has be-

come a sensitive topic.

If flight without mechanical aid is of

concern to those at MIU, however, you'd

never know it from a casual walk around

the campus. From the old brick buildings

to the grassy hills to the clean-cut stu-

dents chatting in the sun, a conservative

ambience seems to hold sway.

Sixteen years ago the old buildings

housed Parson's College, a small liberal

arts school founded in 1875. The school

enjoyed a respectable reputation but

during the Sixties began admitting vir-

tually anyone who could pay. It became
a haven for rich kids, fast cars, and Ani-

mal House parties. As its reputation

spread, Hell's Angels occasionally

graced the facilities. In 1966 Life did a

scathing profile of Parson's, describing its

administrator as "The Wizard ot Flunk-Out

U." The next year Parson's lost its accre-

ditation. It closed in 1973.

For more than a year, the campus stood

empty, until il was spotted by the Ameri-



can academics who followed Maharishi

Mahesh Yogi. They raised $2.5 million

from private donations and from the na-

tional TM organization and bought the old

college in 1974.

The new MIL) campus attracted hun-

dreds of students, mostly from the rolls of

TM courses' throughout the nation. It also

attracted nonstudents who wanted to live

in a community of meditators. The MlUers

set up schools for their kids. And in 1980

and 1981 they built the twin Golden
Domes of Pure Knowledge.

Not everyone applauded the reincar-

nation of Parson's. Some locals didn't like

the idea of "a bunch of cultists" in town.

But after a while the Meditation U. kids

didn't seem so bad. They didn't donate

their belongings to their leader, and they

didn't even look like cultists. In fact, ac-

cording to university rules, men had to

wear jackets and ties; and women,
dresses or "coordinated outfits."

Courses at the school are a bit more

offbeat than the dress code and grounds.

Take first-year physics, a mixture of the-

oretical physics and Hindu philosophy. At

the front of the room stands physicist

Ashley Deans, clean-shaven and dapper

in his trim, blue three-piece suit. On his

desk are three items you don't generally

see in college physics: a floral center-

piece and two framed pictures of

bearded holy men, the Maharishi Ma-

hesh Yogi and his teacher Guru Dev.

Deans, with physics degrees from the

Imperial College of Science and Tech-

nology in London and York University in

Canada, loves uniting Western physics

with Eastern philosophy and thought.

"Scientists can study the birth of the uni-

verse by plotting backward from the rem-

nants of the original particles that exist

today," he says, speaking as a physicist.

"But we can experience the unified field

through the dynamics of our own con-

sciousness." The hundred or so students

scribble industriously, hanging on every

word. At the end they burst into rousing

applause. "I was trying to tie physics in

to their direct experiences during medi-

tation," he explains as the last eager stu-

dents finally drift away.

This theme—the mutual buttressing of

Western science and Eastern philoso-

phy—infuses the research at MIU, where
scientists regularly probe every aspect

of Transcendental Meditation. Over the

years MIU researchers have linked TM
with a host of beneficial effects, from low-

ered blood pressure to decreased res-

piration and heart rates. They've found

that long-term meditators have de-

creased levels of luteinizing hormone, a

substance that seems to be associated

with type A behavior. And although the

results are still tentative, some MIU sci-

entists say that TM may liberate the neu-

rotransmitter serotonin, a brain chemical

that is related to deep relaxation.

Still other MIU scientists are investigat-

ing areas that do not involve meditation.

In 1986, for instance, John Fagan and
David Pasco received a $460,000 grant

from the National Institutes of Health to

look at cancer. They're currently studying

the genetic machinery that causes liver

enzymes to detoxify some- substances yet

convert others to carcinogens. Another

researcher, Vincent Argiro, has invented

a computer-enhanced microscope that

portrays how nerve cells grow. Unlike

electron microscopes, his device cap-

tures the changing surface of living cells

in three dimensions. Such unprece-
dented pictures of how nerve cells grow
in their environment could someday re-

veal aspects of the neurobiology of

learning and memory.
The mosf important research at MIU,

however, lies outside the bounds of con-

ventional science. MlUers call their ar-

cane discipline the Science of Creative

Intelligence (SCI), or the Maharishi 's

Technology of ihe Unified Field.

This research, considered absurd by

many mainstream physicists, nonethe-

less borrows^ many of its tenets from

physical science as we know it today.

Most of today's theoretical physicists say

that all behavior in the physical world de-

rives from four basic forces: gravity and
electromagnetism on the large scale, and

strong and nuclear forces on the sub-

atomic scale. Singly or in combination,

these forces account for every action in

the universe, from a basketball bouncing

off a floor to a nuclear explosion.

Some physicists have come to think

that the four forces may themselves be

subsets of a single, even more basic

force, one we cannot perceive because
it wields its power only in dimensions be-

yond our own. This theory—that the

forces of nature are part of a larger field

—

is called the unified field theory.

The folks at MIU say they have done
what armies of physicists cannot: They
have, they claim, lapped into the field

through meditation. According to SCI,

deep meditation completely quiets the

mind, allowing it to tap into a state of pure

consciousness that extends beyond the

brain. What's more, Deans and col-

leagues purport, the field of pure con-

sciousness and the unified field dis-

cussed by contemporary physicists are

one and the same.
Eli Rosenberg, a professor of physics

at nearby Iowa State University in Ames,
doubts this is true. "Some serious people

believe in this," he says. "Some have come
here to give talks. But I haven't seen any-

one levitate his or her way over from Fair-

field. Whether anyone can tap into the

superforce is a matter of philosophy and
faith, not any known scientific principle."

Indeed, such a spectacular claim, if

true, would give meditators unprece-
dented power over the fate of the world.

It would mean that they could mentally

influence the superforce, setting up vi-



brations that would affect all the smaller

forces. Thus they could supersede all

known physical constraints. They could

counteract gravity, neutralize electro-

magnetism, and leapfrog over normal

barriers of space and time. Although they

don't explain how, MlUers claim they can

even influence distant events like wars or

the fluctuations of the stock market.

It's no surprise that such claims have

sparked the ire of more than a few. In

September 1987, for instance, school re-

searchers asserted the market would re-

main bullish thanks to them. The day after

the stock market crash in October, how-

ever, Kenneth L Cavanaugh, MIU's

economist, presented an alternative point

of view: "We're part of a globally inte-

grated economic system," Cavanaugh
stated, adding that the crash was due to

forces outside the United States, "be-

yond our meditators' influence."

It was the fvlaharishi himself who came
up with a means of proving such notions

true. If just 1 percent of any given com-

munity meditated, he speculated, the field

effect would become strong enough to

change the quality of life, at least in that

one locale. The next few years saw an

avalanche of surveys, each claiming

larger effects than before. While crime

rates around the United States had gen-

erally increased, Michael C. Dillbeck,

dean of MIU's graduate school, reported

reduced crime rates in 23 small towns

near Kansas City; a colleague observed

the phenomenon in communities near

Cleveland. And a study conducted by

MIU researchers in Massachusetts found

decreases in 18 causes of death, includ-

ing suicides, homicides, train and auto-

mobile accidents, and fires. MIU re-

searchers dubbed this phenomenon the

Maharishi Effect and later changed that

moniker to Super Radiance.

Most scientific journals rejected the

studies. ."I have gotten reviews saying it's

very well written and the statistics are im-

peccable but the hypothesis is inherently

untenable," says Dillbeck, whose blue

eyes and unlined face reflect the same
studied gentleness projected by many of

his colleagues.

The Maharishi, however, was not de-

terred. In 1976 he introduced anew tech-

nique called TM-Sidhi, which means
"perfection." An advanced form of TM, a

Sidhi session lasts an hour to an hour and
a half rather than 20 minutes. The Ma-
harishi soon dispatched hundreds of TM-
Sidhi meditators to the state of Rhode Is-

land in hopes that they could get 1 per-

cent of the population involved. Though
they failed in their recruitment, MIU sci-

entists claimed there was still a signifi-

cant drop in the state's crime rate.

The Maharishi and his researchers

soon came up with a new explanation,

one that annoyed the skeptics no end:

TM-Sidhi meditation actually magnified

the Super Radiance effect. No longer was

it necessary for 1 percent of the popula-
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tion to meditate; now peace and pros-

perity could be enhanced by the square

root of 1 percent.

What leverage! If correct, the new the-

ory would allow small numbers of expert

meditators to produce enormous effects.

Toward that end, MIU researchers

launched the grandest experiment of all.

They called for 7,000 people—the square

root of 1 percent of the world's popula-

tion—to come and meditate at MIU.

Thousands of TMers flocked to Fair-

field for the three-week gathering—called

The Taste of Utopia—in December 1983.

Overrunning the small town, they came
from TM groups throughout the world: the

Caribbean, Europe, Australia, and, of

course, the USA. Even the Maharishi Ma-
hesh Yogi arrived. The university set up
a trailer park and built a hangarlike struc-

ture to handle overflow from the domes.
The strategy was for the leaders to de-

cide on goals and for the meditators to

meditate until those goals had been

4On his desk

are three items that you don't

generally see
• in college physics: a floral

centerpiece and two

pictures of bearded holy men,

the Maharishi

Mahesh Yogi and Guru Dev.9

achieved. In one respect they failed. De-

spite the goal of mild weather, the wind-

chill factor plunged to 83° below zero.

Store owners actually sold out their sup-

plies of overcoats and gloves to TMers

from the Caribbean.

Nonetheless, the meditators worked
hard. They meditated for hours on end in

the hangar and domes while dozens of

MIU researchers scanned newspapers
and manned computers, analyzing data

forthe Super Radiance effect. "Each day
one person would report on the major

parameters," such as stock market re-

ports and crime and accident statistics,

recalls David Orme-Johnson, chairman

of psychology at MIU. A particularly good
news item would ignite a cheer.

Then the day after Christmas, the crit-

ical mass of 7,000 meditators was
reached. As a result, declared MIU re-

searchers, there was a decrease in in-

fectious disease; an increase in the world

stock index; a decrease in traffic fatali-

ties; increased patent applications; and
even increased progress toward peace
in Lebanon. What's more, when after three

weeks the meditators went home, MIU's

Dillbeck reported that "world stocks went

back down and infectious disease went

up." As far as Dillbeck, Orme-Johnson,
and other MIU experts were concerned,

The Taste of Utopia had been a success.

And, they say, Super Radiance contin-

ues to exert its influence today. Twice

each day. students, faculty, and com-
munity members gather in the Domes of

Pure Knowledge; they number 1,600.

—

enough, MIU says, to ensure the contin-

uing good fortune of the United States.

In one of MIU's latest and biggest

coups, a paper entitled "International

Peace Project in the Middle East: The Ef-

fects of the Maharishi Technology of the

Unified Field" was recently published in

the Journal of Conflict Resolution, a highly

respected periodical produced by the

political science department at Yale.

Written by David Orme-Johnson and a

number of colleagues, the paper de-

scribes the impact of a critical mass of

TM-Sidhi meditators in Israel. Its conclu-

sion: that Sidhi meditators in East Jeru-

salem not only reduced crime, fires, and
auto accidents in Israel but reduced mil-

itary casualties in the brutal civil war

rocking neighboring Lebanon. Indeed,

Orme-Johnson says that deaths in Le-

banon fell an astonishing 75 percent dur-

ing periods of intense meditation.

If this seems suspicious, be advised

that the paper went through a rigorous

review process before acceptance was
complete. "While one should have seri-

ous reservations about research origi-

nating in highly implausible assump-
tions," says Bruce Russett, editor of the

journal, "the criteria for plausibility are

unclear. For example, even non-Marxists

would hardly find it acceptable to dis-

miss a piece of research simply because

it originated in Marxist assumptions."

In the wake of this major publication,

MIU has also established a new long-term

goal: permanent communities of 7,000

meditators in Fairfield and at a medita-

tion center in India. To sustain these med-
itators, it has launched a drive to raise

$100 million, which,, if invested wisely,

could yield $10 million per year. The re-

sult, Orme-Johnson declares, will be "the

kind of civilization people think of as

heaven o'n Earth,"

After such vision, it seems almost petty

to ask to actually see a demonstration of

Yogic flying. Yet flying is another key to

the Science of Creative Intelligence. Like

Super Radiance, it demonstrates that

meditators can surmount normal
bounds— in this case, those of gravity.

The public relations director leads the

way to the dome, a vast hall washed with

a diffuse golden light. Two athletic-look-

ing young men wearing T-shirts and ka-

rate pants sit in lotus position, meditat-

ing. Orme-Johnson sits on the stage,

poring over some charts.

"Here we plotted the coherence level,"

he says. "It's higher immediately prior to

Yogic flying." Coherence, Orme-Johnson
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Anatomy of a young star-wars scientist

who, blinded by his idealistic

vision of his work and an ambitious nature,

was seduced into helping

create what could be one of the most

. terrifying weapons in history

irUTERV/IEUU

In
October 1986, at the tender age of thirty-two, Peter Hagel-

stein made headlines by quitting the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory. During his 11 years at the Liverniore,

California, lab Hagelstein had distinguished himself as a key

figure in the development of the nuclear-bomb-pumped X-ray

laser, a cornerstone technology of the Strategic Defense Initia-

tive (SDI). At the time, and for many months afterward, he re-

fused to discuss his resignation, but several colleagues opined

that he'd never felt comfortable with weapons work. Hagelstein

had been lured to Livermore to develop a laboratory X-ray la-

ser, with which he hoped to image the inner workings of living

cells. He'd dreamed of revolutionizing biology—not warfare.

I first spoke to Hagelstein in 1987, at his alma mater, MIT,

where he had returned as a professor. We continued to talk

intermittently—both on and off the record—throughout the next

year, while Hagelstein pondered the prospect of going public.

At times during these conversations, he seemed almost over-

whelmed with self-recrimination. And it seemed to me he was

being a little hard on himself. He was, after all, very young when

he started at Livermore. "When one is young," he said, "one is

certainly ignorant and naive. What I went through also showed

a lack of common sense as well. Possibly that only comes with

age. My life at Livermore is over; it's done with; it's gone. One
can only hope to do better, a whole lot better, as one goes on."

Growing up in California, Peter Hagelstein showed an early

genius for mathematics. As a high school senior at Canoga
Park High School, he found time to tutor advanced-placement

physics at a neighboring high school, learning most of the ma-

terial as he taught it. He then earned a perfect score on his

physics final. In 1972 he secured a National Merit Scholarship

PHOTOGRAPHS BY KIM STEELE



itlt was made
clear to me that if I wanted

to be involved

in any laboratory X-ray

laser program,

I'd have had to contribute

within the weapons

area. So I made a Faustian

bargain. It wasn't

worth it
—not even closed

and went on lo complete undergraduate

studies in electrical engineering and
computer science at MIT in two years.

To continue his graduate work, Hagel-

stein needed financial aid; the Hertz

Foundation, established by rental car

magnate John D. Hertz, offered the larg-

est stipend. So he applied and was ulti-

mately interviewed by Lowell Wood. The

foundation's chief recruiter, Wood was. a

protege of the father of the hydrogen

bomb, Edward Teller. Teller, also known

in some physics circles as "The Dark

Lord," is founder and director emeritus of

the Livermore lab.

In 1975 Hagelstein was accepted by

the Hertz Foundation, and Wood promptly

offered him a summer job at Livermore.

At first Hagelstein turned it down, but

when his vacation—and romantic—plans

were dashed just weeks before the sum-

mer break, he hastily called Wood and

asked him if the offer still stood. It did.

From that summer until he finished his

master's degree at MIT, he divided his

time between Livermore and MIT. Then

he settled in at the lab, doing research

on the X-ray laser for his future doctorate.

Hagelstein imagined that his X-ray la-

ser would be capable of producing a

coherent (highly organized photons)

beam of light less than 44 angstroms in

wavelength (an angstrom is one ten-bil-

lionth of a meter; visible light is 4,000 to

7,000 angstroms). With such a powerful

laser, Hagelstein reasoned, he could

"photograph" live cells and reproduce

them in 3-D. Living cells are suspended

in water. So before it can enter the cells,

the laser beam must be able to penetrate

the so-called water window. A beam of

light greater than 44 angstroms cannot

distinguish between water and carbon in

the cell, because both transmit light. Be-

low 44 angstroms, water still transmits

light. But carbon absorbs it. This makes

the laser imaging possible.

Hagelstein's proposed laser would

penetrate the water window, delineating

the cell's inner structures, bounce back

through the cytoplasm and cell mem-
brane, and record the cell's anatomy on

a photographic plate. Then a computer

would transform the images of the cell's

fundamental processes into dazzling

three-dimensional reconstructions. Ha-

gelstein envisioned an extraordinary tool

that would unveil the mysteries of biol-

ogy. Unfortunately, he did not foresee that

while his laser might pass through the

water window, it would lack the power to

go much beyond the cell's outer mem-
brane—something existing technologies

have been able to do for decades.

During his tenure at Livermore, Hagel-

stein worked in top-secret-clearance "O"

Group, a lab section headed by Wood
and dedicated to "special projects,"

"

eluding nuclear-weapon design. Hagel-

stein shunned weapons work, cor

trating on XRASER, a program o>

thousands of lines of computer code es-

sential to developing the X-ray laser,

George Chapline, a senior research

physicist, was Hagelstein's nemesis in

what turned out to be a race to develop

the X-ray laser. A member of the Liver-

more establishment, Chapline was the

first to suggest a practical way of "pump-

ing" the laser with a nuclear bomb.

According to Star Warriors, by William

Broad, Chapline's first bomb-pumped X-

ray laser experiment in 1977 was a wash-

out. Sensors monitoring the under-

ground nuclear explosion failed to re-

cord the data Chapline sought. A year

and a half later, Chapline received fund-

ing to try again.

At a 1979 meeting to determine the

feasibility -of Chapline's attempt, Hagel-

stein noticed a glitch in his competitor's

calculations. Hagelstein was delighted

and would shock everyone at a subse-

quent meeting by proposing his own ex-

periment. His plan was so innovative, so

"mad," as he put it, that it. too, was in-

cluded in the underground nuclear blast,

code-named Dauphin, set for the Ne-

vada Test Site in late 1980.

The Dauphin test was a stunning suc-

cess for Hagelstein. It was also his worst

nightmare: His experiment had laid the

groundwork for military applications for

the X-ray laser. The proposed space-

based "defensive weapon" would con-

sist of an orbiting platform: a nuclear

bomb ringed with up to 50 X-ray lasers.

Each laser could be locked independ-

ently on enemy targets in space. With the

ground-controlled detonation of the

bomb, the lasers would fire simulta-

neously, drawing their enormous de-

structive power from the atomic fission

billionths of a second before the explo-

sion consumed them in a fireball.

After the success of Dauphin, the Liv-

ermore establishment offered Hagelstein

a deal, a deal that Hagelstein now calls

"a Faustian bargain." If he agreed to guide

scientists working on the X-ray laser

weapon, he would be provided with the

money, manpower, and material previ-

ously denied him to finish the laboratory

X-ray laser. Hagelstein bought the deal,

a decision he's come to bitterly regret.

And while the military X-ray laser would

inspire President Reagan's star-wars

speech, Hagelstein's lab X-ray laser

would fall far short of its goal of changing

the face of medical science.

The tall, soft-spoken, baby-faced Ha-

gelstein lives with his wife and two small

children near Cambridge, Massachu-

setts. He teaches at MIT and continues

his research on the X-ray laser. As he is

still sworn to secrecy by the government

concerning details of the development of

the X-ray laser,, the dates in brackets have

been gleaned from other sources, nota-

bly Star Warriors.— Bill Moseley

Omni: Are you happy to be back at MIT?

Hagelstein: I should have come back

years earlier. When all's said and done.



going to Livermore was a major mistake.

If I had to choose between spending an

hour in one of the endless meetings at

Livermore or an hour in a classroom, I'd

choose the classroom. Teaching is very

worthwhile, whereas at Livermore I dis-

tinctly did not have the impression, es-

pecially toward the end, that what I was

doing was particularly worthwhile.

Omni: Do you teach X-ray lasers?

Hagelstein: It's unlikely there would be

enough local interest at MIT to sustain a

class in X-ray lasers. Students here are

basically interested in preparing for em-

ployment in industry or academia after

MIT. Currently there aren't many jobs in

the X-ray laser business.

Omni: Are you still working on them?

Hagelstein: I'm working to develop a

small-scale, low-budget, short-wave-

length laser. Some would call it an X-ray

laser, but it will really be an extreme ultra-

violet laser [EUV], Except for its power

supply, this laser would fit on a large

bench top and would operate with a

wavelength of two hundred to three hun-

dred angstroms. Ideally this EUV laser

would be cheap and something you could

use as a tool [in medicine, machinery,

chemistry, silicon chips, and soon]. Peo-

ple in the field normally use very large,

expensive systems, like the inertial con-

finement fusion class lasers at Liver-

more. It's possible to create much smaller

facilities using less manpower at a much
smaller cost—approximately five hun-

dred thousand dollars these days. The

practical future of X-ray lasers is to pro-

vide an engineering tool accessible to

scientists for their applications.

Right now the holy grail is to come up

with a sub-forty-four-angstrom X-ray la-

ser. This will be possible. But it's not ob-

vious that this cellular application will be

sufficiently important to justify the enor-

mous cost of the work, especially given

competitive technologies that aren't so

exotic. The electron microscope, for ex-

ample, is able to hit few-angstrom reso-

lution. But it can't image cells through

water. Biological samples must first be

crystallized or freeze-fractured before

being viewed. Because these samples

are basically dead, they look different than

if they were alive.

Omni: As a grad student, what was your

vision of the X-ray laser?

Hagelstein: Initially I didn't have a partic-

ularly good quantitative idea of what an

X ray was. I knew about dentists' offices.

My fantasy was to do holograms of

macromolecules, untangle the mysteries

of biology, and then just wait for a phone

call from the Nobel committee. That was

very naive.

Omni: Was it disappointing to learn that

the X-ray laser couldn't penetrate the in-

terior of living cells?

Hagelstein: Disappointment about a mis-

conception based on ignorance and na-

ivete is no disappointment.

Omni: Do you have any patents?
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Hagelstein: At Livermore anytime you

published a paper, it would automatically

go through the Patent Office. In those

days you didn't benefit much: You got one

dollar for each patent.

Omni: What about at MIT?

Hagelstein: I believe MIT used to receive

all the royalties. In the old days you had

no patent rights here. [Hagelstein looks it

up] Oh, wait, wait. "Patent royalties: To

the institute sixty percent; to the inventors

a total of thirty-five percent of the first

hundred thousand dollars; twenty-five

percent of the next hundred thousand

dollars; and fifteen percent afterwards."

It looks like MIT now has an extremely

generous patent policy. I ought to get my
patents submitted here!

Omni: You've said that you look upon your

years at Livermore as a mistake.

Hagelstein: Are you familiar with Patrick

McGoohan's The Prisoner [a Sixties TV

series]? The question of why I resigned

from Livermore has been asked so many

4/ had those

standard sorts of nightmares

about teeth falling

out, about dying, about bad
' things happening

right and left. Technicolor

nightmares. Some
nights I didn't sleep af all3

times it sounds like a rerun of a Prisoner

episode. I'm reminded of one of The Pris-

oner's sayings: "Questions are a burden

to others; answers a burden to oneself."

When asked why he resigned from Brit-

ish intelligence, the prisoner said it was a

matter of conscience.

I've made no public statement as to

why I resigned, and I'm not going to here.

I never intended to be involved in weap-

ons work when studying at MIT or when
I first went to Livermore. I've not been

comfortable with the notoriety I got from

my work with the nuclear-driven X-ray la-

ser. I made enormous sacrifices and

worked hard for many years in order that

there'd be a laboratory X-ray laser pro-

gram at all at Livermore.

Omni: By enormous sacrifices do you

mean weapons work?

Hagelstein: The story is a long one, but

in a nutshell, I went to Livermore to do

laboratory X-ray laser research for my
thesis. There were no funds, nor was there

apparent interest on the part of the Liv-

ermore laser program for this work. Only

after the first underground test of the nu-

clear-driven X-ray laser [in 1978] were

there sizable resources in this area. It was

later made clear to me that if I wanted to

be involved in any laboratory X-ray laser

program, I had to contribute in the weap-

ons area. It was a hard, personal com-

promise I made: a Faustian bargain. And
it wasn't worth it—not even close.

I worked long hours year after year on

the code XRASER, atomic physics codes,

and lots of other codes for laboratory X-

ray lasers. When the nuclear-driven X-ray

laser project came along, I
attempted to

steer clear of it. I was invited todesign

reviews and meetings on this project, but

I
switched to a night schedule to avoid

them. I was ultimately summoned into

Edward Teller's office on the afternoon of

Thanksgiving Day [1979]. With lens of

millions of dollars being committed, lab

management wanted technical criticism

of the nuclear-driven X-ray laser project.

They sought my view simply because I'd

worked on X-ray lasers. That's why I was

called in to that review. George Chapline

was the first at Livermore to push for a

nuclear-driven X-ray laser program. At

that time he had a large budget plus quite

a crew workjng for him. For reasons that

now seem obscure, Chapline and I

somehow didn't get along so well

[laughs]. Were his X-ray laser project to

succeed, he would also get resources to

do a laboratory X-ray laser project. And I

would not be a part of it.

Omni: Chapline would not have invited

you to participate?

Hagelstein: That's a very polite way of

putting it. Anyway, at that Thanksgiving

meeting— Chapline was presenting,

Teller presiding— I saw a mistake in

Chapline's calculations. Something tech-

nical had gotten screwed up in his work.

I felt if Chapline succeeded and began

running a laboratory X-ray laser pro-

gram, my prospects in this area would

simply go away. I would not be able to

turn in my doctoral thesis and graduate.

Actually, although I didn't know it, MIT had

already dropped me as a student. I hadn't

done a good job of keeping in touch with

them. I'd been very depressed. I had

nightmares every night during that time.

Omni: Were they work-related?

Hagelstein: Of course. I had those stan-

dard sorts of nightmares about teeth fall-

ing out. Nightmares about dying. I had

nightmares about ... oh, just uncomfort-

able nightmares about bad things hap-

pening right and left. I had Technicolor

nightmares night after night. Some nights

I didn't sleep at all. During the night after

this design review, it dawned on me that

Chapline's experiment wouldn't work.

Suddenly I was relieved. If his project

failed, there was a chance that my future

was becoming brighter.

Omni: Did the nightmares end?

Hagelstein: Well, no, but what happened

was this: It was late—two or three in the

morning. I was busy working on my the-

sis. Lowell Wood, my thesis adviser, came
by and said, "You're in a good mood, and

CONTINUED ON PAGE91



6 The most
striking bit of evidence was

an instrument panel

reportedly viewed by each abductee. 9

While relaxing by the

lake at a private girls'

camp north of Burling-

ton, Vermont, on Lake

Champtain in the sum-
mer of 1968, two teen-

age camp employees
spied a bright, starlike

object inthesouthwest-

em sky. According to

Michael (a pseudo-
nym), the object sud-

denly descended, re-

leasing three small

discs of light

The objects, says

Michael, executed a
bizarre aerial ballet be-

fore one of them
crossed over the lake,

entered it, emerged,

and came toward the

dock. Adds Michael,

the UFO's dome was
transparent, revealing

two entities inside.

The two witnesses
never discussed the incident with each other. Michael's

young companion, Janet (also a pseudonym), apparently

didn't recall the encounter at all. Both of them left for home
when the camp closed a few weeks later

The sequel to this encounter didn't come until 1978,

when Michael contacted the Center lor UFO Studies

(GUFOS) in Evanston, Illinois. CUFOS, in turn, put him in

touch with Walter N Webb, a UFO researcher and assistant

head of the Charles Hayden Planetarium in Boston. Their

meeting launched a five-year investigation into the case. It

didn't take them long to locate Janet, now married and living

in the Southeast She remembered the bizarre lights over
[

the lake, especially the one that approached them, but little

more. Several months later she and Michael met briefly in

Boston under Webb's supervision but exchanged no infor-

mation on the encounter.

To further explore the incident, Webb had two clinical

hypnotists work with the witnesses in separate sessions.

UFD UPDffTE

Dunng his sessions,

Michael described fly-

ing through space be-

fore finding himseff in-

side the UFO, stand-

ing before its occu-
pants. He also de-

scribed Janet lying on

a rectangular table on

the far side of a lower

deck. The UFOnauts,

Michael said, were
five to five and a hall

feet tall, with large and
elongated heads, thin

(imbs ending in three-

fingered hands, and
tight greenish clothing.

"Perhaps the most
striking convergence
of detail," explains

Webb, "was an instru-

ment panel viewed by

each abductee on the

wall beyond their ex-

amination tables. This

device was depicted

in enough detail to furnish rather ^convincing evidence^ in

my opinion, of a shared abduction experience."

A different opinion on the case has been offered by

Robert Baker, professor emeritus of psychology at the

University of Kentucky. "Both knew exactly what the meet-

ing and hypnosis sessions were all about " What's more.

Baker states, the young people could have been engaged
in a romantic tryst at the lake and "invented" the UFO story

to cover up the meeting when they were discovered. It is

also possible, Baker says, that Michael is "extremely Imagi-

native and fantasized a UFO encounter by the lake. Later,

under hypnosis, he might have converted the imagined

encounter into a UFO kidnapping in his mind."

These views have drawn considerable fire from Webb.
"Extensive background character checks," he says, "re-

vealed Michael and Janet to be honest, credible persons

who did not perpetrate a hoax or suffer some sort ol fantasy,

either individually or collectively."—D. SCOTTROGO



The New Testament Gos-
pels of Luke and Matthew
report that Jesus taught his

disciples something we now
call the Lord's Prayer.

Beginning with the words Our
Father, who art in heaven, this

prayer has been revered by

Christians for nearly 2,000

years. But now the Jesus

Seminar, a group of biblical

scholars who research say-

ings attributed to Christ, has

concluded (hat Jesus did not

compose the prayer after all.

"Jesus probably did coin

the phrases 'Hallowed be thy

name,' Thy kingdom come,'
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'Give us this day our dally

bread.' 'Forgive us our debts

as we also have forgiven our

debtors.' " notes Emory
University religion professor

and Jesus Seminar member
Vernon Robblns. "But it is

clear these ideas and others

were put together into a
formal prayer by a Jewish

sect that followed the

teachings of Christ after the

Crucifixion. Known as the O
community, this group, in

northern Galilee, actively

collected and expanded the

sayings of Jesus."

To back up his claims,

Bobbins points to the Coptic

Gospel of Thomas, a

compilation of sayings by

Jesus written between ad. 40
and 100. Not discovered until

the mid-1940's. the Gospel of

Thomas indicates that Jesus

objected to formalized prayer.

It even quotes Jesus as

saying, "He who prays will

be cursed." Says Robblns,

"That supports our skepti-

cism that Jesus would have

ever introduced an entire,

formalized Lord's Prayer

"

—Sherry Baker

"Trinity is the word for a

committee god'."

—Bishop James Pike

They didn't have to worry

about helicopters full of

zealous narcotics agents, or

poisonous paraquat sprayed

on their crops, so the

cannabis farmers of the Dark

Ages were free to cultivate

the notorious weed in the

open. And cultivate they did.

According to two researchers

from Scotland, Cannabis

saliva, the species of hemp
responsible for high times,

occurs in great abundance in

Scottish sediments between
800 and 1 ,000 years old

"The conclusion one can
draw is that the cannabis was
being grown agriculturally,"

says Graeme Whittington,

chairman of the department

of geography and geology at

the University of St. Andrews
in Fife, Scotland. Whittington

and colleague Jack Jarvis

discovered the fossilized

cannabis pollen In sediments

from Kilconquhar Loch in

Rfe. Cannabis of roughly the

same age has also been
found in East Anglia, Wales,

and in Finland.

Apart from its well-known

modern use, cannabis may
also have served as lamp oil

and as a condiment or

medicinal aid when added to

butter "I suspect it was
added to butter as a way of

making it easy to Ingest,

"

says Whittington. As for early

Europeans using the herb

specifically for its hallucino-

genic properties, the re-

searchers acknowledge the

possibility. They say, how-

ever, mat it was probably lirst

cultivated for use as a fiber in

sailcloth, rope, and canvas.

One fact of interest is that

the pollen was found in areas

occupied by religious fac-

tions of the day. "Whether or

not they used the cannabis m
religious practices or for

some mystic purpose, I

couldn't say" says Whitting-

ton. But, adds Jarvis, "the

decline of these ecclesiasti-

cal establishments may have
coincided with a decline in

the growing of hemp."
—Rick Boling



The hulking white sturgeon

discovered dead near the

shores of Lake Washington
weighed in at 670 pounds,
measured 1 1 feet in length,

and, according to the

experts, was as much as 100

years old. Some people even

suggest the creature might

be the fearsome monsler said

to haunt the waters of

Washington State

A history of the notorious

Washington serpent has
most recently been composed
by biology graduate student

Gary Mangiacopra, now
completing his master's

thesis on the theoretical

number of unknown aquatic

animals in North American

lakes, Mangiacopra has
collected Indian legends of

water monsters in Washing-
ton lakes. He has also found

newspaper accounts ol

previous Sightings—and at

least one capture—of water
monsters in Lake Washington

as far back as 1947 One
such clip describes the

"Madronna sea monster" in

the southern end of Lake
Washington. One witness

recalled "a sudden turbu-

lence in the water followed

by a violent surfacing of a

headless, tailless objecl."

Another witness told of

seeing "a dark, crinkly-

backed object swimming
south in the lake."

According to Teresa

Magargee. a retired school-

teacher from Madison, Wis-

consin, the creature in these

sightings and the giant

sturgeon may be one and the

same "Observers are mis-

taking the sturgeons, which
occasionally float to the

surface and expose the

imposing humps on their

backs, for water monsters,"

she says Moreover, "the

sturgeons, traveling in schools
on the surface, may appear
to be Ihe multiple humps of a
large, slithering sea monster."

Joseph Zarzynski, a vet-

eran of eight research

expeditions In search of the

Loch Ness Monster and a
major investigator of Champ,
the alleged monster of Lake
Champlain, is not so sure.

"Obviously, the dimensions
and weight of the Lake
Washington sturgeon do
conjure up Ihoughts that

maybe Nessie or Champ are

simply lake sturgeons." he
says. "And I do believe that

some of the three hundred
sightings at Lake Champlain
might have been sturgeons.

But about thirty to forty

percent of the sightings

describe Champ with a long

neck protruding from the
water, and lake sturgeons do
not exhibit thai kind of

morphology or behavior."

Whether the giant Wash-
ington sturgeon turns out to

be the notorious lake

monster, it recently found its

way to a Seattle rendering

plant, where it was ground

into chicken feed. Cryptozo-

ologists, however, remain

alert for new reports of water

monsters in the Lake
Washington area. Those
reports, they say, could

indicate that the creature is

still alive and well,

—Scott Parker

"Blaak sounds—behind

which there abide, in

tenderest intimacy, the

volcanoes, the ants, the

zephyrs, and the enormous
light, straining against the

Milky Way."

—Federico Garcia Lorca

"The cowboy stands beneath

a brick-orange moon. The top

othis oblong head is blue, the

sheath of his hips is too.
"

—Edward Dom



What has caused planes

and ships to occasionally

disappear without a trace in

thearea of the Atlantic Ocean
southeast of Florida known
as the Bermuda Triangle?

After 43 years of silence, a

California man has come
forward with a clue

As a young Navy pilot,

George Freeland claims, he

participated in. the most

famous Bermuda Triangle

incident of all time On
December 5, 1945, five Navy

Avenger airplanes disap-

peared after heading out from

their Fort Lauderdale base
on a routine training mission.

A Martin Mariner (lying boat

sent to search tor the missing

aircraft also vanished. At 4:00

a m the next day, Freeland

was awakened with orders to

fly near the Bahamas and

look for possible survivors.

He took off before dawn in

a TBF Avenger plane of his

own from his Opa-Locka
base and climbed to 1 ,500
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feet. Almost immediately,

strange things began to

happen. Loud static made his

radio unusable, and his

compass showed he had

inexplicably drifted 15° to the

left of his course But when
he corrected his heading,

Freeland had the sensation

that the airplane was turning

to the right, though his

compass held steady

The night sky, he recalls,

seemed unusually dark.

"There were no stars or

surface lights to tell up from

down. Everything was pitch-

black in every direction. Time

seemed to be crawling.'"

Freeland finally saw a

horizon lit up by the sunrise.

"I could tell by the position of

the sun," he says, "that ! was
in a slow turn to the right,

although my compass still

indicated a course of one

hundred degrees."

Referring to a chart of the

area, Freeland soon figured

out that he was approaching

Andros* Island. Using his

watch and the sun to find his

true heading, he was

eventually able to find his way
back to his air base. As he

neared a point about a mile

north of Bimini, his radio and

compass began working

normally again

Freeland insists that when
he tried to relate his

experience to a senior officer,

"he told me to keep my tale

to myself Navy brass would

never accept the idea that a

compass would act up the

way I said mine had done."

Freeland theorizes that

both he and the missing Navy

planes were affected by a
temporary distortion in the

earth's magnetic field. "I

probably survived because

of luck, and because I was
alone. A group of airplanes

practicing formations over the

open sea probably wouldn't

have detected that their

compasses were inaccurate
."

Freeland scoffs at tales

lhat the missing Avengers

and the Mariner were zapped

by extraterrestrials. "I think

the planes simply kept

heading, unaware, in a

southern direction into the

Rorida Strait. Somewhere in

that hundred-mile-wide corri-

dor they probably ran out of

fuel."—Sherry Baker

It's a typical one-sided love

affair: George wants Gracie,

but Grade couldn't care less.

The only difference is that...

well, lets lust say that if

Gracie ever has a change of

heart, George will regret it

George, you see, is a
Canadian goose, and Gracie

is a 1 ,000-pound black cow
that might not even notice i!

she stepped on George.

Farmers Al and Georgia

Jones of Greenville, Tennes-

see, first noticed George and
Gracie's strange relationship

three years ago when it came
time for the geese to mate.

Al tirst the Joneses just

thought old George had been

out in the sun too long, but

after a while, when the goose

wouldn't stop following Gra-

cie and even started sleeping

with her. they figured

something strange was afoot.

"It has happened for three

years straight now," says

Georgia Jones, "and we still

don't know what to make of it.

We've gotten a lot of calls

ever since the local newspa-

per got hold of the story, but

no one seems to be able to

explain it. We did get a letter

from one animal behaviorist

who said that George
probably thought Gracie was
hisjnother, but I don't know
about thai."

Yet George must know
something because he appar-

ently wants nothing to do with

the rest of the large flock of

geese on the farm during

mating season, and he shows
no interest m any other cow
but Gracie.

Alas. Gracie seems lo be

playing hard to get. Accord-

ing to Al, George tries to call

all the shots, but Gracie

refuses to take an active part

in the relationship Gracie's

indifference, however, may
be the best thing lor George.

As one observer puts it, "If

the cow ever got really

serious about the goose, the

consequences could be
devastating."—Rick Boling

"I'm all clean come and dirty

me."
—James Joyce
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it to McCune. "Listen to it," he said.

McCune took the recorder and turned

it on. Everly's voice boomed out. ". .
.
have

it, Bob. You can't make polar launches

from the Cape, not with Miami and the

Caribbean islands in Ihe way. Here you've

got a clear shot down the Pacific, straight

to the South Pole."

There was a short pause, then another

voice continued. "But isn't it true that a lot

of, congressmen have been criticizing the

shuttle complex here since the Chal-

lenger disaster?"

He gasped, and his grip on the re-

corder tightened convulsively. He fum-

bled with it, punching several buttons until

it shut off.

It was his voice.

He hit the eject button and the tape

popped out, nearly falling lo the floor of

the truck. He held it close to his face to

see what was written on the label, bul the

trembling of his hand made it impossible.

He took a deep breath and looked again.

Bob McCune—Journal and a date three

years ago. He dropped il all, recorder and

tape, into his lap and was shaking uncon-

trollably when he felt the big man's hand

on his shoulder. "Easy, son."

Still shaking, McCune looked up at him.

"What is this?"

The truck was stopped, sitting in the

middle of the road. Ahead the lights of his

car disappeared in the direction of the

blockhouse. Everly bent, forward, his el-

bows resting on the dash, his arms en-

veloping the steering wheel. He siared

out of the windshield a moment before

speaking. "You came here to do a hatchet

job three years back. Your target was
Slick-6. As I

recall, you supported the

space program but didn't like military

launches. You wanted to see a working

engineer, so PR sent you to me. We toured

the base, same as we did today. 1 re-

corded the interview, just as I always ,
,

.

did, to avoid, ah . . . honest errors."

He looked at McCune and smiled. "You

were pretty amused."

"I don't remember any of it."

The big man's eyes dulled, and he

looked back at the road. "Nobody does.

Two years ago, on August seventeenth,

they remembered it all. Sputnik, Apollo,

the shuttle. Glenn, Gagarin, Armstrong.

They went to bed that night—at least in

this country—and when they got up the

next day, it was gone." He sat back, and

his arms dropped to his sides. He looked

very old. "I came here that morning

—

Christ, I'll remember it on my deathbed

—

it was like a dead city. Weber was in hys-

terics. Couldn't reach the base com-

mander, couldn't reach the Pentagon.

There were about twenty of us here that

knew. Some of the others had shown up

for work but were just wandering around,

not knowing what they were here for." He
closed his eyes as if in pain. "Some of the

best men I've ever known, lobotomized.

Their whole lives taken from them." He
shook his head. "It took us days to get a

handle on it, weeks to believe it. Some of

us never have."

He sat silently for a moment before

continuing. 'After a couple of months we
set up a network, and started getting data

from the observatories—the ones that

were still operating, anyway. Strange

things going on in the rest of the system.

Gravitational waves of incredible magni-

tude, point sources of laser and ionizing

radiation, disturbances in the atmos-

phere of Jupiter .
then, after a while,

you could see them." He looked out the

side window at the eastern hills, then

turned back, his mouth a thin line, "We
don't know where they came from, what

they look like, what they're doing.

"We don't know how they did it either,

a tailored virus, a field, something we can't

even understand, but they wiped the idea

of space travel from the mind of the race."

He put the truck in gear and started

the engine. "Not all of us, of course, or I

wouldn't be here. Some remember. One,

two percent, tops. A hundred million

worldwide, maybe. We're trying to keep

it alive. Fargas at Transorbit remembers,

thank God. He's got money and a launch

site in Peru we can use to put up essen-

tial stuff, communications, weather. Oth-

erwise when whatever is in orbit now runs

down, the whole planet goes down the

tubes." He raised a hand and waved it

out the window at the base. 'And we stay

here. Me, Don, a few others, salvaging

what we can. Scavenging. Don thought

that bringing you up here would waken

the dormant memories, that you'd write

something about it, start an investigation.

The rest of us know better." He put the

truck in gear and started it rolling. "Well,

how do you like that story?"

McCune realized that he was gaping

at the man and turned to the windshield.

His thoughts would not come together.

There were images floating through his

mind: something like the rocket he had

seen back there leaping into the sky on

a pillar of smoke and flame; a group of

smiling men dressed in outlandish sil-

very suits holding glass-visored helmets;

another suited man, wearing the helmet

now, saluting the flag in a dark, barren

landscape. Something that Everly had

said—Apollo?—he kept seeing the

moon. He searched the sky for it, but it

was nowhere in sight. Of course not. It

was—a new moon.

Was there such a thing? "No," he said

finally. "No, that's insane. There isn't any-

thing like that. People would know. The

government. There'd be more evi-

dence. . .

." He was beginning to babble,

and he cut himself off.

Not taking his eyes off the road, Everly

nodded. "Oh, there is. You can check un-



employment figures for science profes-

sors, aerospace—sorry, aeronautics

—

engineers, and research scieniisfs. Look
al the companies, hundreds of them, that

have gone out of business in the last few

years, particularly down your way, and
check what they were involved with. And
some of it is worse. The Indian Ocean
weather satellite broke down a year back,

just before the monsoon. A typhoon hit

Bangladesh the week after and killed two
million people. Their UN ambassador,
Basra, was one of us. He couldn't take it.

He shot himself."

"I heard about that," McCune said. "He

had a breakdown. He made a crazy

speech in the Assembly. They were going

to send him home."

"Yeah," said Everly, smiling bitterly. 'A

crazy speech. All about weather satel-

lites and what had happened to his

country."

McCune shook his head. "I don't care,

it's still insane. There aren't any things up
there. If you think . .

."

Chuckling, Everly raised his hand.

"Okay, okay, I've heard it before." They
were now driving through the mass of

smaller buildings that surrounded the

blockhouse. Turning the last corner, he
saw his car a tew hundred yards away
with Parkinson standing next to it. He took

a step toward the truck as they pulled up,

but Everly shook his head, and he turned

away abruptly. McCune opened the door
before they stopped moving and was
getting out when the cassette clattered

to the floor. He picked it up and was about

to hand it to Everly when the big man
spoke. "As long as you're here why not

take a look? I'll light it up for you." Mc-
Cune gazed up at the blockhouse and
the white shape inside, barely visible with

the glow of the sky behind it. He wanted
to get away from there as soon as pos-

.
sible, but he turned back to Everly. 'All

right, but then I'm leaving."

Everly nodded. "Sure. No hard feel-

ings." He shut the door and drove toward

the blockhouse. McCune took a step in

the direction of his car, but Parkinson was
standing there, and he turned away, in

the direction of the sea.

They were both nuts. They couldn't

possibly believe that story. God alone

knew what they were actually doing here.

He'd thought Everly was normal, but no,

he was just as bad. How had Parkinson

ever talked him into this, anyway?
Wouldn't he ever learn to say no?

He looked past the dunes at the gray

ocean. The wind seemed to have in-

creased and grown colder, and the odor
it brought made him want to gag. He knew
he would never again come upon the

smell of the sea without feeling an echo
of the fear that he felt now. He wished he

had never left Los Angeles. He clasped
his jacket closed and shivered. The cas-

sette was still in his hand, so he shoved
it in the jacket pocket. Then Parkinson

spoke, he turned to look, and he knew.
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It stood in sharp relief, lit by the spot-

light on Everly's truck. It was gigantic,

gleaming white in the harsh glare, the

stubby wings, the wide body, the single

fin rising from the tail, A picture rose in

his mind of this thing roaring into the night

in a burst of fire that lit up the sky, a vision

of power and glory, fearsome beyond

dreams. Moaning, he drove the image

away and stumbled toward the car. Par-

kinson stood in front of it, blocking his way.

McCune stopped and stared at him. "It's

an airplane," he said through clenched

teeth. Parkinson frowned.

"It's an airplane," McCune shouted. "You

brought me here to see an airplane!" He
tried to push past, but Parkinson grabbed

his arm and held him there, smiling fixedly.

"So it's an airplane. What about the rest?"

"Do you think I'm crazy?" He flung an

arm toward the sky, "Something coming

down from those lights up there?"

Parkinson yanked McCune closer,

nearly pulling him off his feet. "Those

lights up there."

Chin trembling, McCune looked away.

"The stars," he said, his voice a croak.

"Right," said Parkinson, shaking him.

"But what are they?"

McCune looked up at them, the cold

dots in the sky, nearly washed out by the

glare from behind the blockhouse. His

eyes returned to Parkinson's grinning

face. "They're lights up there."

Parkinson gave a wordless cry of dis-

gust and pulled him to the car, shoving

him inside and across the passenger

seat. He sat behind the wheel and started

the engine The gears screamed in pro-

test as he swung around and drove off to

the shore. McCune huddled against the

door, staring at him. In a moment they

were out of the shadow of the buildings,

into the full glare of the light from the east,

Parkinson drove to the top of a small hill,

stopped the car, and got out. McCune
nearly fell to the ground when the door

was yanked open but was caught and

dragged out past the front of fhe car. Par-

kinson let him go and pointed to the east-

ern sky. "What about that?" he shouted.

"Is that just a light up there?"

McCune had no words for what was
rising above the horizon. It was two

handspans wide and half that high, and

bright enough to make him squint. It

seemed shapeless at first glance, with

bright wings of shining matfer reaching

out in all directions, but there were hints

of an inner structure impossible to make
out past the sharp, actinic flashes that

came every few seconds from its center.

The white edges changed as he watched,

turning to deep crimson and then to pur-

ple that spread ouf and faded into dark-

ness. Around it points of light moved in

elaborate patterns, sometimes disap-

pearing into the thing itself while others

emerged to join in the dance. "It's been

growing out there for a year and a half,".

Parkinson bellowed. "The asteroids are

gone, along with most of Jupiter. It doesn't
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rotate, doesn't revolve, doesn't move at

all. I've seen Mars rise in front of it and

it's just a spot, a particle. Do you know
what that means?"
McCune whimpered] shook his head,

and turned back to the car. He struck out

blindly when Parkinson tried to stop him,

hitting him in the face. The door was open

when he reached it, and he collapsed in-

side. He shuf it and, pushed down the

lock, then realized the window was open

and fumbled with the switch, but nothing

happened. He sat back in the seat shak-

ing, then looked up to see Parkinson ap-

proaching the front of the car, his face

wet, his teeth clenched in fury. He nearly

screamed when a bright light touched

Parkinson's face before he became aware

of the truck pulling up next to him.

It stopped a few feet away, and the big

man leaned out the side window. "Now
you know, Donny" he said in a quiet voice.

"You can't get through to them. Some-

times it's panic, sometimes contempt,

sometimes confusion, but it always ends

the same way. They've lost it, and they

can't get it back."

He looked over at McCune and
seemed about to go on but instead just

dropped his eyes and looked away.

McCune waited no longer. He reached

for the keys and tried fo start the car, but

the engine died, and for a moment he

was convinced that they had done some-

thing to it to keep him there. He thought

of running, anything to get away from that

place, and was about to bolt out the door

when the engine caught and the car shot

forward, nearly hitting Parkinson. He did

not look back.

Breathing heavily, Parkinson watched

the taillights recede. He looked up at the

eastern sky, his expression unreadable,

then turned to Everly. "It's over," he said.

The big man shook his head. "No, it's

not over, not yet anyway." He fell silent,

looking out over the dark sea as if there

were something out there that he wanted

but did not quite know how to obtain.

"There's still us, few as we are. It'll be a

hard road, no question, but I promise you

this: Someday we'll go out there and ask

them who the hell they think they are."

Parkinson rubbed his face, nodded,

then walked head down back to the truck.

"I guess I've made a fool of myself," he

said as he got in.

"No, you didn't," the big man replied.

"It's something we all go through." He
looked back at the base, the towers and

buildings nearly lost against the black of

the sea. "Rite of passage," he said softly,

then swung around and started the truck

toward the gate.

As they went up the ramp to 101 they

passed McCune parked at the side of the

road. He was looking at a cassette he

had found in his pocket, wondering how
it had gotten there, and he failed to see

them. But it didn't matter. They had noth-

ing more to say to him, and after all, he

didn't know them anymore.DQ
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element of a broader category called

music theater, which includes any the-

ater piece that incorporates music. In op-

era the fat lady sings. Period. In music

theater she sings, dances, acts, and

probably performs acrobatics.

Among all the composers who might

have tackled a science-fiction subject,

Glass was the most likely to compose a

full-fledged science-fiction opera.

Touches of science fiction, of course, have

appeared in his earlier works—a surf-

side spaceship in his opera Einstein on

the Beach and an Earth-orbiting Robert

E. Lee in Civil WarS, a collaborative effort

with theatrical artist Robert Wilson,

Glass's most recent work, 1000 Air-

planes on the Roof, is billed as a "sci-

ence-fiction music drama" with a spoken

text by playwright David Henry Hwang
(M. Butterfly) and scenic design by Jer-

ome Sirlin. "Science ficfion is really just a

buzzword," Glass says. "I don't mind call-

ing 1000 Airplanes science fiction if it gets

people to the theater."

The story of a man who believes he's

been abducted by aliens, 1000 Air-

planes was inspired by the real-life ac-

counts of people who say they've had

contact with extraterrestrials. The opera,

then, is more factual than a flight of fancy.

In a sense, you might call it a documen-

tary music drama.

Glass also points out that his opera The

Making of the Representative lor Planet

8 is more allegory than science fiction.

Based on the novel by Doris Lessing, who
wrote the opera's libretto, Planet 8 is a

fable of an alien civilization threafened

with an impending ice age. "People don't

like to talk about what will happen if the

ozone layer disappears, so Lessing set

the subject on another planet," Glass says.

Whatever labels are attached to sci-

ence-fiction operas, there will be more of

them in the future. Glass, for one, is al-

ready collaborating with Lessing on The

Marriages Between'Zones Three, Four,

and Five, based on another novel in what

Lessing calls her "space fiction" series.

"Science fiction has become so re-

spectable that science-fiction operas will

not alienate anyone," says Double Moon's

Atherton. Besides, adds composer Davis,

"the future of opera in America is the au-

dience that comes to see something new,

something American."

More accessible and more fully inte-

grated with drama than the standard op-

eratic fare is, science-fiction operas are

likely to cause quite a stir as they make
their way toward acceptability in large

opera houses.' They could, moreover, turn

a science-fiction audience into an opera-

going one. "The danger is that we will get

a science-fiction audience that comes
expecting shoot-outs with laser guns,"

Davis says.OO
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the only reason you could possibly be in

a good mood is if ihere's something

wrong with Chapline's experiment." He
knew me too well. I turned bright red.

I

swore him to secrecy and explained the

problem. In fact Chapline's group had
messed up in a way that was trivially fix-

able. They'd simply blown the estimates

of an effect that was going on. The next

day at a design review, Lowell presented

my criticism, attributing it to me. That was
my first contribution to a classified weap-
ons project at Livermore.

Omni: What date

The lab paid other people to work on

weapons, but to me it was anathema. I

saw at that point I had to extricate myself

from a very bad situation. If I did a cal-

culation showing my proposal didn't work,

then Lowell and I could go to manage-
ment and say, "Sorry, we made a mis-

take." That would have been embarrass-

ing, but I would have gotten out of it.

So I did the-calculation, and.something

went terribly wrong. The computer code
said it was working!

I
figured my stupid

code was just hiccuping again and that

as soon as I found the bug in it, I'd put an

end to this. Lowell kept coming by to see
how progress was going. After hours of

trying to fix things to make the scheme

was that?

Hagelstein: I can't

these things are

classified. Any-
way, I ended up
proposing an al-

ternative way of

making an X-ray

laser at one of

these design re-

views, and that in

itself was a night-

mare— I'd gotten

my arm twisted to

go to this thing.

Wood, who was
sitting next to me,

started explaining

to the weapons di-

vision manage-
ment that my pro-

posal was the best

thing since sliced

bread. He claimed

the proposal had
. been calculated in

detail, that its ap-

proach was much
superior [to Chap-
line's], and so forth.

I'd been up all

night, and when I

get that tired I be-

drunk. I don't drink at all, but to have made
such a proposal at a meeting like that has
got to be drunkenness or madness.

Ultimately Lowell promised the weap-
ons division management that over the

weekend we would finish up the month's

worth of calculations that had gone into

my proposal. Really there were no cal-

culations; there hadn't even been an idea

there. Bui Lowell promised them we'd

hand it in the following Monday. That

weekend I worked on my thesis.

Sunday evening Lowell came by to see

how the report was coming. I explained

that I .hadn't worked on it. I had no interest

in weapons research, and yet -here I

was—the author of a new approach to

designing a nuclear-driven" X-ray laser.

Englis
Leather

or
nothing

at all.

imenl date came around [November 13,

1980]. I didn't sleep at all. It was delayed

a day, but then it succeeded,

Omni: Did the experiment entail an un-

derground nuclear blast at the Nevada
Tqe! Site; ihe same as the one thai pow-

ered Chapline's laser?

Hagelstein: Yes, ft was a shot. It would be
imprudeni for me to say much more. Be-

fore the shot the ante kept rising. Word
had gotten around the entire classified

physics community, and a lot of fhe un-

classified community, that a test was
going to be done and that there was a
rivalry, a David-and-Goliath kind of affair.

Chapline was a senior T division physi-

cist and pari of the Livermore establish-

ment. The time and
resources avail-

able to me were
very small com-
pared to what
Chapline had ac-

cess io, The odds
of my experiment

succeeding were

about a million io

one. A concatena-
tion of miracles is

the only explana-

tion for my suc-

cess under those

conditions.

Before the shot I

was facing a co-

nundrum. If the ex-

periment failed, my
reputation as a

theorist would've

been somewhat
soiled. So with my
future at the lab in

jeopardy, I applied

io Bell Laborato-
ries for a job, be-

cause had the ex-

periment failed, it

would have been
impossible for me
to stay at Liver-

more. If the exper-

iment succeeded,
it would be even
worse!

no! work, it dawned on me that it worked
for a reason: At least in theory, it was a
very good idea. And that has got to come
close to being one of the worst night-

mares, except in real life.

in those days there was no SDI. But

Chapline was dead earnest about mak-
ing the world's first X-ray laser. He wanted

to put down on his resume: George F

Chapline, inventor of the X-ray laser. At

one point or another he would get up and
explain how his invention could be used
as a weapon and get laughed at. Cer-

tainly there was no serious talk then about

the X-ray laser being a weapon.
After my proposal was made, others

worked on it. I had worse nightmares

during this period. Eventually the exper-

' Well, the experiment worked, and when
I went to the lab the next day, people I

didn't even know congratulated me for a

fantastic success. Afterward the Liver-

more establishment made me the bar-

gain. They said, "If you simply look over

our shoulders and make sure we're not

going too far astray on the nuclear-driven

X-ray laser, you can have a laboratory X-

ray laser program." My entire profes-

sional career was wrapped up in making

a laboratory X-ray laser. Here they were
finally saying. Yes, you can make a lab-

oratory X-ray laser. You don't have to do
any weapons work; just guide us in the

right direction. I was having nightmares

about this stuff. The arguments going

through my head then were as follows: It



was hard to say with moral indignation,

"I'm sorry, I
don't work on that," because

everybody on the planet knew I'd made
an important contribution to weapons

work. Another side said, What would a

professional do? And another factor was

that the amount of money and effort going

into the nuclear-driven X-ray laser was

impressive. More than a hundred people

were working on the project. At the time

my contribution probably could have

made a large difference on whether peo-

ple were wasting their time or not.

Omni: Were you friends with some of

these people?

Hagelstein: Quite a few, people who be-

lieved in what they were doing then and

siill believe in what they're doing. It takes

time to come up to speed in this area.

And although I was up to speed already,

a large part of the program simply wasn't

Just by being present, I could, in princi-

ple, make a difference. In practice my
presence turned out to make hardly any

difference at all. But we managed to get

a laboratory X-ray laser program started.

It's really humorous, I
read the papers and

was ciled as being a key weapons phys-

icist. If you had told me that ten years ago,

I
would have laughed hard.

Omni: Is it any consolaiion to know your

weapons work might have made you a

hero like Oliver North to some?
Hagelstein: The world has bought into an

arms race of frightening proportions, and

I
regard it as madness on a planetary

scale. Everyone can see the eventual

consequences. It's only a matter of time

before these weapons are used. SDI and

the new class of weapons coming into

existence don't particularly alter the fun-

damental sequence that we march along,

I see a tremendous amount of inertia

driving us into a very terrible future,

Omni: You play the violin and compose.

How would you score Armageddon?
Hagelstein: The perfect Armageddon
music would be some of the requiems

—

Mozart and Brahms requiems especially.

Omni: Aren't those a little heavy''

Hagelstein: [laughs] Armageddon's .light?

Omni: By helping to create this weapon,

have you affected the arms race?

Hagelstein: The development of an X-ray

laser was probably inevitable. The de-

velopment of other weapons of the new
generation is going on and will continue.

But these weapons won't alter the fun-

damental issue of nuclear arsenals at all.

The problems of the arms race are polit-

ical, not technical. We could dispense

with all this: The two sides could shake

hands and say, "Enough." The issue in a

nutshell is that people have not yet fig-

ured out a reasonable way to resolve their

differences short of threatening to anni-

hilate one another or actually doing so.

Our planet does not put a particularly high

value on trust or respect of other hu-

mans. They don't trust us; we don't trust
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them. The existence of the X-ray laser

won't affect whether or not a war starts.

Omni: What was it like working for Teller?

Hagelstein: 1 first met Edward Teller in

1975. I was introduced to him, and he

shook my hand. I was again introduced

to him in 1977, and he shook my hand. At

the meeting [in 1979] I mentioned earlier,

I met Teller and shook his hand. In 1981 I

was introduced to him one more time, and

he shook my hand, I think it was in 1984

that he remembered who I was.

One time my wife and I drove him from

the airport, and he talked to my wife. He
has a strong presence and made a deep
impression on her. She and I had joked

that he's just your average Joe, but, of

course, he's not. I'm not an expert on Ed-

ward Teller; I've not even spent twelve

hours in his presence.

Omni: Did he offer you any moral support

when you were feeling so depressed

about your weapons work?
Hagelstein: When I had already decided

to leave Livermore, I was called up into

Teller's office to chat with him. During

World War II apparently one or more noted

young physicists became pharmacists for

reasons Teller'then explained to me. His

basic argument was that strong princi-

ples were involved, that Hitler and the

Nazis were horrible in terrifying ways, that

a decision had to be made: Do you hold

your ground and fight? Do you team up

against the bad in ihe world and do what

you can to fight it—annihilate it, or crush

it into rubble? One or more of these phys-

icists had decided to take the easy way
out and go into pharmacy, where they

could remove themselves from the battle

and lead lives analogous to sheep. At the

end of our discussion, Teller summarized

his opinion of me in the most devastating

metaphor he could think of at the time:

He accused me of being a pharmacist,

Omni: Did you have a response?

Hagelstein: When you meet with Edward

Teller, he talks, you listen.

Omni: Star Warriors describes how No-

bel laureate physicist Hans Bethe came
to Livermore to find out for himself whether

you'd invented the X-ray laser. He was
given the runaround until you were sum-

moned to explain your calculations,

Hagelstein: That meeting has become
either famous or infamous by now. It's

possibly more symbolic than important;

even the symbolism is something one

puts in long afterward to spice up a good
story. Bethe just wanted to know how the

X-ray laser worked in a simple, intuitive

way. The program leader was out on

travel. At the time the program was set

up in a very modern management ar-

rangement: Very few folks saw the big

picture. Not many could explain to Bethe

what he wanted to know.

I elected not to be involved in Bethe's

visit, ultimately out of embarrassment

about my involvement with weapons
work. Yet Bethe was dissatisfied with ihe

answers to his questions. This was bad



for the lab because he would have at-

tacked the program on a technical basis

had his questions gone unanswered.

I had worked the entire night before and

had nol gone to bed until around eleven

in the morning. The call came at quarter

to three in the affernoon. I, of course,

wasn't sleeping well those days and had

a bad headache when awakened. It was
Lowell, who said, "Don't you know you

were supposed to be at a meeting with

Edward Teller and Hans Belhe an hour

ago?" I said I wasn't aware I was sup-

posed to be at any meeting.

I told Lowell I had to get up, shower,

shave, and get dressed. He said, "Don't

bother with any of that; just come imme-

diately." So I
pulled on some clothes. I

had a day and a half's growth of beard;

my hair was uncombed. I drove as fast

as I could to Teller's office.

I had no inkling what Bethe was inter-

ested in talking about. One doesn't feel

comfortable when, half asleep and on five

minutes notice, one has to go into a

meeting with a Nobel laureate who's an

expert in your particular field. When I got

to Teller's office, Bethe's question was the

most obvious, basic question—how the

X-ray laser worked. Only I
didn't have fhe

answer on the tip of my tongue in the way

that he was trying to understand it. So I

said, "Let's go ahead and work it through."

I drew a picture on the blackboard of how

it worked and said, "All you have to do is

take this ratio and that ratio, and it's got

to come out like this."

By that time Teller had left. Lowell was

in the room, and he was pretty wide-eyed.

He knew that I hadn't the slightest idea

how the calculation would come out and

that I was as curious as Bethe. So Bethe

and I plugged in the ratios and got the

number. It was the number he was inter-

ested in. It was the right number. I was
happy because I have enormous re-

spect for Hans Bethe. It was an honor for

me to talk to him on a technical topic. He's

made fundamental contributions in

atomic, nuclear, particle physics, statis-

tical mechanics, and astrophysics.

Omni: Bethe is a part of the organized

scientific opposition. Did he ask you why
you were working on weapons?
Hagelstein: He said nothing nontechni-

cal, period. His opposition to SDI did not

escape notice at Livermore. There was

no question as to which side of the fence

he sat on. I
did feel uncomfortable being

in a lab involved with a program to which

he was so strongly opposed.

Omni: What puzzles me is how you could

last almost eleven years in an environ-

ment so blatantly antagonistic to your

peace of mind.

Hagelstein: When I got to Livermore, I was

told explicitly that I
would never have to

do weapons research. So, great, one can

live with that.- And the resources, possi-

bilities, and potentials of that lab seemed
enormous. As a student at MIT I had never

seen resources like they have atLiver-
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more. Academia is not that rich.

When they said, "Well, we have this

problem with laboratory lasers; we'd like

you to 'make the world's first X-ray laser,"

that's a big opportunity. So you close your

eyes and mind and don't worry about

weapons work. You go on—more sleep-

less nights. There was a time when two

nights out of the week I couldn't fall asleep

at all. You lose your health; you develop

high blood pressure, heart problems. You

collapse at the pool, get hauled into the

Livermore medical center, and asked if

you work for the feudal lords of the laser

program who regularly send their people

in on stretchers. You go through every-

thing, and at some point you say that if

you stay at that lab, you're going to die.

You say that whatever it was you were

after is so far beyond hope that you've

got to do something. You find yourself at

the bottom of a deep pit that seems im-

possible to climb out of. Sure, it's un-

imaginable being there for as long as I

was there. It's hard for me to understand

to this day how and why I stayed.

Omni: Do you consider Lowell Wood a

Svengali?

Hagelstein: At Livermore I got used. A lot

of manipulation goes on at that lab, but it

wasn't Lowell Wood who did most of the

manipulating. I'm not defending either the

Hertz Foundation or Lowell's techniques

of recruiting young people, but lots of

groups at the lab do things to recruit folks.

With respect to the Hertz Foundation:

It had the largest cash stipend. I
sent an

application to them and got the fellow-

ship. In retrospect this was a mistake. By

the time I realized that, it was a little late

to start the process all over again. The

first time I realized Livermore was a

weapons lab was when I drove up to the

gate and saw the barbed wire and men-

acing signs. There were a lot of other stu-

dents at Livermore that first summer, and

they tilled me in on what was going on.

They laughed uproariously that I didn't

know what I'd gotten into.

Omni: Have you been approached by

opponents of star wars since leaving?

Hagelstein: I've been contacted by an

awful lot of groups to give talks, but I've

attempted to steer clear of the politics

associated with this stuff. I'm in a singu-

larly bad position. I know a lot of techni-

cal information about X-ray lasers but

can't say anything technical about them

because everything I could say could be
classified. And I know very little about the

rest ot star wars. If I were to say anything,

it would be out of ignorance.

I'm attempting my career as a teacher

of technical material: electrical engineer-

ing, physics, applied physics, and so

forth. That's my job, my career, my
protession at the moment. The way life at

MIT works doesn't leave a lot of time for

political activism, and I'm an apolitical in-

dividual in the first place. I would like not

to become a tool for one political group

or another. I've been used enough.OO

material enhancing its sensitivity to

gamma rays from hydrogen. Those
gamma rays are emitted because all lu-

nar surface materials are bombarded
constantly by cosmic rays. JPL investi-

gators have proposed that this space
probe, called Quicksat Lunar Prospector,

would deliver its payload to lunar orbit

about three days after launch. Once in

orbit, it could determine within two weeks
whether water exists at the lunar poles.

A small team at JPL has also come up

with an ingenious alternative to the

Quicksat mission. If the solid rocket mo-

tors of the Quicksat could be replaced by

ion-drive engines, which are compact

and perform better than chemical rock-

ets, the entire Lunar Polar Probe could be

squeezed into a package small enough

to fit into a space shuttle Getaway Spe-

cial canister. (And, fortunately, NASA
charges only $10,000 for flying them.)

When safely clear of the shuttle, the

Lunar Polar Probe would extend wings of

solar cells, each ten meters long. The

electricity from the solar cells would
power its ion engines. The probe would

be light but slow to accelerate. Its result-

ing low thrust, capable of being sus-

tained for a long time, would bring the

probe to lunar polar orbit in a flight time

of about two years. The trajectory would

be spiral out of the earth's gravitational

field and then spiral into the moon's. The

advantage of the ion-drive alternative is

that there would be little cost for launch.

It is tremendously exciting to realize

what little effort, compared with the scale

of typical space missions, is required to

send a polar probe to the moon. Such an

expedition would do more than solve the

moon's greatest mystery—whether it

possesses its own water. By providing a

watering and refueling oasis beyond
Earth's orbit, it could also save us billions

of dollars in the years of exploration to

come, money that could be spent far more

productively on future space missions

and on enabling us to reach the high

frontiers of space.DQ
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Down and out in a daze

And links: Working on the name chain

By Scot Morris

In ancient Greece Daedalus

built a maze to confine

the Minotaur; in recent years

the Japanese have con-

structed similar labyrinths

for their amusement {minus

the beast, obviously).

Unless you're a mouse, a

maze is a fun challenge,

which is why I was excited

when I first saw reader

Paul Heusinkveld's project

He had created three-

dimensional, tubular mazes,

of a kind I had never seen.

Trace your way through

the mazes with your mind

instead of with a pencil.

Using your imagination, fol-

low pathways that are

sometimes hidden "behind"

the structure.

Heusinkveld started

drawing his "dazes," as he
calls them, when he was
a lieutenant in the U.S.

Navy. "I used them as a

game to keep my mind

alert, eleven years ago,

when I was on midnight

watches at a shore station

in Rota, Spain." he says.

It's probably no coincidence

that the mazes have the

look of hard metal, like the

bent pipes, tubes, and
ducts aboard a Navy ship.

To get into a Heusinkveid

daze, imagine entering

the sculpture at the red ar-

row, then think your way
through the convolutions to

determine which of the

other five openings you

would exit. Assume that

when the tubes are out of

view they continue in the di-

rection they are going or

logically follow the flow

of the surroundings. The il-

lustration above (no. 1 a)

shows a sample maze
called French Horn, with its
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solution (1 b). Try solving the

other mazes: Vexed (no.

2); Gyro (no. 3); Twister (no.

4); Limbo (no., 5); and

Roundabout (no. 6). Solu-

tions appear on page 100.

THE NAME-CHAIN GAME

When I'm introduced as

the Omni Games Editor,

people often ask, "What's

your favorite game?" I

briefly consider those I have

reviewed in my monthly

column, but
I
keep coming

back to the. one I most

enjoy playing: Links, a game
that needs no videoscreens,

no boards, no.markers-
no equipment whatsoever.

A noncompetitive game.
Links requires players to

bat names back and forth.

Only proper names are

allowed—those of charac-

ters, personalities, or

groups, whether living.

dead, or fictional. This game
can be played alone or

with a group of three people

or more but is best with

two players, as it moves
faster and no one is

tempted to interrupt.

To begin, I give you a

name, A. The object for you

is to come up with a "re-

sponse" name, one that has

an association with A. For

example: If I give you
Lawrence Welk, you might

respond with Laurence

Olivier, which would be an

easy "link": The first names
are obviously similar. The -

"link" is what's left unsaid

—

the unspoken association.

A higher-level response

to Welk would be Doc
Severinsen (another band
leader), but a better one yet

would be Don Ho. This

has a twofold association:

Before the link makes sense,

you have to know that Welk

is known for his cham-
pagne music and Ho for his

song "Tiny Bubbles." Don't
'

worry about being clever at

first: If you can't think of

an ingenious link in 15 to 30

seconds, then give any

easy name just to keep the

game going.

The. names below will

take you along the Appella-

tion Trail.

George Bush, Moses,

Jesus, Christiaan Barnard,

Gary Hart, Mike Love,

Lucille Ball, Molly Pitcher,

Dorian Gray, Dick Clark,

Chubby Checker, Oliver

Twist, Oliver North, Fawn
Hall, Bambi, John Deere,

David Letterman, Vanna
White, Shirley Temple Black,

Shirley MacLaine, King

Tut, Steve Martin, Cyrano

de Bergerac, Pinocchio, Joe

Isuzu, Richard Nixon,

Gerald Ford, Jerry Falwell,



Jim Bakker, Alistair Cooke,

Julia Child, Benjamin Spock,
Leonard Nimoy, De Forest

Kelly, Penelope Tree, Rob-
ert Plant, Johnny Apple-

seed, Steve Jobs, Isaac

Newton, Juice Newton,

0. J. Simpson, Anita Bryant,

Florida Evans, Esther

Rolle, the Rolling Stones,

Sterling Moss, Swamp
Thing, Muddy Waters,

Brooke Shields, Joan Rivers,

Ernie Banks, Edward Teller,

Penn Jillette, Pete Fountain,

The Inkspots, Hermann
Rorschach, Alan Turing,

Vicki Carr, Freddy Fender,

Robert Englund, Queen
Elizabeth II, Don King,

Marty Allen, Lou Costello,

The Who, Keith Moon,

Neil Armstrong

Not only must I think of a

name, but I must ask myselt

whether you will be able

to retrace my thought

processes to see how I

came up with it. If you can't,

I must come up with an
alternative name with a sim-

pler link.

After you receive a name,
first think of how it ties in

to, the previous one so that

you understand the link.

If you don't get it, say

so, and if you're not sure,

ask: Often the link one
person finds is not what the

other intended.

The sender is required to

withdraw a name and try

another if 1) the receiver

doesn't know the name or

2) the receiver thinks the link

is too difficult and that he

or she can't discover the

association.

If you think the receiver

will have difficulty with

the connection, you may
phrase your offering in

a way that will help. For ex-

ample: 'Til take your Mi-

chael Douglas, and by way
of one of his movies, I'll

give you Jerry Hall, Mick
Jagger's girlfriend." (See

quiz question no. 1.)

Adapt your game strategy

to the person you are

playing with: Remember, he
or she is a partner, not an

opponent. Play within

the sphere of common,
shared knowledge.

There is no winner or

loser, and the only scoring

is by congratulating each
other on the cleverness or

quickness of a link. (Even

people who protest thai <

they don't like games usu-

ally enjoy the noncompeti-

tive challenge of Links.)

Links can also be played

solitaire. Try to find the

links in the examples given

below. If you're feeling

clever, then enter the new
Links Competition that

follows the quiz.

QUIZ

What is the link between
each set of names?
1. Michael Douglas and
Jerry Hall

2. Moses and Bo Derek

3. William Cody and O.J.

Simpson
4. Jack Webb and Robinson

Crusoe
5. Richard Gere and Pet

Sellers

6. Chevy Chase and Gerald

Ford (two links)

7. Rene Descartes and
Mr. Ed
8. Gale Storm and Rip Torn

9. Jonathan Winters, Spring

Byington, Donna Summer,
and Lee Majors

10. Cass Elliot and Ernest

Hemingway
Answers on page 100.

COMPETITION #49: LINKS

Dan Quay I e, Big Bird,

Cookie Monster, Famous
Amos, the California Raisins,

Minnesota Fats, Joe Mc-
Carthy, Charlie McCarthy,

Howdy Doody, Dan Quayle

The challenge is to

string ten names together,

linkwise as above, starting

and ending with the same
name. The grand prize-

winner will receive a $599
Smith Corona PWP40
personal word processor

that includes such features

as a built-in disk drive

and DataDisk storage of

100,000 characters. The
first-place winner will receive

a$119CasioSF-4000
Digital Diary that can keep
track of schedules and
appointments and store

1,500 names and phone
numbers. Five runners-up

will each receive $25.

Send one entry only, on a
card, to Omni Competition

#49, 1965 Broadway,

New York, NY 10023-5965.

Entries must be received

by June 15. All entries be-

come the property of Omni.

None will be returned.DO
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VIDEO SCANS

EAnnES

Video game players seem
to expect more from a

conlrol pad than ever be-

fore. They dream of a

device that's deit yet dura-

ble Under fire. And it should

be able to bounce handily

off walls, televisions, and
heads during moments of

extreme frustration,

Serious video-game
players select their game
control pads with the same
sober intensity with which

golfers pick ciubs or tennis

players search for the

perfect racket. It's not just

fun; it's an obsession, a fact

not lost on companies

making add-on gear for the

N intendo Entertai nme nt

System (NES).

The latest among the

most novel controllers is

Broderbund's eerie and in-

novative U-Force. The
two L-shaped motion-sens-

ing pads control games
as you wave your hand (or

the limb of your.choice)

near the device.

Jab- your left fist toward

U-Force, and in Mike Tyson's

Punch-Out!!, for example,

your surrogate boxer throws

a left hook. There are no

wires, no connections to

your body, no- mirrors. Play-

ing with U-Force is .like

staging a ritual for some
video god as you wildly flap

and gesticulate.

For more wireless recrea-

tion, Acclaim Entertainment

provides the infrared Re-

mote Controller. With the in-

frared receiver plugged

into the NES; you can

sit some distance away with

a battery-powered control-

ler that duplicates the

design and function of the

standard NES control
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pad (with the addition of a

rapid-fire switch). The

packaging boasts that the

no-wires freedom lets

you roli and wrestle on the

floor while playing Nintendo

games—a provocative

two-player concept that may
be lost on much of Ninten-

do's preteen audience.

In addition to-'these finger-

twisting gadgets thatcome

with the NES, other NES
controllers are available to

increase your score and

reduce hand strain. The

NES Max, for example,

extends your handgrip and
adds a slow-down button

(particularly nice for older

players who want to tone

down the excitement). And
there are Turbo Power
buttons for machine-gun like

autofire, and asliding-

movement button that re-

sponds to heavy .thumb

pressure:

Real men. of course, don't

use control pads. Besides',

adullhands often don't

conform to the tiny propor-

tions of the NES controllers.

So the NES Advantage

provides a hefty knob-top

joystick for macho gamers.

And this thing is big—Big
joystick, big buttons, big.

base. It also will increase

scores, because molesting

this joystick is easier than-

fussing with a control pad.

Epyx's 500XJ joystick

for the NES gives players

conventional joystick and
fire-button control. And the

resilient hand-heid control-

ler fills a husky hand.

Players who grew up in

the Sixties may think they

recognize the Nintendo

Power Pad: The large plastic

sheet decorated with

printed circles- resembles

the parly game Twister, the

limb-tangling amusement
that passed for lascivious

adolescent behavior.

Nintendo designers

probably thought they were

creating the Power Pad
"foot controller" for the hy-

peractive kids who make
up 70 percent of the NES
audience. But it's great

for adult parties when the

punch bowl is shallow and

the crowd gets rowdy.

The fun begins when two

players go head-to-head.

Or better yet, six players

compete in two teams

of three—all daneing and

jumping around on the

Power Pad.

In the World Class Track

Meet cartridge that comes
tffth Nintendo's. Power

Pack system, you plant' your

feet on two plastic circles

and try to coorc naie your

jogging with the video

legs of the little man on-

screen. The more-synchro-

nized you are, the faster

your man-runs.

The obstacle course in

the Super Teams Games
cartridge is an all-out

muscle challenge: Go as

fast and as long as possible.

Run in place on the Power
Pad, and your on-screen

figure charges forward;

jump, and he sails over waifs

with ease. Meanwhile,

you're working up a sweat.

The fact is, 20 to 30
minutes with the Power Pad

is a hell of an aerobic

workout. The instructions

warn that "persons with

heart, respiratory, back and

joint problems, or high

blood pressure should not

use the Power Pad without

a physician's-advice."

And you thought video

games weren't dangerous!

Of course, you might

feel silly mimicking a little

on-screen man as you

prance on the Power Pad in

front of the TV. But it's not

nearly as humiliating as

flipping on- the tube -and

leaping around in front of

Richard Simmons.
—Bob LindstromDQ



EARTH
finally beginning to see the light. Olson

clicked forward to another slide. "This is

what a typical Acanthastef brachiolaria

larva looks like, shortly before getting

ready to settle. When larvae gel ready to

settle, they go into what we call the

scrunch mode. They scrunch up that en-

tire anterior end. All the larval tissues are

compressed down toward the primor-

dium. The ciliary bands become wrin-

kled up. The esophagus wrinkles up. The

larva has very little motility left. It sort of

spins around in a little circle."

. Olson clicked to a slide of an array of

flow-through chambers in which he has

been monitoring nutrition in crown-of-

thorns larvae. The larvae don't need nu-

trition. "You can keep juveniles alive for

two weeks after they've settled and me-

tamorphosed, without giving them any

coralline algae or any particulate source

of nutrition," Olson said.

Biologist Ridzwan Abdul Rahman re-

ported thai on affected Malaysian reefs,

live coral cover has been reduced by 70

to 90 percent. Abdul Rahman showed a

slide of Malaysians burying bucketfuls of

starfish in the sand. The slide stirred an

odd murmur of amusement, then be-

musement in the audience. The reef sci-

entists, mostly Anglos, seemed at first

tickled by this unsophisiicaled method,

then puzzled that they had not tried it

themselves. Abdul Rahman concluded

by announcing that he was working alone

in Malaysia. There would always be an

extra tank of air there, he said; come dive

with him anytime.

In 1983, on Green Island of the Great

Barrier Reef, volunteers killed 27,000

crowns of thorns by injections of copper

"sulfate- The effect of copper sulfate on

individual starfish is gruesome and

cheering. Some 90 minutes after injec-

tion, the dermis and epidermis disinte-

grate, and the starfish (alls apart, Acan-

thaster becomes the mucous, unrec-

ognizable mess lhat alien organisms are

supposed to become once the movie's

scientists have finally hit on the solution.

The trouble is, those 27,000 starfishes

were hardly a dent in the 1.5 million at-

tacking Green Island. Where one starfish

fell, ten took its place. Copper sulfate has

let humans win a few tactical battles—

here and there small coral-viewing areas

have been saved—but never a whole

reel, and the strategic victories have all

been Acanthaster's.

Not all news from the warm seas is bad.

China has established mangroves on its

eroding southern shorelines. In Bangla-

desh, after the 1970 lyphoon, the gov-

ernment undertook large-scale man-

grove replanting. In the Philippines in

1985, the United Nations Food and Ag-

riculture Organization (FAO) began ex-

periments in the restoration of sea
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grasses. To date the FAO has had suc-

cess with six (JiMoreri sea grass species.

Coral reefs are not a lost cause.

Throughout much of Oceania, reefs re-

main healthy, in some places even pris-

tine. In the Philippines, which holds both

the richest coral communities and some
of the worst damaged, several new pro-

grams have had success in demonstrat-

ing to local fishermen- that reef conser-

vation makes economic sense. Corazon

Aquino's government is attempting a

crackdown on harmful practices like dy-

namiting and at the same time is encour-

aging programs to find alternatives for

Ihe ashermen.

There are now 70 protected marine

areas in Indonesia and 42 in Papua New
Guinea. A good start. The problem with

marine reserves in the Western Pacific,

as in most Third World countries, how-

ever, is enforcement. In a recent study of

the Caribbean, nearly all the countries

surveyed had marine reserves and pro-

tected areas as well as fishing laws re-

stricting season, gear, and weight of

catch, but only 31 percent oi those coun-

tries had been able to provide for en-

forcement.

The finest example of reef conserva-

lion, most agree, is the Great Barrier Reef

Marine Park. That largest of reef parks

gives protection, in one form or another,

to" most of the 1,200-mile length of the

world's greatest reef.

At the 1988 symposium, I
asked Rich-

ard Kenchinglon, a biologist with the

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

(GBRMPA), for his opinion on the crown

of thorns, which some scientists believe

to be a greal threat to the park. "My per-

sonal view," he answered, "now that out-

breaks have happened twice in recent

years, is that it probably is a natural event

whose frequency has been accelerate!

by something that man has done in the

last forty or fifty years. In coral reefs you're

dealing with a highly dynamic system

—

so dynamic, in fact, that we have no ter-

restrial models iha; really help us under-

stand it. We are probably being unrea-

sonable if we expect to unravel these

things terribly quickly."

Kenchington and most of his col-

leagues at GBRMPA are less troubled by

the population explosion of starfish than

by outbreaks of another animal.

"Right now the issue we're wrestling

with is tourism," Kenchington said. "It's

grown by thirty-three percent a year over

I ho Last four oi live years, and the indus-

try expectation is that it will grow by the

same rate over the next three years. That's

a phenomenal doubling rate."

On the Great Barrier Reef in the Coral

Sea, as elsewhere in the oceans, the

thorniest problem is. not Acanthanier or

any other -echinoderm. The problem is

Homo sapiens.CQ
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Below are Ihe answers to Paul Heu-

sinkveld's dazes (page 96). Each sepa-

rate tube is given a df ferei'i color here to

make the answers easy to follow.

6 ROUNDABOUT

QUIZ ANSWERS

1

.

Jerry Hall is romancing the Stone.

2. The Ten Commandments and the

movie 10.

3. Simpson played for the Buffalo Bills,

and Cody's alias was Buffalo Bill.

4. One portrayed Friday, and one be-

friended Friday.

5. Gere starred in American Gigolo.

And gigolos are . . .?

6. Chase often mimicked Ford on TV;

also Chevy/Ford.

7. Putting Descartes belore the horse.

8. Both have first and last names that

are near synonyms.

9. Seasons, including The Fall Guy.

10. Mama and Papa.DO



TOTHE PROMISED LAND
BY ROBERT SILVERBERG

They came for me a! high noon, the hour of Apollo, when only

a crazy man would want to go out into the desert. I was hard

at work and in no mood to be kidnapped. But to get them to

listen to reason was like trying to get the Nile to flow south.

They weren't reasonable men. Their eyes had a wild metallic

sheen, and they held their jaws and mouths clamped in that

special constipated way that fanatics like to affect. As they

swaggered about in my little cluttered study, poking at the

tottering stacks of books and pawing through the manuscript

of my nearly finished history

of the collapse of the Empire,

they were like two immense
irresistible forces, as remote

and terrifying as gods of old

Aiguptos come to life. I felt

helpless before them.

The older and taller one
called himself Eleazar. To me
he was Horus, because of his

great hawk nose. He looked

like an Aiguptian and he was
wearing the white linen robe

of an Aiguptian. The other,

squat and heavily muscled,

with a baboon face worthy of

Thoth, told me he was Le-

onardo di Filippo, which is of

course a Roman name, and
he had an oily Roman look

about him. But I knew he was
no more Roman than I am.
Nor the other, Aiguptian. Both

of them spoke in Hebrew, and

with an ease that no outsider

could ever attain. These were
two Israelites, men of my own
obscure tribe. Perhaps Di

Filippo had been born to a
father not of the faith, or per-

haps he simply liked to pre-

tend that he was one of the

world's masters and not one

of God's forgotten people. I

will never know.

Eleazar stared at me, at the

photograph of me on the

jacket of my account of the

Wars of the Reunification, and
at me again, as though trying

to satisfy himself that I really

was Nathan Ben-Simeon. The
picture was fifteen years old. My beard had been black then.

He tapped the book and pointed questioningly to me, and I

nodded. "Good," he said. He told me to pack a suitcase, fast,

as though I were going down to Alexandria for a weekend
holiday. "Moshe sent us to get you." he said, "Moshe wants

you. Moshe needs you. He has important work for you."

"Moshe?" "

"The Leader," Eleazar said, in tones that you would ordinar-

ily reserve for Pharaoh, or perhaps the First Consul. "You don't

know anything about him yet, but you will. All of Aiguptos will

know him soon. The whole world."

A MYSTERIOUS SUMMONS .

AND AN ARDUOUS JOURNEY TAKE A FAMOUS
WRITER ON A PILGRIMAGE THAT

RESTORES HIS FAITH IN THE !DEA OF DESTINY

DRAWINGS BY BRAD HOLLAND

"What does your Moshe want with me?"
"You're going to write an account of the Exodus for him,"

said Di Filippo.

"Ancient history isn't my field," I told him,

"We're not talking about ancient history."

"The Exodus was three thousand years ago, and what can

you say about it at this late date except that it's a damned
shame that it didn't work out?"

Di Filippo looked blank for a moment. Then he said, "We're

not talking about that one. The
Exodus is now. It's about to

happen, the new one, the real

one. That other one long ago
was a mistake, a false try."

"And this new Moshe of

yours wants to do it all over

again? Why? Can't he be sat-

isfied with the first fiasco? Do
we really need another one?

Where could we possibly go
that would be any better than

Aiguptos?"

"You'll see. What Moshe
is doing will be the biggest

news since the burning bush."

"Enough," Eleazar said.

"We ought to be hitting the

road. Get yourthings together,

Dr. Ben-Simeon."

So they realty meant to take

me away. I felt fear and disbe-

lief. Was this actually happen-
ing? Could I resist them? I

would not let it happen. Time

for some show of firmness, \

thought. The scholar standing

on his authority. Surely they

wouldn't attempt force. What-

ever else they might be, they

were Hebrews. They would

respect a scholar. Brusque,

crisp, fatherly, the melamed,
the man of learning. I shook

my head. "I'm afraid not. It's

simply not possible."

Eleazar made a small ges-

ture with one hand. Di Filippo

moved ominously close to me,

and his stocky body seemed
to expand in a frightening

way. "Come on," he said qui-

etly. "We've got a car waiting right outside. It's a four-hour

drive, and Moshe said to get you there before sundown."

My sense of helplessness came sweeping back. "Please. I

have work to do, and
—

"

"Screw your work. Professor. Start packing, or we'll take you

just as you are."

The street was silent and empty, with that forlorn midday

look that makes fvlenfe seem like an abandoned city when the

sun is at its height. I walked between them, a prisoner, trying

to remain calm. It was like a dream.

A sharp, dusty wind was blowing out of the west, reddening



the sky so that it seemed thai the whole Delta must be aflame,

and the noontime heat was enough to kosher a pig. The air

smelled of cooking oil, of orange blossoms, of camel dung, of

smoke. They had parked on the far side of Amenhotep Plaza

just behind the vast ruined statue of Pharaoh, probably in

hopes of catching the shadows, but at this hour there were no

shadows and the car was like an oven. Di Filippo drove;

Eleazar sat in back with me. I kept myself completely still,

hardly even breathing, as though I could construct a sphere

of invulnerability around me by remaining motionless. But when

Eleazar offered me a cigarette, I snatched it from him with such

ferocity that he looked at me in amazement.

We circled the Hippodrome and the Great Basilica where

the judges of the Republic hold court and joined the sparse

flow of traffic that was entering the Sacred Way. So our route

lay eastward out of the city, across the river and into the desert.

I asked no questions. I was frightened, numbed, angry, and—

I

suppose—to some degree curious. It was a paralyzing combi-

nation of emotions. So I sat quietly, praying only that these men
and their Leader would be done with me in short order and

return me to my home and my studies.

"This filthy city," Eleazar muttered. "How I
despise it!"

In fact it had always seemed grand and beautiful to me—

a

measure of my assimilation, some might say, though inwardly

I feel very much the Israelite, not in the least Aiguptian. Even a

Hebrew must concede that Menfe is one of the world's great

cities. It is the most majestic city this side of Roma, so everyone

says, and so I am willing to believe, though I have never been

beyond the borders of the province of Aiguptos in my life.

The splendid old temples of the Sacred Way went by on

both sides, the Temple of Isis and the Temple of Serapis and

the Temple of Jupiter Ammon and all the rest, fifty or a hundred

of them on that great boulevard whose pavements are lined

with sphinxes and bulls: Dagon's temple, Mithra's and Cy-
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bele's, Baal's, Marduk's, Zarathustra's, a temple for every god

and goddess anyone had ever imagined, except, of course,

theOne True God, whom we few Hebrews prefer to worship

in our private way behind the walls of our own quarter. The

gods of all the earth have washed up here in Menfe like so

much Nile mud. Hardly anyone takes them seriously these

days, even the supposed faithful. It would be folly to pretend

that this is a religious age. Mithra's shrine still gets worshippers,

and of course that of Jupiter Ammon. People go to do busi-

ness, to see their friends, maybe to ask favors on high. The

rest of the temples might as well be museums. No one goes

into them except Roman and Japanese tourists. Yet here they

still stand, many of them thousands of years old. Nothing is

ever thrown away in the land of Aiguptos.

"Look at them," Eleazar said scornfully as we passed the

huge, half-ruined Serapion. "I hate the sight of them. The

foolishness! The waste! And all of them built with our forefa-

thers' sweat." In fact there was little truth in that. Perhaps in the

time of the first Moshe we did

indeed labor to build the Great

Pyramids for Pharaoh, as it

says in Scripture. But there

could never have been
enough of us to add up to

much of a workforce.

Even now, after a sojourn

along the Nile that has lasted

some four thousand years,

there are only about twenty

thousand of us, Lost in a sea

of ten million Aiguptians, we
are, and the Aiguptians them-

selves are lost in an ocean of

Romans and imitation Ro-

mans, so we are a minority

within a minority, an ethno-

graphic curiosity, a drop in

the ocean of humanity, an odd
and trivial sect, insignificant

except to ourselves.

The temple district

dropped away behind us, and

we moved out across the

long, slim, shining arch of the

Caesar Augustus Bridge and
into the teeming suburb of

Hikuptah on the eastern bank

of the river, with its leather

and gold bazaars, its myriad

coffeehouses, its tangle of me-
dieval alleys. Then Hikuptah

dissolved into a wilderness of

fig trees and canebrake, and we entered a transitional zone of

olive orchards and date palms; and then abruptly we came to

the place where the land changes from black to red and

nothing grows. At once the awful barrenness and solitude of

the place struck me like a tangible force. It was a fearful land,

stark and empty, a dead place full of terrible ghosts. The sun

was a scourge above us. I thought we would bake; and when
the car's engine once or twice began to cough and sputter, I

knew from the grim look on Eleazar's face that we would surely

perish if we suffered a breakdown. Di Filippo drove in a

hunched, intense way, saying nothing, gripping the steering

stick with an unbending rigidity that spoke of great uneasiness

Eleazar, too, was quiet. Neither of them had said much since

our departure from Menfe, norl, but now in that hot, harsh land

they fell utterly silent, and the three of us neither spoke nor

moved, as though the car had become our tomb. We labored

onward, slowly, uncertain of the engine, with wind-borne sand

whistling all about us out of the west. In the great heat every



breath was a struggle. My clothing clung to my skin. The road

was fine for a while, broad and straight and well paved, but

then it narrowed, and finally it was nothing more than a

potholed white ribbon half covered with drifts. They were better

at highway maintenance in the days of imperial Roma. But that

was long ago. This is the era of the Consuls, and things go to

hell in the hinterlands and no one cares.

"Do you know what route we're taking, Doctor?" Eleazar

asked, breaking the taut silence at last when we were an hour

or so into that bleak and miserable desert.

My throat was dry as strips of leather that have been
hanging in the sun a thousand years, and I had trouble getting

words out. "I think we're heading east," I said finally.

"East, yes. It happens that we're traveling the same route

that the first Moshe took when he tried to lead our people out

of bondage. Toward the Bitter Lakes, and the Red Sea. Where
Pharaoh's army caught up with us and ten thousand innocent

people drowned." There was crackling fury in his voice, as
though that were something
that had happened just the

other day, as though he had
learned of it not from the Book
of Aaron but from this morn-
ing's newspaper. And hegave
me a fiery glance, as if I had
had some complicity in our

people's Idng captivity among
the Aiguptians and some re-

sponsibility for the ghastly fail-

ure of that ancient attempt to

escape. I flinched before his

fierce gaze and looked away.

"Do you care, Dr. Ben-
Simeon? That they followed

us and drove us into the sea?
That half our nation, or more,

perished in a single day in

horrible fear and panic? That

young mothers with babies in

their arms were crushed be-

neath the wheels of Pharaoh's
chariots?"

"It was all so long ago," I

said lamely.

As the words left my lips I

knew how foolish they were.

It had not been my intent to

minimize the debacle of the

Exodus. I had meant only that

the great disaster to our peo-
ple was sealed over by thou-

sands of years of healing, that

although crushed and dispirited and horribly reduced in num-
bers we had somehow gone on from that point, we had
endured, the survivors of the catastrophe had made new lives

for themselves along the Nile under the rule of Pharaoh and
under the Greeks who had conquered Pharaoh and the Ro-
mans who had conquered the Greeks. We still survived, did

we not, here in the long sleepy decadence of the Imperium, the
Pax Romana, when even the everlasting Empire had crumbled
and the absurd and pathetic Second Republic ruled the world?
But to Eleazar it was as if I had spat upon the scrolls of the

Law. "It was all so long ago," he repeated, savagely mocking
me. "And therefore we should forget? Shall we forget the
Patriarchs, too? Shall we forget the Covenant? Is Aiguptos the

land that the Lord meant us to inhabit? Were we chosen by Him
to be set above all the peoples of the Earth, or' were we meant
to be the slaves of Pharaoh forever?"

"I was trying only to say
—

"

What I had been trying to say didn't interest him His eyes

were shining; his face was flushed; a vein stood out astonish-

ingly on his broad forehead. "We were meant for greatness.

The Lord God gave His blessing to Abraham, and said that

He would multiply Abraham's seed as the stars of the heaven,

and as the sand which is upon the seashore. And the seed of

Abraham shall possess the gate of his enemies. And in his

seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed. Have you
ever heard those words before, Dr. Ben-Simeon? And do you
think they signified anything, or were they only the boasting of

noisy little desert chieftains? Mo, I tell you we were meant for

greatness, we were meant to shake the world; and we have
been too long in recovering from the catastrophe at the Red
Sea. An hour, two hours later and all of history would have
been different. We would have crossed into Sinai and the fertile

lands beyond; we would have built our kingdom there as the

Covenant decreed; we would have made the world listen to the

thunder of our God's voice; and today the entire world would
look up to us as it has looked to the Romans these past twenty

centuries. But it is not too late,

even now. A new Moshe is in

the land and he will succeed
where the first one failed. And
we w/7/come forth from Aigup-

tos, Dr. Ben-Simeon, and we
will have what is rightfully ours.

At last. At long last."

He sat back, sweating, trem-

bling, ashen, seemingly ex-

hausted by his own elo-

quence. I didn't attempt to

reply. Against such force of

conviction there is no victory;

and what could I possibly

have gained, in any case, by
contesting his vision of Israel

triumphant? Let him have his

faith; let him have his new
Moshe; let him have his

dream of Israel triumphant.
I

myself had a different vision,

less romantic, more cynical. I

could easily imagine, yes, the

children of Israel escaping
from their bondage under Phar-

aoh long ago and crossing

into Sinai, and going on be-

yond it into sweet and fertile

Palestina. But what then? We
would always have been a
special people,

I suspected,

a small and stubborn tribe,

clinging to our knowledge of

the One God amidst the hordes who needed to believe in

many. We might have conquered Palestina, we might have
taken Syria, too, even spread out a little further around the

perimeter of the Great Sea; but still there would have been the

Assyrians to contend with, and the Babylonians, and the

Persians, and Alexander's Greeks, and the Romans, especially

the stolid dull invincible Romans, whose destiny it was to

engulf every corner of the planet and carve it into Roman
provinces full of Roman highways and Roman bridges and
Roman whorehouses.

Instead of living in Aiguptos under the modern Pharaoh, who
is the puppet of the First Consul, who has replaced the

Emperor of Roma, we would be living in Palestina under the

rule of some minor procurator or proconsul or prefect, and we
would speak some sort of Greek or Latin to our masters instead

of Aiguptian, and everything else would be the same. But I said

none of this to Eleazar. He and I were different sorts of men.
His soul and his vision were greater and grander than mine.



Also his strength was superior, and his temper was shorter. I

might take issue with his theories ot history, and he might hit

me in his rage; and which of us then would be the wiser?

The sun slipped away behind us, and the wind shifted,

hurling sand now against our front windows instead of the rear.

I saw the dark shadows of mountains to the south and ahead

of us, far across the strait that separates Aiguptos from the

Sinai wilderness. It was late afternoon, almost evening. Sud-

denly there was a village ahead of us, springing up out of

nowhere in the nothingness.

It was more a camp, really, than a village. I saw a few dozen

lopsided tin huts and some buildings

that were even more modest, strung to-

gether of reed latticework. Carbide lamps

glowed here and there. There were three

or four dilapidated trucks and a handful

of battered old cars scattered haphaz-

ardly about. A well had been driven in

the center of things, and a crazy network

of aboveground conduits ran off in all

directions. In back of the central area I

saw one building much larger than the

others, a big tin-roofed shed or lean-to

with other trucks parked in front of it.

I had arrived at the secret headquar-

ters of some underground movement,

yet no attempt had been made to dis-

guise or defend it. Situating it in this

forlorn zone was defense enough: No
one in his right mind would come out

here without good reason. The patrols of

the Pharaonic police did not extend be-

yond the cities, and the civic officers of

the Republic certainly had no cause to

go sniffing around in these remote and

distasteful parts. We live in a decadent

era but a placid. and trusting one.

Eleazar, jumping out of the car, beck-

oned to me, and I hobbled after him.

After hours without a break in the close

quarters of the car I was creaky and

wilted, and the reek of gasoline fumes
had left me nauseated. My clothes were

acrid and stiff from my own dried sweat.

The evening coolness had not yet de-

scended on the desert, and the air was
hot and close. To my nostrils it had a
strange vacant quality, the myriad stinks

of thecity being absent. There was some-
thing almost frightening about that. It was
like the sort of air the moon might have,

if the moon had air.

"This place is Beth Israel," Eleazar

said, "It is the capital of our nation."

Not only was I among fanatics; I had

fallen in with madmen who suffered the

delusion of grandeur. Or does one qual-

ity go automatically with the other?

A woman wearing man's clothing

came trotting up to us. She was young and very tall, with broad

shoulders and a great mass of dark thick hair tumbling to her

shoulders and eyes as bright as Eleazar's. She had Eleazar's

hawk's nose, too, but somehow it made her look all the more

striking, "My sister Miriam," he said.

"She'll see that you get settled. In the morning I'll show you

around and explain your duties to you."

And he walked away, leaving me with her.

She was formidable. I would have carried my bag, but she

insisted, and set out at such a brisk pace toward the perimeter

of the settlement that I was hard put to keep up with her. A hut

all my own was ready for me, somewhat apart from everything

else. It had a cot, a desk and typewriter, a washbasin, and a
single dangling lamp. There was a cupboard for my things.

Miriam unpacked for me, setting my little stock of fresh clothing

on the shelves and putting the few books I had brought with

me beside the cot. Then she filled the basin with water and told

me to get undressed. I stared at her, astounded. "You can't

wear what you've got on now," she said. "While you're having

a bath I'll take your things to be washed." She might have

waited outside, but no. She stood there, arms folded, looking

impatient. I shrugged and gave her my shirt, but she wanted

night, awesomely black with the stars burning like beacons.
When I had eaten I stepped outside my hut and stood in the

darkness. It scarcely seemed real to me, that I had been
snatched away like this, that I was in this alien place rather

than in my familiar cluttered little flat in the Hebrew quarter of

Menfe. But it was peaceful here. Lights glimmered in the
distance.

I heard laughter, the pleasant sound of a kithara,

someone singing an old Hebrew song in a deep, rich vpice.

Even in my bewildering captivity 1 felt a strange tranquillity

descending on me, I knew that I was in the presence of a true

community, albeit one dedicated to some bizarre goal beyond

everything else, too. This was new to me, her straightforward-

ness, her absolute indifference to modesty. There have been

few women in my life and none since the death of my wife; how
could I strip myself before this one, who was young enough to

be my daughter? But she insisted. In the end I gave her every

stitch—my nakedness did not seem to matter to her at all—and
while she was gone I sponged myself clean and hastily put on
fresh clothing so she would not see me naked again. She was
gone a long time. When she returned, she brought a tray, my
dinner: a bowl of porridge, some stewed lamb, a flask of pale

red wine, Then I was left alone. Night had fallen now. desert

my comprehension. If I had dared, I would have gone out
among them and made myself known to them; but I was a
stranger, and afraid. For a long while

I stood in the darkness,
listening, wondering. When the night grew cold I went inside. I

lay awake until dawn, or so it seemed, gripped by that icy

clarity that will not admit sleep; and yet I must have slept at

least a little while, for there were fragments. of dreams drifting

in my mind in the morning, images of horsemen and chariots,

of meri with spears, of a great black-bearded angry Moshe
holding aloft the tablets of the Law.

A small girl shyly brought me breakfast. Afterward Eleazar

came to me. In the confusion of yesterday
I had not taken note

of how overwhelming his physical presence was: He had
seemed merely big, but now I realized that he was a giant,

taller than I by a span or more, and probably sixty minas
heavier. His features were ruddy, and a vast tangle of dark
thick curls spilled down to his shoulders. He had put aside his

Aiguptian robes this morning and was dressed Roman-style,
an open-throated white shirt, a pair of khaki trousers.

"You know," he said, "we don't have any doubt at all that

you're the right man for this job. Moshe and I have discussed
your books many times. We agree that no one has a firmer

grasp of the logic of history, of the inevi-

tability of the processes that flow from
the nature of human beings." To this I

offered no response.

"I know how annoyed you must be at

being grabbed like this. But you are

essential to us; and we knew you'd never
have come of your own free will."

"Essential?"

"Great movements always need great
chroniclers,"

"And the nature of your movement—"
"Come," he said.

He led me through the village. But it

was a remarkably uninformative walk.

His manner was mechanical and aloof,

as if he were following a preprogrammed
route, and whenever I asked a direct

question he was vague or even evasive.

The big tin-roofed building in the center

of things was the factory where the work
of the Exodus was being carried out, he
said, but my request for further explana-

tion went unanswered. He showed me
the house of Moshe, a crude shack like

all the others. Of Moshe himself, though,

I saw nothing. "You will meet him later,"

Eleazar said. He pointed out another
shack that was the synagogue, another

that was the library, another that housed
the electrical generator. When I asked
to visit the library he shrugged and kept

walking. On the far side of it I saw a
second group of crude houses on the

lower slope of a fair-sized hill that I had
not noticed the night before. "We have
a population of five hundred," Eleazar

told me. More than I had imagined.

"All Hebrews?" I asked.

"What do you think?"

It surprised me that so many of us
could have migrated to this desert settle-

ment without my hearing about it. Of
course, I have led a secluded scholarly

life, but still, five hundred Israelites is one
out of every forty of us. That is a major
movement of population, for us. And not

one of them someone of my acquain-
tance or even a friend of a friend? Apparently not. Well,

perhaps most of the settlers of Beth Israel had come from the

Hebrew community in Alexandria, which has relatively little

contact with those of us who live in Menfe. Certainly I recog-
nized no one as I walked through the village.

From time to time Eleazar made veiled references to the

Exodus that was soon to come, but there was no real informa-

tion in anything he said; it was as if the Exodus were merely
some bright toy that he enjoyed cupping in his hands, and

I

was allowed from time to time to see its gleam but not its form.

There was no use in questioning him. He simply walked along,



looming high above me, telling me only what he wished to tell.

There was an unstated grandiosity to the whole mysterious

project that puzzled and irritated me. If they wanted to leave

Aiguptos, why not simply leave? The borders weren't guarded.

We had ceased to be the slaves of Pharaoh two thousand

years ago. Eleazar and his friends could settle in Palestina or

Syria or anyplace else they liked, even Gallia, even Hispania,

even Nuova Roma far across the ocean, where they could try

to convert the red-skinned men to Israel. The Republic wouldn't

care where a few wild-eyed Hebrews chose to go. So why all

this pomp and mystery, why such an air of conspiratorial

secrecy? Were these people up to something truly extraordi-

nary? Or, I wondered, were they simply crazy?

. That afternoon Miriam brought back my clothes, washed

and ironed, and offered to introduce me to some of her friends.

We went down into the village, which was quiet. Almost

everyone is at work, Miriam explained. But there were a few

young men and women on the porch of one of the buildings:

This is Deborah, she said, and

this is Ruth, and Reuben, and

Isaac, and Joseph, and Saul.

They greeted me with great

respect, even reverence, but

almost immed iately went back

to theiranimated conversation

as if they had forgotten I was
there. Joseph, who was dark

and sleek and slim, treated

Miriam with an ease bordering

on intimacy, finishing her sen-

tences for her, once or twice

touching her lightly on the arm

to underscore some point he

was making. I found that

unexpectedly disturbing. Was
he her husband? Her lover?

Why did it matter to me? They

were both young enough to

be my children. Great God,

why did it matter?

Unexpectedly and with

amazing swiftness my attitude

toward my captors began to

change. Certainly I had had

a troublesome introduction to

them—the lofty pomposity of

Eleazar, the brutal directness

of Di Filippo, the ruthless way
I had been seized and taken

to this place—but as I met
others I found them generally

charming,- graceful, courteous,

appealing. Prisoner though I might be, I felt myself quickly

being drawn into sympathy with them.

In the fi rst two days I was allowed to discover nothing except

that these were busy, determined folk, most of them young and

evidently all of them intelligent, working with tremendous zeal

on some colossal undertaking that they were convinced would

shake the world They were passionate in the way that I

imagined the Hebrews of that first and ill-starred Exodus had

been: contemptuous of the sterile and alien society within

which they were confined, striving toward freedom and the

light, struggling to bring a new world into being But how? By

what means? I was sure that they would tell me more in their

own good time; and
I
knew also that that time had not yet

come. They were watching me, testing me, making certain I

could be trusted with their secret.

Whatever- it was, that immense surprise which they meant

to spring upon the Republic, I hoped there was substance to

it, and I wished them well with it.

I am old and perhaps timid but far from conservative:

Change is the way of growth, and the Empire, with which I

include the Republic that ostensibly has replaced it, is the

enemy of change. For twenty centuries it had strangled man-

kind in its benign grip. The civilization it had constructed was

hollow; the life most of us led was a meaningless trek with

neither values nor purpose. I
had felt for years that the time

was long overdue for some great revolution, in which all fixed,

fast-frozen relationships, with their train of ancient and vener-

able prejudices and opinions, would be swept away—a time

when all that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned,

and man is compelled to face with sober senses his real

conditions of life. Was that what the Exodus would bring?

Profoundly did I hope so. For the Empire was defunct and

didn't know it. Like an immense dead beast it lay upon the

soul of humanity, smothering it beneath itself: a beast so huge

that its limbs hadn't yet heard the news of its own death.

On the third day Di Filippo knocked on my door and an-

nounced, "The Leader will

see you now."

The interior of Moshe's dwell-

ing was not very different from

mine: a simple cot, one stark

lamp, a basin, a cupboard.

But he had shelf upon shelf

overflowing with books.

Moshe himself was smaller

than I expected, a short, com-
pact man who nevertheless

radiated tremendous, even in-

vincible force. I hardly needed

to be told that he was
Eleazar's older brother. He
had Eleazar's wild mop of

curly hair and his ferocious

eyes and his savage beak of

a nose; but because he was

so much shorter than Eleazar,

his power was more tightly

compressed and seemed to

be in peril of immediate erup-

tion. He seemed poised, con-

trolled—austere and fright-

ening. But he greeted me
warmly and apologized for the

rudeness of my capture. Then

he indicated a well-worn row

of my books on his shelves.

"You understand the Repub-
lic better than anyone, Dr. Ben-

Simeon," he said. "How cor-

rupt and weak it is behind its

facade of universal love and brotherhood. How deleterious its

influence has been. How feeble its power. The world is waiting

now for something completely new: But what will it be? Is that

not the question? What will it be?
"

It was a pat, obviously preconceived speech, which no

doubt he had carefully constructed for the sake of impressing

me and enlisting me in his cause, whatever that cause might

be. Yet he did impress me with his passion and his conviction.

He spoke for some time, rehearsing themes and arguments

that were long familiar to me. He saw the Roman Imperium, as

I did, as something dead and beyond revival, though still

moving with eerie momentum. Call it an Empire, call it a

Republic, it was still a world state, and that was an unsustain-

able concept in the modern era. The revival of local national-

isms that had been thought extinct for thousands of years was
impossible to ignore. Roman tolerance for local customs, re-

ligions, languages, and rulers had been a shrewd policy for

centuries, but it carried with it the seeds of destruction for the



Imperium. Too much of the world now had only the barest
knowledge of the two official languages of Latin and Greek and
transacted its business in a hodgepodge of other tongues. In

the old Imperial heartland itself, Latin had been allowed to

break down into regional dialects that were in tact separate
languages—Gallian, Hispanian, Lusitanian, and all the rest.

Even the Romans at Roma no longer spoke true Latin, Moshe
pointed out, but rather the simple, melodic, lazy thing called

Roman, which might be suitable for singing opera but lacked
the precision needed for government. As for the religious

diversity that the Romans in Iheir easy way had encouraged, it

had led not to the perpetuation of faiths but to the erosion of

them. Scarcely anyone except the most primitive peoples and
a few unimportant encapsulated minorities like us believed
anything at all; nearly everyone gave lip service instead to the
local version of the official Roman pantheon and any other
gods that struck their fancy, but a society that tolerates all gods
really has no faith in any. And a society without faith is one
withoul a rudder—without

even a course.

These things Moshe saw,

as I did, not as signs ot vitality

and diversity but as confirma-

tion ot the imminence of the

end. This time there would be
no Reunification. When the Em-
pire had fallen, conservative

forces had been able to erect

the Repubiic in its place, but

that was a trick that could be
managed only once. Now a
period of flames unmatched
in history was surely coming
as the sundered segments ot

the old Imperium warred
against one another.

"And this Exodus of

yours?" I said finally, when I

dared to break his flow. "What
is that, and what does it have
to do with what we've been
talking about?"

"The end is near," Moshe
said. "We must not allow our-

selves to be destroyed in the

chaos that will follow the fall

of the Republic, for we are the

instruments of God's great

plan, and it is essentia! that

we survive. Come: Let me
show you something," We
stepped outside. Immediately
an antiquated and unreliable-looking car pulled up, with the
dark, slender boy Joseph at the stick. Moshe indicated that I

should get in, and we set out on a rough track that skirted the
village and entered the open desert just behind the hill that cut
the settlement in half. For perhaps ten minutes we drove north
through a district of low rocky dunes. Then we circled another
steep hill, and on its farther side, where the land flattened out
into a broad plain. I was astonished to see a weird tubular thing
of gleaming silvery metal rising on half a dozen frail, spidery
legs to a height of some thirty cubits in the midst of a hubbub
of machinery, wires, and busy workers.
My first thought was that it was an idol, a Moloch, a Baal,

and I had a vision of the people of Beth Israel coating their

bodies in pigs' grease and dancing naked around it to the
sound of drums and tambourines. But that was foolishness.

"What is it?" I asked. "A sculpture of some sort?"

Moshe looked disgusted. "Is thai what you think? It is a
vessel, a holy ark." I stared at him.

"It is the prototype for our starship," Moshe said, and his
voice took on an intensity that cut me like a blade. "Into the
heavens is where we Will go, in ships like these—toward God,
toward His brightness—and there we will settle, in the new
Eden that awaits us on another world, until it is time for us to

return to Earth."

"The new Eden—on another world—" My voice was faint

with disbelief. A ship to sail between the stars, as the Roman
skyships" travel between continents? Was such a thing possi-
ble? Hadn't the Romans themselves, those most able of engi-
neers, discussed the question ot space travel years ago and
concluded that there was no practical way of achieving it and
nothing to gain from it even if there was? Space was inhospita-

ble and unattainable: Everyone knew that. I shook my head
"What other world? Where?"

Grandly he ignored my question. "Our finest minds have
been at work for five years on what you see here. Now the time
to test it has come. First a short journey, only to the moon and

back—and then deeper into the heavens, to the new world
lhat the Lord has pledged to reveal to me, so thai the pioneers
may plant the settlement. And after that—ship after ship, one
shining ark after another, until every Israelite in the land of

Aiguptos has crossed over into the promised land—" His eyes
were glowing. "Here is our Exodus at last! What do you think,

Dr. Ben-Simeon? What do you think?"

I thought it was madness of the most terrifying kind, and
Moshe a lunatic who was leading his people—and mine—into

cataclysmic disaster. It was a dream, a wild feverish fantasy.
I

would have preferred it if he had said they were going to

worship this thing with incense and cymbals, than that they
were going to ride it into the darkness of space. But Moshe
stood before me so hot with blazing fervor that to say anything
like that to him was unthinkable. He took me by the arm and led
me, virtually dragged me, down the slope into the work area.
Close up, the starship seemed huge and yet at the same time
painfully flimsy. He slapped its flank, and I heard a hollow ring.



Thick gray cables ran everywhere, and subordinate machines

of a nature that I could not even begin to comprehend.

Fierce-eyed young men and women raced to and fro, carrying

pieces of equipment and shouting instructions to one another

as if striving to outdo one another in their dedication to their

tasks. Moshe scrambled up a narrow ladder, gesturing for me
to follow him. We entered a kind of cabin at the starship's

narrow tip; in that cramped and all but airless room I saw

screens, dials, more cables, things beyond my understanding.

Below the cabin a spiral staircase led to a chamber where the

crew could sleep, and below that, said Moshe, were the

rockets that would send the ark of the Exodus into the heavens.

"And will it work?" I managed finally to ask.

' "There is no doubt of it," Moshe said- "Our finest minds

have produced what you see here."

He introduced me to some of them. The oldest appeared to

be about twenty-five. Curiously, none of them had Moshe's

radiant look of fanatic zeal; they were calm, even businesslike,

imbued with a deep and quiet

confidence. They took turns

explaining the theory of the

vessel to me, its means of

propulsion, its scheme of guid-

ance, its method of escaping

the pull of the earth's inner

force. My head began to

ache. But yet I was swept un-

der by the power oftheirconvic-

tion. They spoke of "combus-

tion," of "acceleration," of "neu-

tralizing the planet-force."

They talked of "mass" and

"thrust" and "freedom veloc-

ity." I barely understood a

tenth of what they were say-

ing; but I formed the image of

a giant bursting his bonds and

leaping triumphantly from the

ground to soar joyously into

unknown realms. Why not?

Why not? All it took was the

right fuel and acontrolled explo-

sion, they said. Just kick the

earth hard enough and you

must go upward with equal

force. Yes. Why not? Within

minutes I began to think that

this insane starship might well

be able to rise on a burst of

flame and fly off into the dark-

ness of the heavens. By the

time Moshe had ushered me
out of the ship, nearly an hour later, I did not question it at all.

Joseph drove me back to the settlement alone. The last I
saw

of Moshe he was standing at the hatch of his starship, peering

impatiently toward the fierce midday sky.

My task, I already knew, but which Eleazar told me again

later that dazzling and bewildering day, was to write a chron-

icle of all that had been accomplished thus far in this hidden

outpost of Israel and all that would be achieved in the apoca-

lyptic days to come. I protested mildly that they would be better

off finding some journalist, preferably with a background in

science; but no, they didn't want a journalist, Eleazar said, they

wanted someone with a deep understanding of the long

currents of history. What they wanted from me, I realized, was

a work that was not merely journalism and not merely history

but one that had the profundity and eternal power of Scripture.

What they wanted from me was the Book of the Exodus, that

is, the Book of the Second Moshe. They gave me a little office

in their library building and opened their archive to me, I was

shown Moshe's early visionary essays, his letters to intimate

friends, his sketches and manifestos insisting on the need for

an' Exodus far more ambitious than anything his ancient name-

sake could have imagined. I saw how he had assembled

—

secretly and with some uneasiness, tor he knew that what he

was doing was profoundly subversive and would bring the

fullest wrath of the Republic down on him if "he should be

discovered—his cadre of young revolutionary scientists. 1 read

furious memoranda from Eleazar, taking issue with his older

brother's fantastic scheme; and then I saw Eleazar gradually

converting himself to the cause in letter after letter until he

became more of a zealot than Moshe himself. I
studied techni-

cal papers until my eyes grew bleary, not only those of Moshe

and his associates but some by Romans nearly a century old,

and even one by a Teuton, arguing for the historical necessity

of space exploration and for its technical feasibility. I learned

something more of the theory of the starship's design.

My guide to all these documents was Miriam. We worked

side by side in one small

room. Her youth, her beauty,

the dark glint of her eyes,

made me tremble. Often I

longed to reach toward her,

to touch her arm, her shoul-

der, her cheek. But I was too

timid. I feared that she would

react with laughter, with an-

ger, with disdain, even with

revulsion. Certainly it was an

aging man's fear of rejection

that inspired such caution. But

also I reminded myself that

she was the sister of those

two fiery prophets, and that

the blood that flowed in her

veins must be as hot as theirs.

What I feared was being

scalded by her touch.

The day Moshe chose for

the starship's flight was the

twenty-third of Tishri, the joy-

ful holiday of Simchat Torah

in the year 5730 by our calen-

dar, that is, 2723 of the Ro-

man reckoning. It was a bril-

liant early autumn day, very

dry, the sky cloudless, the sun

still in its fullest blaze of heat.

For three days preparations

had been going on around

the clock at the launch site,

and it had been closed to all

but the inner circle of scientists; but now, at dawn, the whole

village went out by truck and car and some even on foot to

attend the great event.

The cables and support machinery had been cleared away.

The starship stood by itself, solitary and somehow vulnerable

looking, in the center of the sandy clearing, a shining upright

needle, slender, fragile. The area was roped off; we would

watch from a distance so that the searing flames of the engines

would not harm us. A crew of three men and two women had

been selected: Judith, who was one of the rocket scientists,

and Leonardo di Filippo, and Miriam's friend Joseph, and a

woman named Sarah whom I had never seen before. The fifth,

of course, was Moshe. This was his chariot; this was his

adventure, his dream; he must surely be the one to ride at the

helm as the Exodus made its first leap toward the stars.

One by one they emerged from the blockhouse that was the

control center for the flight. Moshe was the last. We watched

in total silence, not a murmur, barely daring to draw breath.
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The five of them wore uniforms of white

satin, brilliant in the morning sun, and

curious glass helmets like diver's bowls

over their faces.

They walked toward the ship, mounted

the ladder, turned one by one to look

back at us, and went up inside. Moshe

hesitated for a moment before entering,

as if in prayer, or perhaps simply to savor

the fullness of his joy.
-

Then there was a long wait, intermina-

ble, unendurable. It might have been

twenty minutes; it might have been an

hour. No doubt there was some last-

minute checking to do, or perhaps some
technical hitch. Still we maintained our

silence. We could have been statues.

After a time I saw Eleazar turn worriedly

toward Miriam, and they conferred in

whispers. Then he trotted across to the

blockhouse and went inside. Five min-

utes went by, ten; then he emerged,

smiling, nodding, and returned to Miriam's

side. Still nothing happened. We contin-

ued to wait. Suddenly there was a sound

like a thundercrack and a noise like the

roaring of a thousand great bulls, and

black smoke billowed from the ground

around the ship, and there were flashes

of dazzling red flame. The Exodus rose

a few feet from the ground. There it

hovered as though magically suspended,

for what seemed to be forever.

"And then it rose, jerkily at first, more

smoothly then, and soared on a stun-

ningly swift ascent toward the dazzling

blue vault of the sky. I gasped; I grunted

as though I had been struck; and I be-

gan to cheer. Tears of wonder "and ex-

citement flowed freely along my cheeks.

All about me, people were cheering also,

and weeping, and waving their arms,

and the rocket, roaring, rose and rose,

so high now that we could scarcely see

it against the brilliance of the sky.

We were still cheering when a white

flare of unbearable light, like a second

sun more brilliant than the first, burst into

the air high above us and struck us with

overmastering force, making us drop to

our knees in pain and terror, crying out,

covering our faces with our hands.

When I dared look again, finally, that

terrible point of ferocious illumination was

gone, and in its place was a ghastly

streak of black smoke that smeared half-

way across the sky, trickling away in a

dying trail somewhere to the north. I

could not see the rocket. I
could not hear

the rocket.

"It's gone!" someone cried.

"Moshe! Moshe!"

"It blew up! I saw it!"

"Moshe!"

"Judith
—

" said a quieter voice be-

hind me.

I was too stunned to cry out. Bui all

around me there was a steadily rising

sound of horror and despair, which be-

gan as a low choking wail and mounted

until it was a shriek of the greatest inten-

sity coming from hundreds of throats at

once. There was fearful panic. People

were running about as if they had gone

mad. Some were rolling on the ground;

some were beating their hands against

the sand. "Moshe!" they were scream-

ing. "Moshe! Moshe! Moshe!"

I looked toward Eleazar. He was white-

faced and his eyes seemed wild. Yet

even as I looked toward him I saw him

draw in his breath, raise his hands, step

forward to call for attention. Immediately

all eyes turned toward him. He swelled

until he appeared lo be five cubits high.

"Where's the ship?" someone cried.

"Where's Moshe?"

And Eleazar said, in a voice like the

trumpet of the Lord, "He was the Son of

God, and God has called him home."

Screams. Wails. Hysterical shrieks.

"Dead!" they cried. "Moshe is dead]"

"He will live forever," Eleazar boomed.

"The Son otGod!" came the cry, from

three voices, five, a dozen. "The Son of

God! The Son of God!"

I was aware of Miriam at my side,

warm, pressing close, her arm through

mine, her soft breast against my ribs, her

lips at my ear. "You must write the book,"

she whispered, and her voice held a

terrible urgency. "His book, you must

write. So that this day will never be for-

gotten. So that he will live forever."

"Yes," I heard myself saying. "Yes."

In that moment of frenzy and terror I

felt myself sway like a tree of the shore

that has been assailed by the flooding

of the Nile; and I
was uprooted and

swept away. The fireball of the Exodus

blazed in my soul like a second sun

indeed, with a brightness that could never

fade. And I knew that I
was engulfed,

that I was conquered, that I would re-

main here to write and preach, that I

would forge the gospel of the new Moshe
in the smithy of my soul and send the

word to all the lands. Out of these five

today would come rebirth; and to the

peoples of the Republic we would bring

the message for which they had waited

so long in their barrenness and their

confusion, and when.it came they would

throw off the shackles of their masters;

and out of the death of the Imperium

would come a new order of things. Were

there other worlds, and could we dwell

upon them? Who could say? But there

was a new truth that we could teach,

which was the truth of the second Moshe

who had given his life so that we might

go to the stars, and 1 would not let that

new truth die. I would write, and others

would go forth and carry the word that I

had written to all the lands, and the lands

would be changed. And someday, who
knew how soon, we would build a new
ship, and another, and another, and they

would carry us from this world of woe.

God had sent His Son, and God had

called Him home, and one day we would

all follow Him on wings of flame, up from

the land of bondage into the heavens

where He dwells eternally.DO
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tractive than a possible monster payoff

on a long shot. Princeton economics pro-

fessor Richard Quandt notes that at the

racetrack, "the investment has no his-

tory— it liquidates itself in two minutes."

Limitations on both the transaction time

and the amount of investment change the

perception of risk. This is as true in fi-

nance as at the pari-mutuel windows.

To illustrate the importance of trans-

action time, Camerer points toone of Wall

Street's biggest gambles, options trad-

ing. "People's intuitive notions about
what's risky are quite different than ours

[academics']'. The advantage of options

trading is that you can't lose any more
than your option price, and there's a

chance that you can make much more.

The probability of loss might be high, but

the magnitude of loss is known and fixed

at a relatively low amount, You spend your

dollar, and that's it."

As far as making money on the Ken-

tucky Derby, Dr. Z is confident that there

will be a Z-system opportunity this year.

At the biggest races, where unsophisti-

cated gamblers skew the odds in favor

of the enlightened bettor, there usually is.

Yet the correlation that gives the greatest

edge in Louisville, as Ziemba recog-

nizes, is not based on the money pools

but on the breeding of the horses en-

tered. "Obviously anything can fail, but

the dosage index has held true for half a

century," says Dr. Z. "It effectively nar-

rows the field in the Kentucky Derby."

Dosage theory, a tracking of equine

bloodlines developed by Shell Oil chem-
ist Steven Roman (although the original

hypothesis is not his own) has pointed to

the Kentucky Derby winner for the past

. 48 years. Its proponents evaluated 170

of racing history's greatest sires and rated

them in five categories (Brilliant, Inter-

mediate, Classic, Solid, and Profes-

sional) to reflect their progeny's likeli-

hood of speed or endurance. The
presence of these sires, or chefs de race

in dosage jargon, in a three-year-old's

past four ancestral generations is

weighted. Each succeeding generation

receives twice as much consideration.

After a little simple arithmetic, the dos-
age index is computed. The magic num-
ber is 4.00. No horse with a dosage over

this figure— indicating an excess of

speed relative to stamina—has won at

the Derby in nearly five decades.
To see the way the dosage indicator

works, consider the case of a coal-black

colt named Snow Chief. In 1986 he came
to Churchill Downs after dominating the

California prep races but carried the

stigma of a dosage figure of 5.00. He had
only two chefs de race in his pedigree

—

one back three generations, another back
four. But he was a hot horse offering [he

romance of wrong-side-of-the-paddock

parentage plus Ihe crowd appeal of two
colorful owners, and he wen! off as a two-

to-one favorite. Only two horses in the

race, a muscular front-runner named
Groovy and a classic closer named Fer-

dinand, qualified under the strict dosage/
experimental correlation. Groovy bolted

to the lead, with Snow Chief at his heels,

but the final two furlongs in the Derby are

the greatest Ghallenge in horse racing.

Groovy eventually faded to last, and
Snow Chief gave up the chase at the

quarter pole, finishing eleventh. (Ziem-

ba's Z-system show bet on the favorite

thus failed to pay off this time.) Ferdinand

broke from (he first post position in dead
last, looking at the rumps of 15 horses.

But Ferdinand had breeding—plus the

cool head and soft hands of Willie Shoe-
maker. Shoemaker moved up steadily

and spotted an opening at the rail as the

field turned for home, whipping his colt

home a winnerforthe ultimate vindication

for dosage. The results seemed, in ret-

rospect, inevitable.

In recent years Roman has discovered
another way to rank dosage horses. In

February the Daily Racing Form pub-

lishes this hypothetical weighting of the

previous year's two-year-old crop in a
fantasy handicap race, the Experimental

Free Handicap. This listing gives a solid

indication of what Roman terms "high-

class early maturity," and the common
.rule of thumb is that a horse rated more
than ten pounds weaker than the two-

year-old champion stands virtually no-

chance in the Derby. With the exception

of last year's winner, Winning Colors, who
was not rated on the Experimental be-

cause of early injury, the correlation has

been true for every winner since 1972.

The 4.00 figure is also compromised by

this fact: Every Derby winner since 1940,

with the exception of the great Affirmed

in 1977, has had points in its stamina wing

(the Solid and Professional classes). In-

terestingly, this year's early favorite, Easy
Goer, has no points in its stamina wing.

Why does dosage continue to have
doubters? "It's an ego problem," Roman
says. "Some people react negatively to

things they don't understand. That's true

of all aspects of science as well: It's all

voodoo and magic. Dosage, in effect,

exposes certain relationships between
pedigree and performance that histori-

cally may not have been appreciated.

"Bruce Lowe, who studied female gen-

erations in England over a hundred years

ago, maintained that pedigree was the

main factor in predicting the potential of

a horse, and in that I agree with him. Con-
formation and condition cannot replace

the kind of vitality that comes from the

pedigree. I believe pretty much in the in-

fallibility of the combination of pedigree

suited to the distance, plus a demonstra-
tion of high-class early maturity."

The Derby itself is run under unique
conditions, which may help to explain the

strength of that correlation. "In any one
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race only a few handicapping factors are

key," Roman says. 'At the Derby it's a

combination of things: The horses are

very young and run a mile and a quarter

tor the first time; the spectacle itself can

have an adverse effect on a horse's ner-

vous system; the pace is uniformly fast,

so ins horse is under pressure the entire

race; and the fields are extremely large,

which can create traffic problems." The

Kentucky Derby is a race ihat only the

strong and the well-bred (and the lucky)

can survive. Strict dosage/experimental

correlations at press time point fo six

colts—Trapp Mouniain, Music Merci, Irish

Actor, Luge II, Hawster, and Shipping

Time. The champion filly Open Mind, Ro-

man's personal favorite, also qualifies, and

her stablemaie Houston, sired by Seattle

Slew, must be considered even though

early injuries removed him from the ex-

perimental ranking.

On May 6, 1989, Derby Day, hundreds

of thousands of people will not hear the

call of dosage, the Experimental Free

Handicap, and the Z-system. Instead they

will plunk down millions of dollars on false

hopes—late-developing, poorly bred

horses with perhaps a few exciting per-

formances in the months leading up to

the Derby. Why? To beat the long odds

so they can brag about it to their friends.

The gambler's standard line that money
is" just a way of keeping score is a give-

away: The real winning payout isn't the

money. Winners laugh and [heir eyes

gleam in their moment of truth, and they

tell the world, / knew it all along. This very

human tendency—the urge to claim

prescience— is fruly predictable. In

searching for an edge at the Derby, then,

it is perhaps wisest, as Kahneman ob-

served after his excursion to Exhibition

Park with Ziemba, "to turn away from the

horses and examine the people."

These crowds, who follow the cry of

Dostoyevski's gambler that "willpower is

the great thing," are merely setting the

table for the smart money to pickup easy

profits. Dr. Z understands that money is

more than the way to keep score; it is the

game itself. Listen to the Doc: "You have

to decide why you're in the game. Do you

go to the racetrack to have fun, or do you

go to win? For me, winning is fun."

Myself? I'm going to take $1 ,000 of this

magazine's cash and run away to New
Orleans with my honey. Dr. Z tells me ihat

there's another edge: important races, TV

simulcast to tracks around the country.

Turns out local betting prejudices create

their own unique Z-bei opportunities.

Derby eve I'll sleep standing up in my
stall on Bourbon Street, and the next day

at ihe Fair Grounds I'll have my coal-black

HP-41 CV at the ready, checking for cross-

track oddities between the win pool at

Churchill Downs and the Fair Grounds

show pool. I expect to turn a profit. Bui

bragging rights? On May 6 the blanket of

roses will be draped around the neck of

Trapp Mountain.OO
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explains, is the degree to which the var-

ious parts of the brain work in synchrony.

To measure coherence in the fliers,

Orme-Johnson and colleagues attach

electrodes to four locations on the head

and proceed to record brain waves on

an electroencephalograph. If the squtg-

gle patterns associated with each elec-

trode are more or less similar, it means
that various parts of the brain are working

in synch.

With that, the fliers begin. First they

start wiggling gently, moving their shoul-

ders, then their

backs and heads.

The gentle motion

takes on intensity,

expanding to in-

clude lower-back

twitches and
downward thrusts

of the knee. One of

the fliers starts

laughing and
then—boing!—
they're off. They
bound across the

floor, cushioned by

exercise mats, in

short spurts, leap-

ing from their

knees like human
frogs. The fliers

stop to rest after

every dozen or so

hops, and after 15

minutes they stop

for good.

This was flying?

"We don't ac-

tually call it flying

anymore," Schnei-

der says. "We now
call it hopping."

"It's the first

stage," flier Rod
Falk explains, still

panting from exer-

tion. "When you
see a helicopter

getting off the ground, it starts io shimmy
and shake."

"We're just learning how to fly," says the

other flier, So Kam Tim, who holds the

world record with a height of 27.5 inches.

(The average MIL) hop is quite a bit less.)

He says he's making progress in over-

coming gravity. "Last month I started

feeling much lighter than before."

Given the nature of MIU's research, and

its claims, it's hardly surprising that skep-

tics abound. Take University of Maryland

political scientist Edward F Azan who
compiles the "Conflict and Peace Data-

Bank" that MIU used in several studies.

"These guys are dreaming," Jne says.

"They have a finding in their mind and

they're looking for data to confirm it. I don't

believe their theory, and I don't believe

their data show causality." Adds Azar,

"The world's violence has increased, not

decreased, over the years."

And Herbert Benson, a pioneer of

meditation research and coauthor of Your

Maximum Mind, says Yogic fiying ap-

pears to be "a marvelous athletic feat."

He bases his conclusion on a 1982 trip

to the Himalayas, where he witnessed

the equivalent of Yogic flying among
monks. "I noted thai the old monks let the

younger monks do it," he says. "If it were

a spiritual skill, it would have been the

other way around."

Finally, Rubin Gur, director of neuro-

psychology at the University of Pennsyl-

Our distillery
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some Fortunately

itmakes better
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usuay r.ohe^en;," ho says.

As-if all this weren't enough, some psy-

chologists say that even on a therapeutic

level, TM may not bode well. "People with

paranoia or schizophrenia may find that

meditation exacerbate; these oreexisi-

ing problems, releasing suppressed
conflict thai the individual may not be able

to address," says Deanne Shapiro, psy-

chiatrist and meditation expert at the

University of California at Irvine. "This

could cause a further loosening of their

grip on reality."

Indeed, in January 1987 a jury awarded
Robert Kropinski, a former TM-Sidhi
meditator, $137,890 for psychological

damage incurred curing MIU's intensive

meditation. "I'd have severe memory loss,

violent physical shaking, screaming in

strange tongues, and suicidal flashes,"

says Kropinski, who now lives in Phila-

delphia. "My instructors said I was just

unstressing." Two psychiatrists, however,

testified that Kopinski would need long-

term counseling. (Th'e case has been

appealed; a 'inal dccison :s pending.)

William Goldstein, MIU's legal counsel.

says it's important to keep the case in

perspective. In today's, litigious atmos-

phere, he wrote in a letter, it's striking how
few "Kropinskis" there are. "This is espe-

cially significant in light of the hundreds

of thousands of responsible citizens who
1 have learned the

TM and TM-Sidhi

programs."

Yet six similar

lawsuits were set-

tled out of court.

And oiher "Kropin-

skis" may soon
come to light

—

three lawsuits

much like his are

pending right now.

Ed Kelly, who
served as county

attorney in Fair-

field from 1971 to

1983, says that

during that time, he

had to involuntarily

commit up to 20

MIU students.

What surprised

him wasn't the

number of cases
but their behavior.

One student in-

sisted he was re-

ceiving messages
from space. An-
other kept running

naked through the

cafeteria. Another

thrashed so vio-

lently that he had to

be put in a strait-

jacket for his court

appearance. "Did

• people become crackpots because they

went to MIU, or did they have problems

when they came?" asks Kelly. "Statisti-

cally. I don't know."

Whatever the truth turns out to be, for

most at MIU the formula has worked. The

students, bright, open, and neat, convey

an air of altruism and accomplishment, a

sense of peace. "Fully awake in their own
nature, the students of MIU sponta-

neously develop the total creative poten-
.

tial of natural law in their daily lives," the

Maharishi proclaims in the latest school

bulletin. "They grow to fulfill their interests

in perfect balance with the interests of

the whole society.
.

. . One can be proud

of MIU, which is rising to be the guiding

light of all universities in the world."DO
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LASTWORD
By Steve Fox -.

.

iT/ie military is

usually the best with this stuff:

SALT, START, SAC.
• Hell, they even made a bunch

of nuclear warheads

sound like a talk show host.

Who could resist

. something called MIRV?^

In a bunker i
eneath

tons of granite and interoffice memoran-

dums, Post-its. and paper clips -lies

PUNDITS, the Project lot Useful Nomen-

clature Development In The Sciences.

Its task; to keep the United States ahead

n science and technology. PUNDITS s

pundits are not scientists, however.

They're civil servants—mostly former ao
rors. and ex-Wheel

of Fortune contestants—who devise

snappy Dames., for some of -ho govern-
: ment's ieast glitzy science programs

and agencies. When they succeed, Ih&sr

acronyms and buzzwords coax gener-

ous budgets from Congress forvoniures

that might otherwise be overlooked

About 15 years ago, PUNDITS, then

called ALPO—the Agency for Labeling

Programs and Organizations—made
headlines .when it came up win the

term PET.scan to describe positron

emission tomography, a new technology

thai would lei scientists peer into the

brain. But the animal rights types misun-

derstood. They assumed --{lie- makers
vecatng

vivisection, so they organized a boycott

,<i !.. ;,: . Bv

the time the smoke cleared, severa; pel.

food companies had brought soil

against the government. PET scans had

been pushed aside, supposedly

because they were too expensive, and

A! . mePUNDit
i met recently with Noah Vail—

PUNDITS's nabob since his doss's "97«

abduction by animal rights activists

inside the project's mountain retreat. Vaii

is a tail, stringy man with sunken eyes

His job obviously weighs en him. "See

eve: there.' he said, pointing toward a

.!.. .;,.
and women hunched over fheii computer

screens. "That's :he SDI comer. When
the military was still calling it star wars,

it had a chance of funding. But SDI

.

jeesh . . . H's nor. sexy, y.'k'no'w? Congress

will never- buy IT. We've got to come up

with something better. The Pentagon

brass torpedoed Shoot-'em-up With

interplanetary Launched Lasers (SWILL)

and shot down Dead Russians Over

Gvr Planet (DROOP). Bui I think we may
score a hit with Calibrated AniiNudear

Tactically Engineered Lasers Over

Pianei Earth (CANTELOPE}. And we've

been playing with a lew variations on

ZAP,.STUNr and HONEY-DEW"-
"The military," he continued, "Is usually

the best w.ih Jh,s stuff: SAt I START,

SAC Hell, they even marie a bunch of

nuclear warheads sound like ah.Old talk

show host. Really, who could resist

something called MIRV? Bui the rest of

the science world—forget if

hie led me into his office and showed

me a chart. "This lists the major

agencies ana their top probers," he

exo amed. "Here's my favorite: SSC

—

•he Superconducting Super Collider.

Pardon me while i yawn Now, i.his is 'he

most critical— ano ex i

facility ever proposed So what do '.'..;

they do? Leave its name to amateurs.

Believe me, something called SSC won't

even get oul of committee."

With that. Vail punched up a file from

his computer. 'They haven't asked us

yet, but when they -eailze SSC is on a

collision course wiih oblivion, they'll be

m here begging for names I've been'

working on a few myself. For instance,

SPAM—Superconducting Particie-

AcceieraTng Machine—-has the right

ring to If Everyone's heard of Spam,

even if almost no.one has ever tasted

the stuff. Makes it sound like a house,

hold item, not some exotic gizmo

that's gonna do God knows what. Or

now aboui Superconducting Panicie-

Acctsterating Supc Colliders. Traveling in

a drcte'' SPASTIC may-sound off-the-

wall buf it worked for Nixon with CREEP"

"What about medical programs'" I

ask

institutes of Health ano Centers ior

Disease-Contio: soundeO serf of flat.''

'You're right." he replied. "NlH, CDC-
pathetic: But both names have been

around too long to fix-. The surgeon

general did come here last week, though,

looking for some help with a few

diseases. The way! figure it. AIDS will

be cured within five years. It's got a

great name: short, pronounceable,

catchy. It's a guaranteed funds grabber.

Bui hear! crease, csienooicsis,

Epstein-Barr Syndrome, lupus erythe-

matosus? What a. disaster! You should
.

f icvor let doctors name their own
diseases. No sense of PR. And we're

not lust talking government lunoing

.

here We're ts :g contribu-

tions; too. But i tecuhe SG.thaiw'e

couldn't heip him. We're speciaiists: We
oniy do organisations and projects."

And what about America's lead in the

space race? I asked.

He seemed amused. "Lead' What
lead? Did you know the Japanese have

an eniire -ministry thai handles just

space-; elated acronyms7 And last year

je sums

to lure American greeting card writers to

Ru
away from an acronym that will lei them

rename the Soviet space agency

AS^IOST. They'll bury us."'

'"Can't we counter thern?" i asKoc.
"1 dp have an idea," he admitted. 'Now.

tine

You can say it, you can spell it. I
give If

an eight. But imagine If we could get

NASA to combine wi:h the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion. We'could call II the National

Aeronautics and UnderSea Exploration

Administration. There's not a oollfician

alive who could say no to NAUSEA"DO

Sieve Fox recently mzcaverec a ionnuia tor

advanced ro ine: iioaunn .a bowl of-.

aiphabe :
.
«>;«.;.


